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VCD-1000 - Having set the sonic standards for home audio,
Harman Kardon now enters the world of home video by in-
troducing high fidelity for your eyes! Harman Kardon applied
its 30 years of technical expertise to an extraordinary new
home entertainment product: The VCD-1000 VHS Hi-Fi.

A breathtaking audio product with high quality video, the
VCD-1000 is the perfect link to an integrated audio / video
system.

As with all renowned Harman Kardon products, the critical
issues of the quality of the circuitry, construction and layout
of components were expertly addressed. The VCD-1000
utilizes an advanced record / playback system which FM en-
codes the audio signal. This FM signal is recorded and played
back via high speed rotating heads (1800 rpm), resulting in
wide, flat frequency response (20Hz-20kHz, ±3dB), virtually
non-existent wow -and -flutter (0.005%), and 80dB dynamic
range.
Custom -designed discrete filters are precisely tuned in pro -
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duction to extend frequency response, critically align noise
reduction and reduce high frequency distortion.

Applications of Harman Kardon acclaimed amplifier
philosophies that are evident in the VCD-1000 are the use of
discrete components for reduced distortion and the use of
low negative feedback.

Steno° TV Tuner - The VCD-1000 incorporates a built-in 105
channel cable -ready stereo TV tuner, and is capable of
receiving, recording and playing back high fidelity stereo TV
broadcasts (with bi-lingual channel capability), even if you
don't own a stereo TV yet. There is an independent audio
tuner section resulting in improved sound quality from
these stereo broadcasts.

The video section offers 4 -event / 14 -day programming; still
frame; high speed forward and reverse picture search; full
digital displays; slow motion and an infra -red remote control
that duplicates all front panel functions.
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VM-100 Video Monitor- To further refine the audio / video
vista, Harman Kardon is introducing the VM-100...
a 25" diagonal, high resolution video monitor. The VM-100
combines exceptional linearity and superb transient response
to deliver a picture that can only compliment the high fidelity
sound.

'JSH

MULTIPLEX STEREO TUNER

When incorporated with Harman Kardon's unparalleled audio
components, your world of high fidelity audio / video enjoy-
ment becomes boundless.

Experience the Harman Kardon line of audio / video products...
They're pure high fidelity for your eyes.

harman I kardon

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797; In Canada, Goulc Marketing, Montreal. For more information call toll -free 1-(80C) 633-2252 ext. 853.
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Radio Shack Breaks
the Sound Barriers..

00 Ma:GIL
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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Send for FREE 1985 Catalog
Mail coupon to Radio Shack, Dept. 85A-763
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

Name

Address Apt No

State Zip

Price applies at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers

With Advanced Technology . . .

Digital -Ready Mach Two :M

This high -efficiency 3 -way speaker system
is engineered to reproduce the full frequency
range of digital audio. From the explosion of
drums to the shimmering crash of cymbals. It's
your best buy if you own or plan to own a CD or
LaserVision player. Of course, the advanced
technology of the Mach Two also gives you
spectacular sound from Beta Hi-Fi VCRs and
other analog sources.

Audio wise, the first thing that strikes you is
the incredibly strong bass from the 15" woofer.
You can feel it. Power capacity is 160 watts for
handling a dynamic range of 92 dB. Liquid cool-
ing protects the midrange and tweeter voice
coils and cuts distortion at high power levels.

Appearance wise, the Mach Two is equally im-
pressive. We gave it a hand -oiled walnut veneer
finish, because we know you want wood, not vi-
nyl or plastic. So come in and discover the real
sound of music. $219.95 each. Put a pair on your
Radio Shack/CitiLine or other credit card.
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For a demonstration of products from any of the advertisers listed
below, call the STEREO REVIEW TOLL FREE 800 number. You'll get
the name and location of a nearby dealer who will be happy to let
you see and hear the components in action.

But call right now. The STEREO REVIEW "Where -To -Buy -It'. -

Program for this issue ends January 22. After that date you'll
have to contact the advertiser directly.
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BULLETIN

by Gordon Sell and Christie Barter

DIGITAL DISC RECORDER
Nakamichi has demonstrated its new
industrial, magneto -optical, digi-
tal, erasable record/playback sys-
tem that can be used to record any
kind of digital data, including
digital audio. The eight -inch, CD -
like discs contain a vertically
polarized magnetic material, which
reflects light differently depend-
ing on which pole is "up." To re-
cord, the disc is magnetized in
one direction and an opposite mag-
netic bias is applied that is not
quite strong enough to flip the
poles. A laser writes the data on
The disc by heating the material
and reducing its resistance to
change enough for the bias field
to flip it over. The Model
OMS-1000 recorder/player costs a
mere $80,000, but machines in the
under -$2,000 range can be expected
in a few years.

CENTURY NOTES
The celebration of the 400th anni-
versary of the birth of Heinrich
Schutz and the tricentennials of
Bach, Handel, and Scarlatti in
1985 should not obscure the 100th
anniversaries of Viennese opera
composer Alban Berg and the Ameri-
can Jerome Kern, who wrote scores
for Show Boat, Roberta, and many
other musical shows and movies.

NEW STATUS FOR STERN
CBS has honored violinist Isaac
Stern with the newly created title
of Artist Laureate, marking his
forty years on the Masterworks
label. He has been granted a life-
time contract, and a special seal
will be placed on his records.

CD SIGNALS
PolyGram is preparing to introduce
a "maxi -single" CD with a playing
time of about sixteen minutes. With
simpler packaging than the full-
length Compact Disc, the new CD's

are expected to sell for under six
dollars....Columbia has begun re-
leasing two -record sets from its
catalog on extended-play CD's. The
first artists represented in the
"2 for 1" format include George
Jones, Journey, and Bob James....
The Wagner Ring cycle on CD that
has been available as a Eurcdisc
import (reviewed in this magazine
last month) has just been released
in the United States by RCA....A
Compact Disc club offering CD's on
virtually all major labels by dir-
ect mail has been launched by RCA
Direct Marketing. For enrollment
information call
1-800 428-1928 or
write c/o P.O. Box
91412, Indianapolis,
Ind. 46291....The
CD version of Paul
McCartney's recent
recording "Give
My Regards to Broad
Street" is unique
in that it is the
first new pop album
by a major artist
to use the Compact
Disc's capacity for
longer playing time. The McCartney
CD has two more songs than the LP.

TECH NOTES
VH-1, the new MTV rock -video cable
TV channel for baby boomers, will
distribute stereo sound to its
affiliates in digital form using
Dolby Labs' ADM (Adaptive Delta
Modulation) system, which reduces
the bandwidth requirements....Mark
Levinson Audio Systems has gone
into Chapter Seven bankruptcy, and
its assets are being liquidated.
But don't be too surprised if its
operations and products become
part of a new company under the
name of Madrigal Laboratories.
Mark Levinson, who founded the
company that was named for him but
had not been involved in its man-
agement for the past four years,
says he is starting a new high -end
audio company called Cello Ltd.
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SPEAKING MY PIECE

by William Livingstone

With cartoonist Charles Rodrigues (left)

Name Dropping

0 BVIOUSLY, my job with
this magazine has made it
possible for me to meet
some very important

people in the audio industry. They
include Roy Allison, Amar Bose,
Robert Carver, Avery Fisher, John
Koss, Paul Klipsch, Saul Marantz,
and Walter Stanton, founders of
companies that still bear their
names.

In the music world I have been
privileged to spend time with many
of the artists who have thrilled me
with their performances and record-
ings. James Taylor came to our
office once, and I've met Carly
Simon several times at parties. The
late Mabel Mercer was a friend of
mine, and I once sat next to Tony
Bennett at dinner. In Las Vegas I
interviewed Vikki Carr, and at Re-
gine's in New York I had a drink
with Bette Midler. I've been photo-
graphed with Patti Smith, Lou
Reed, and Wynton Marsalis.

Billions of notes had been played
by Arthur Rubinstein and Vladimir
Horowitz by the time I got to shake
hands with them. I've been able to
chat more freely with such younger
pianists as Ruth Laredo, Alicia de
Larrocha, Alfred Brendel, John
Browning, and Jorge Bolet.

Conductors I've talked with for-
mally or informally include Erich
Leinsdorf, Neville Marriner, Mi-
chael Tilson Thomas, Zubin Mehta,
and Carlo Maria Giulini. They in-
clude big maestros from Antonio de
Almeida to David Zinman.

I once ate two slices of a lemon
pie baked by the Brazilian soprano
Biclit SayAo, and a couple of times
I've been treated to pasta cooked by
Renata Scotto. I've visited the
home of baritone Sherrill Milnes to
inspect his very impressive hi-fi in-
stallation. Roberta Peters and
Regine Crespin have been among
my colleagues on the Metropolitan
Opera Quiz, and the great tenors
I've talked to include both Placido
Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti.

Who do you suppose my friends
and acquaintances ask me about the
most? None of the above. Our car-
toonist Charles Rodrigues is the one
most people are curious about.
They want to know how he works
and how he got such insight into the
world of hi-fi.

So what can I tell you? Of Portu-
guese -American descent, Rodrigues
is a middle-aged World War II vet-
eran who lives on Cape Cod with
his wife, two daughters, and five
cats. In private life many humorists
are melancholy souls, but Charles
manages to smile a lot as he views
the decline and fall of practically
everything. He has never worked in
an audio salon. He sleeps during the
day and draws at night, usually lis-
tening to classical music on FM.

Charles was represented in Vol-
ume 1, Number 1, of this magazine
in February 1958, and he has con-
tinued to supply us with cartoons.
Since February 1965 I've been the
magazine's contact with him, and in
twenty years I have not been able to
discover how he thinks up the situa-
tions he draws or the gags he uses.
But I do know that he does not work
with other people's ideas.

When readers submit suggestions
for Charles, we pass them on to
him, but they do not result in car-
toons. For those of you who would
like to collaborate on a Rodrigues
cartoon, however, we are prepared
to work it the other way around. We
have asked Charles to make a draw-
ing which we are printing without a
caption, and we will have a contest
to see which reader can supply the
funniest gag line to go with the
drawing. To see the cartoon and
read the rules of the contest turn to
page 27. If you submit the winning
entry, celebrity awaits you. We'll be
dropping your name into the pages
Of STEREO REVIEW.
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Will your next AM/FM Receiver
also give you Stereoplex television sound?

Only if it's Technics.
Now Technics brings you stereo receivers that are so

technologically advanced, they give you more than
dramatically clean AM_ More ti -an brilliant FM. Now
Technics receivers also tune in television sound. And
electronically expand it into Stereoplex television sound.

So with Technics Stereoplex receivers, ordinary TV
shows now sound extraordinary. Special effects now
sound truly spectacular. And there's more.

Every new Technics Stereoplex receiver contains two
microprocessors. The first controls Technics innovative
Computer -Drive circuitry. To actually stop distortion
before it starts. For music of astonishing clarity.

The second microprocessor controls and monitors
the quartz synthesis tuner. The most accurate tuning
system in the world. For locked -in, drift -free reception.

In addition, there's an input to connect a Compact
Disc player, a VCR or a video monitor.

The new Technics stereo receivers. Mcre t,an AM.
More than FM. Even more than televisions sound.
Because they're more than ordinary stereo receivers.
They're Technics.

Technics
The science of sound

CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARO



LETTERS

Supporting Szmels
Is it "Stick It to Steve" time again

(October "Letters")? I hope not. For
more than eight years I have been
enjoying the work of Steve Simels. I

haven't always agreed with his reviews,
but I have always agreed with his
insight and sense of humor. I have sore-
ly missed his old column, "Simels
Live." Thanks, Steve.

DALE L. HOUSELY
Torrey, Utah

Nailing Nash
STEREO REVIEW seems to be suffering

from an identity crisis. Articles such as
the one in October on the band Exile
have no place in an audiophile publica-
tion. It is also unfortunate that the edi-
tors trust the musical taste of Alanna
Nash. It is invariably bad.

TROY JOHNSON
Blaine, Mont.

Knifing Blades
I disagree with a remark in William

Livingstone's October review of Ruben

Blades's "Buscando America." That
cheap and vulgar piece of garbage can't
be taken as an example of "authentical-
ly Latin" music! No way, Jose!

C. SANTIAGO
Ponce, Puerto Rico

Digital Quad
At last someone has touched upon

something I have been asking the silent
majority for months: "What about four -
channel CD's?" Out of the world of
myriad concentric rainbows comes My-
ron Berger's article "Enhancing Digital
Sound" (September) with three or four
paragraphs about four -channel sound (I
can understand his reticence). But is the
public ready for another four -channel
white elephant? After all, once quadro-
quirked, twice imaged, right? Wrong. I
know what their devious 88K -sampling
minds are up to! "You want sonic space
that surrounds both performers and lis-
teners? Well, you got it: sixteen discrete
channels with additional jacks for fu-
ture expansion."

Oh yes, dear reader, we've unleashed
a monster. Why couldn't we have
stayed in our belt -drive vs. direct -drive

euphoria? Wasn't life simpler then? Are
we destined for a world chrome short-
age? Aren't you hurting your dog's ears
with all that high end? Will someone
please regulate those myopiated eastern
human silicon chips before 3D televi-
sion strikes? (Nothing personal, mind
you.) It's enough to make one long for a
"Mr. Microphone" commercial. Well,
on second thought, maybe not.

ALAN S. PROCTOR
Uxbridge, England

Beatles on CD
I have been a subscriber to STEREO

REVIEW for almost a year and honestly
wait in anticipation for the next issue,
especially any news about CD's since I
have a CD player. At present I own
about eighty-five CD's and enjoy them
all. I wonder, though, when, if ever,
they will come out with the Beatles'
albums on CD's. I think that would
really help this new medium take off.

R. LEASE
Aurora, Colo.

The EMI labels, including Capitol, have
been slow to issue CD's of all types of

ANY WAY YOU PLAY IT.
Compact Discs, audio or video

tapes, records or AM/FM
stereo reception, any way you
play it you'll hear it better with
AKG headphones.

Used by professional audio
engineers around the world as
recording studio monitors, AKG
headphones help to "fine tune"
the recordings that you listen
to.

AKG, the innovator in
headphone design for over 30
years, has introduced such
"firsts" as open air and passive
diaphragm technology and the
unmatched dynamic/electro-
static two-way system.

Whether it's one of AK G's
lightweight or studio models,
there is one designed for you...
any way you play it.

. And for the finest stereo
phonocartridges, ask your
dealer about the AKG
Transversal Suspension
System.

For Dealer Nearest You Call 800-633 2252 Ext 864

77 Selleck Street
Stamford. CT 06902

© AKG 1984 (FIAkusttsche and Kno-Gerate GmbH Austria



THE EXPERTS SAID THEY HEARD EXCELLENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE,
A HIGHER MOL, AND GREATER DYNAMIC RANGE.

BUT NOT IN THOSE WORDS.

Wicked lows. Manic highs. Nasty passages.
It all translates the same.
Music sounds better when it§ recorded

on Maxell XL -S cassettes.
That§ because we've improved our crys-

tallization process. So we can now produce
magnetic particles that are both smaller
in size and more uniform in shape. Which
allows us to pack more of these particles
on the tape§ surface, in turn, making it
possible to record more information within
a given area of tape.

AC bias noise is reduced by 1dB. And maximum output levels are
increased by L5dB on XLI-S and 2dB on XLII-S.

As a result, XL -S delivers a signifi-
cantly expanded dynamic range. A
noticeably improved signal to noise ratio.
And a fuller impact of dynamic transients.

So if you want to hear your music the
way it was meant to be heard, put it on
Maxell XL -S.

Because recording tapes just don't
get any better.

Or any badder.
ITS WORTH IT



LETTERS

music, not just the Beatles. As far as we
know, the only Beatles CD so far is a
Japanese issue, probably a pirate, of
"Abbey Road."

Turntable Feedback
I was amazed to see an article on turn-

table feedback in the October issue. I
too had a major feedback problem, so
bad that at high volumes the woofers
would reverberate. I was told about
heavier mats and isolation bases, but
none of these methods seemed to work.
It was then that a fellow audiophile told
me to set the table on a pair of cinder
blocks. When I did, the density of the
turntable's platform increased so dra-
matically that there is now no trace of
audible feedback. Cinder blocks seem to
be the most sensible and inexpensive
solution to the problem.

RON LONDON
Newark, Dela.

Jacksons' Tons
Regarding Mark Peel's review of the

Jacksons' "Victory" album (October):
Did the group really travel with 50,000

tons of sound equipment? That is
roughly equal to the weight of the Ger-
man battleship Bismarck in World War
II. Seems a bit like, uh, overkill.

CHUCK PETZEL
Dutch Harbor, Alaska

They didn't let us put the gear on the
scales, but it seemed like a good guess.

Getting the Bass
Thanks for the article "Where's the

Bass?" by Julian Hirsch (September).
I've owned a pair of good three-way
speakers for years, and I was never hap-
py with the imaging. After reading the
article, I became fascinated with the
idea of getting big sound from a sub -
woofer and two small satellites. I de-
cided to try it in a small way, with a 12 -
inch single woofer from a mail-order
discount house and two mini speakers
from Radio Shack. I hooked up my
$270 do-it-yourself three-piece system,
and I was amazed at the sound. The
subwoofer provides good, deep bass,
and the little speakers belie their big
sound. Best yet, the imaging is all I
could ever expect.

I sold my $1,000 three-way speakers
and "upgraded" to a better system at
one-fourth the cost. The money from
the sale of the speakers will buy me a
Compact Disc player.

NORM GUILBERT JR.
Greenwich, Conn.

Moving -Coil Forever
In response to Daniel Sweeney's No-

vember article on "Esoteric Phono Car-
tridges": I am sated and totally bored
and, more important, amazed by the so-
called "experts" who still debate the
pros and cons of moving -coil pickups. I
couldn't care less if a non -moving -coil
model is made of plutonium or 24k
gold, there is no comparison between a
cartridge and a superb moving -coil pick-
up. Period!

THEODORE MEYER
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Erratum
Through an oversight, we failed to

credit the calligraphy on pages 46-53 of
the December issue. It should have
been credited to Don Grimes Design.

Please remain seated for
this performance.

When you audition the new 200 Series separates from Revox,
you will enjoy a musical experience rarely encountered outside
the concert hall.

First, listen to the new Revox 8251 Integrated Amplifier. It

offers a switching power supply for more power reserves; a new
power output stage with a faster rise time for accurate transient
reproduction; and a signal-to-noise ratio at low output (better than
- 80 dB at 50 mW) that makes it an ideal companion for digital
disc players.

When you audition the B261 Digital Synthesizer FM Tuner,
you'll notice how it locks in weak FM signals - even when adjacent
to strong ones - that other tuners mute or mask with noise. The B261's
signal-to-noise and distortion specs are so low that they chal-
lenge the limits of test instruments. So the music you
hear is the music being broadcast. No more,
no less.

Finally, you may switch back and forth
among the B251's six source inputs. Choose any of
the B261's 20 pre-set stations. Adjust the volume and
balance. Monitor the separate record -out circuit. Or
operate the Revox turntable, open reel recorder, and
cassette deck. You may do so without leaving your
easy chair.

The 200 Series from Revox of Switzerland. A quan-
tum leap forward in sonic accuracy. With the conven-
ience of infrared remote control. Contact your Revox dealer
for an audition session.

Siox
Sow bito

so.

B201 remote transmmer and
wood cabinet optional. Remote capability
erofittable into most Revox turntables and lope

M[ 12R EVOX
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210

CIRCLE NO 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BASF Chrome.
The world's quietest tape.
When you buy most audio tapes, you get a little something extra whether you like it or not.

It sounds like thisssssss.
Unless the tape is BASF Chrome. Because unlike ferric oxide tapes, BASF Pure Ch(orre is

made of perfectly shaped chromium dioxide particles in an exclusive formulation that delivers the
lowest background noise of any tape in the world. It also delivers
outstanding sensitivity in the critical high -frequency range. In fact,
it's designed especially for the Type ll Chrome Bias positicn on your
tape machine. And it's guaranteed for a lifetime.

Sc, if all you want to hear is the music you record, this little
message sho'ild be music to your ears. BASF Chrome. The world's Chrome Audio & Video Tapes
quietest tape. The quality never fades.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LIGHTS. 10 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, KING: 17 mg. "tar",
1.3 mg. nicotine, ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

gjE.1.(.5 1112,
:34.1J11/5 ,

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.



NEW PRODUCTS

Technus
Technics has three new low-priced

Compact Disc players with varying de-
grees of programming and operating
flexibility. All three have the same au-
dio specs as previous Technics CD
players.

The top model, the SL -P3, has more
sophisticated cueing abilities than the
other two. The remote control can
change the volume level of the player,
which can also be done with a control
on the unit. A switch selects timer play,
auto pause, or auto cue. Timer play
allows use with a separate timer for
automatic operation, the auto -pause
control briefly delays the start of play at
the beginning of each selection, and
auto cue locates the beginning of the
music on each track and activates a cue -
standby indicator when it is ready for
play. Price: $600.

The lowest -priced model, the SL -P I ,
offers fifteen -step random-access pro-
gramming, direct access to any track or
index number, repeat, high- and low-
sleed search, and a skip key. It has flu-
orescent displays for track number, in-
dex number, minutes, and seconds.
Price: $400. The SL -P2 adds amenities
such as wireless remote control, auto
music scan, more repeat functions, and
a headphone jack with volume control.
Price: $500.

For all three players, rated frequency
response is 4 to 20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB,
dynamic range 96 dB, and total har-
monic distortion less than 0.003 per-
cent; wow -and -flutter is unmeasurable.
Technics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic
Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Kznergetzcs
The Kinergetics KBA-200 power am-

plifier has a dual -monophonic design
that is said to eliminate hysteresis dis-
tortion. Each completely separate chan-
nel has a complementary pair of ampli-
fying stages; according to the manufac-

turer, the second stage in each pair
"generates hysteresis distortion exactly
equal to that created in the first stage,
but in the opposite direction," thus can-
celing out the distortion overall.

The KBA-200 is rated for 200 watts
per channel. A cascode input extends
the power bandwidth to 400 kHz. Head-
room is rated at 3 dB, and the slew rate
is greater than 100 volts per microsec-
ond. The amplifier measures 19 inches
wide, 7 inches high, and 18 inches deep.
Price: $1,495. Kinergetics, Dept. SR,
6029 Reseda Blvd., Tarzana, Calif.
91356.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Fuji
The new Fuji high -bias FR II cassette

tape, which has smaller and slimmer
fine-grain magnetic particles than ear-
lier formulations, is said to have a
greater dynamic range and increased
high -frequency maximum output level
for dubbing Compact Discs and other
PCM-encoded digital material. Rated
frequency response is 2 dB higher at
10,000 Hz. The shell comes with honey-
comb liner sheets, a high -precision pres-
sure pad, a loop -prevention guide, and
a tension -stabilizer guide. A large wind-
ow makes the tape hubs easily visible.
Price: C-46, $3.95; C-60, $4.35; C-90,
$5.95. Fuji U.S.A., Dept. SR, 350 Fifth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10118.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Monster Cable
A new moving -coil cartridge from

Monster Cable, the Alpha 2, joins the
Alpha I, which was introduced last
year. The "micro -ridge" stylus main-
tains a constant tip radius that is said to
result in better inner and outer groove
tracing with low distortion. The sap-
phire cantilever is a hollow tube. The
Alpha 2 is said to use a "magnetic feed-
back control circuit" similar to that in
the Alpha 1. Prices: Alpha 1, $475;
Alpha 2, $650. Monster Cable, Dept.
SR, 101 Townsend St., San Francisco,
Calif. 94107.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Nova
The Nova CPA -100 preamplifier uses

discrete solid-state devices instead of
integrated circuits. It has metallized
polypropylene capacitors and contains
an oversized toroidal power transform-
er for high efficiency and low radiated
field hum. The input and output jacks
are gold plated. There is an absolute -
phase switch to correct out -of -phase
materal, a 20 -dB mute switch with
loudness contour, and a tape -enable
switch that disconnects the tape outputs
when not in use.

Frequency response for the phono in-
put is given as 20 to 20,000 Hz ±0.15
dB; for the other source it is 0.1 Hz to
200 kHz +0, -3 dB. Total harmonic
distortion is rated at less than 0.01 per-
cent. The CPA -100 has a brushed alu-
minum front panel with side panels in
walnut or oak. Price: $1,695. Nova
Electro-Acoustics, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
25488 Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Jensen
Two new models of car speakers from

Jensen feature an equalization circuit to
compensate for the limitations of the
speaker itself and the vagaries of car
acoustics. One of three equalization set-
tings can be selected. The speakers have
input -level and thermal -overload pro-
tection circuits. They can handle 100
watts and are rated at 4 ohms imped-
ance. Both models require 2 inches of
mounting depth.

The P/EQ- I has a rated frequency
response of 55 to 20,000 Hz and a sen-
sitivity of 93 dB sound -pressure level
with a 1 -watt input. Price: $134.95 per
pair. The frequency response of the P/
EQ-2 .s 45 to 20,000 Hz, and its rated
sensitivity is 94 dB. Price: $154.95 per
pair. Jensen Car Audio, Dept. SR, 4136
North United Pkwy., SchiLler Park, Ill.
60176
Circle 125 on reader service card
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Over 1,000,000 consumers refer to this
before buying their car or home stereos.

FREE
STEREO
Buyer's Guide
Before buying any car or home
stereo, you should consult the
famous Crutchfield Buyer's Guide.
What you learn may save you
hundreds of dollars.
 92 pages of helpful articles,

shopping tips, charts, installation
guides & more.

 Hundreds of color photos of the
finest name brand products.

You get more value shopping
Crutchfield
 Low discount prices
 17 toll free order & assistance

lines staffed by helpful sales
& technical advisors

 Your order shipped within 24
hours

 Huge in -stock inventories
 Free shipping
 All major credit cards accepted
 Confidence of dealing with the

industry's most respected mail
order retailer

 Your complete satisfaction
guaranteed

tr
Call or send this coupon for your

FREE Buyer's Guide

800-336-5566
In Virginia call toll -free 800-552-3961

Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling.

Rush me your FREE Buyer's Guide.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

CRUTCHFIELD

NEW PRODUCTS

Dali
Built in Denmark, the Dali 11 (shown)

is the smallest of a line of four loud-
speakers. Its 61/2 -inch woofer has a lam-
inated -pulp and polyvinyl -acetate cone.
The 1 -inch soft -polypropylene dome
tweeter has a ferrofluid-filled gap for
cooling and centering the voice coil.
The crossover is a third -order Butter-
worth design. Recommended amplifier
power is 10 to 60 watts. The frequency
response is given as 60 to 20,000 Hz and
distortion as 0.6 percent or less. The
tweeter is placed slightly off -center for
better imaging and depth perspective.
Optimum positioning is 20 to 40 inches
above the floor. Finished with black
front and rear baffles, the cabinet has
walnut side and top panels. The Dali II
measures 14 x 9 x 91/2 inches and weighs
14 pounds. Price: $120 per pair, plus
$IO shipping.

The top -of -the -line Dali 10 is also a
two-way speaker. The bass -reflex cabi-
net contains a 61/2 -inch pulp -cone woof-
er surrounded by a soft rubber gasket
that is concealed between a wood plate
and the front baffle board to dampen
resonances and eliminate vibration.
The Xi -inch cloth -dome tweeter has a
perforated magnet, and its rear output is
damped by a foam -filled chamber. Hex-
agonal -shaped wire is used in the voice
coils of both drivers. The crossover is a
fourth -order acoustical Besse! design.
Rated frequency response is 38 to
20,000 Hz within 3 dB. Sensitivity is
given as 90 dB sound -pressure level
with a 1 -watt input measured at 1

meter. Distortion is 0.3 percent or less.
The cabinet is finished with walnut ven-
eer, and steel speaker stands are in-
cluded. The Dali 10 is 29 inches high,
161/2 inches wide, and 7 inches deep,
and it weighs 50 pounds. Price: $319 per
pair, plus $33 shipping. Danish Ameri-
can Limited, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 55386,
Valencia, Calif. 91355.
Circle 128 on reader service card
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Audio Research
The Audio Research D-115 power

amplifier uses vacuum tubes instead of
the more commonly used transistors to
amplify the audio signal. The circuitry
in the amp is cross -coupled and fully
balanced. On the front panel is the pow-
er switch, with fuses for line voltage and
screen grid voltage to protect the tubes
from burnout. The power output is giv-
en as 115 watts per channel into 16
ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less
than 1 percent total harmonic distor-
tion. Input sensitivity is 1.1 volt rms for
rated output, and noise is 90 dB below
rated power, broadband unweighted.
The amplifier is 19 inches wide, 7
inches high, and 16.5 inches deep. Price:
$2,995. Audio Research, Dept. SR,
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneap-
olis, Minn. 55430.
Circle 129 on reader service card

Accuphase
The T-106 AM/FM digital synthesis

tuner from Accuphase makes use of an
optical pulse generator attached to a
hefty rotary knob to preserve the "feel"
of a variable capacitor knob. The tuner
has a newly developed differential gain
linear FM detector and IF filters with
flat group delay. A synchronous detec-
tor in the AM section is designed to
reject interference and minimize distor-
tion. There are fourteen station presets.
Next to the signal strength meter is a
peak modulation meter that also func-
tions as a multipath detection meter.
The stereo 50 -dB quieting sensitivity is
rated at 37 dBf, signal-to-noise ratio at
79 dBA, and 1,000 -Hz total harmonic
distortion at 0.04 percent. The tuner is
171/2 inches wide, 5 inches high, and
141/2 inches deep. Price: $1,050. Madri-
gal Ltd., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 781, Mid-
dletown, Conn. 06457.
Circle 130 on reader service card

1 Crutchfield Park, Dee. SR, Charlottesville, VA 229061



"Spectacular" "
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Astoundmg
S'eec c'eviEw Magazine Hign Fridgy Magazine

The Nat on's Top Audio Experts Agree:
Polk's Revolutionary True Stereo SDAs

Alwa!,s Sound Better Than Conventions Speakers

SCA-CRS
,r395

SDA-1A

"The remit is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers:'
Stare) Review 1113gazirk

`They truly repret3nt a breakttrotch."
Rollim S'ervAlriga.re

30k s AudioVidece Grand PIA< ?ward nini rg
SEA technology Its been called the most imp --
.art fundamental :-dvance in lodct--ea:er des cn
n :he last 25 yea; In fact, Po is emarkage
SCIAs are the wo-d's first and 01- TUE St -E0
oLdspeake-s.

F CLE NO 37 0111 READER SERVICE CARD

-tear the Remarkable sonic Benefi-s Now!

polk s exclusive True Rereo SDA tacnc logy re-
sults in spectacularly Ifelike, three d nensional
sound. Stereo Reviewsid,"Literally a '-'3w dimen-
sion in sound.' High .-fidelity said "Astounding
. Mind -boggling Flabbergastilg An

amazing experience . You owe it to yourself to
audition them." Tne Speaker Specialists

For Cealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 8X) -533-Z252 Ext 856

o <kith°, Inc.. '915AniapolisRd. Itimore, MD

Disc Ready/



AUDIO/VIDEO NEW PRODUCTS

Vidicraft
Connected to a compatible wireless

remote -control video -cassette recorder,
the Vidicraft CCU -I20 can direct the
VCR to edit out interrupting commer-
cials by recording the continuing pro-
gram over them. The CCU -120 com-
mercial cutter and event timer uses its
two microprocessors to scan the audio
and video signals for the transition
from program to commercial, which is
signaled by a dip to black with silent
audio. Then it orders the VCR to back -
scan to the beginning of the recorded
commercial and record over it when
programming resumes. An average of
98 percent of all commercials can be
eliminated, according to the manufac-
turer, with accidental program cuts, av-
eraging less than 60 seconds each, only
about once in every 50 recording hours.
The timer on the CCU -l20 allows pro-
gramming twelve events over nine
weeks. Price: $399. Vidicraft, Dept. SR,
0704 SW Bancroft St., Portland, Ore.
97201.
Circle 131 on reader service card

Harman Kardon
Circuitry to decode stereo TV broad-

casts is included in Harman Kardon's
VCD-1000 VHS Hi-Fi audio/video-cas-
sette recorder. The deck employs dis-
crete, fully complementary circuitry
with wide bandwidth and low negative
feeeback in each stage. There is a four -
event, fourteen -day timer. Operating
features include still -frame and picture
search in forward and reverse modes.
The VCD- 1000 operates in SP, LP, and
EP modes. A panel conceals secondary
controls when they are not in use. Dis-
plays show time, date, tape length, and
play time. There is an audio level meter
and an audio level control. The 105 -
channel cable -ready tuner uses Zenith/
dbx decoding for stereo TV broadcasts
and S.A.P. programming. A wireless re-
mote control duplicates the front -panel
controls and sixteen station presets.
Price: $1,250. Harman Kardon, 240
Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y.
11797.
Circle 132 on reader service card
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Canon
Canon's VR-40A four -head VHS Hi.

Fi video -cassette recorder plugs into the
top of the Canon VT -50A tuner/timer
for home use; no cable connections are
required, and the recorder section de-
taches for portable use. Audio informa-
tion is recorded by frequency modula-
tion with rotating audio heads. Audic
frequency response is given as 20 to
20,000 Hz. Dynamic range is better
than 80 dB, and wow -and -flutter is
0.005 percent. The deck operates in SP,
LP, or SLP modes. An LCD display on
the front panel shows the selected
mode, tape speed, battery condition,

and remaining time. Horizontal resolu-
tion is more than 230 lines. The VR-
40A is 87/i6 inches wide, 31/16 inches
high, and 10h inches deep. It weighs 7.3
pounds with its internal battery pack.
Price: $1,030.

The VT -50A frequency -synthesis vid-
eo tuner is 83/16 inches wide, 47/8 inches
high, and 14 inches deep. It can record
eight different programs over fourteen
days and features one -touch recording.
There are fourteen station presets.
Price: $570. Canon U.S.A., Dept. SR,
One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y.
11042.
Circle 133 on reader service card

Revox
Revox has introduced a new line of

compact speakers designed to be used
with stereo televisions. The smallest
model, the Piccolo, is a two-way speak-
er with a 4'3'16 -inch woofer and a winch
dome tweeter. The crossover frequency
is 1,800 Hz, and rated frequency re-
sponse is 80 to 22,000 Hz. Nominal
impedance is 4 ohms. The Piccolo can
be used with amplifiers producing from
20 to 40 watts. It measures 81 VI 6 inches
high, 51/2 inches wide, and 54'4 inches

deep, and it is finished in flat black,
with a perforated metal grille. Price:
$198 per pair. Other models in the line
cost up to $498 per pair. Studer Revox
America, Dept. SR, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, Tenn. 37210.
Circle 134 on reader service card

ADC
One of a series of ADC video enhanc-

ers and processors, the V-400 video
sound processor contains Dynamic
Noise Reduction to reduce tape hiss
and background noise. The V-400
creates a stereo signal from a mono
input, and its expander is said to
recreate the sound of a live perform-
ance. Noise reduction is rated at -9 dB
with CCIR/ARM weighting, and har-
monic distortion without synthesizer,
DNR, or expansion is 0.1 percent.

The V-400 video sound processor
measures 10 inches wide, 21/8 inches
high, and 6 inches deep. Price: $129.95.
Other products in the series, all at the
same price include a video stabilizer, a
video enhancer, and a video color pro-
cessor. ADC, Dept. SR, Route 303,
Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913.
Circle 135 on reader service card

Akai
The Interactive Monitor System in

the Akai VS -603U VHS Hi-Fi video-
cassette recorder displays operating in-
structions on the TV screen. The tuner
has sixteen station presets and scan
functions. There is an eight -event, four -
week timer and a sleep timer. The VHS
Hi-Fi system supplements the four vid-
eo heads with two rotating audio heads
that record the audio signal beneath the
video signal on the tape. The resulting
dynamic range is greater than 80 dB,
and wow -and -flutter is given as 0.005
percent wrms. There are two video
speeds, SP and SLP. A wireless remote
control is included.

The VS -603U is approximately 171/3
inches wide, 4 inches high, and 141/2
inches deep. It weighs 22 pounds. Price:
$1,195. Akai America, Dept. SR, P.O.
Box 6010, 800 West Artesia Blvd.,
Compton, Calif. 90224.
Circle 136 on reader service card
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Getting the most from compactdiscs.
Can your system really keep pace with digital audio?

by J. Robert O'Connell

As an audio enthusiast,
you've probably read
many articles on compact
discs. Most have stressed
the dynamic range avail-

able, and the consistent sound quality, play
alter play. Both of those topics are
important. But what also must be
considered, and is all too often
ignored, is the impact of this new
format on your present audio
system.

DYNAMIC RANGE:
THE COMPACT DISC EDGE

Peak Output. The top two curves
of the graph at right show the same
pece of music played from a con-
ventional LP and a compact disc.
The peak output heard from a disc is
substantially greater than that avail-
able from the LP, provided the rest of
your system can reproduce it.

Noise Floor. As can be seen from the
three lines at the bottom of the graph,
the noise floor of the compact disc is below
that of a common listening room, while a
conventional LP is above it. This demon-
strates that compact discs are so quiet that
other factors (such as the room noise and
the quality of the rest of your audio system)
limit the softest sounds you can hear.

Dynamic Range. Since the compact
disc exhibits both increased peak output
and decreased noise floor, the dynamic
range (difference between the softest and
loudest sounds) is extended. But this
extended range is only experienced if the
rest of your audio system is physically
capable of handling it.

Recording Engineer

IMPACT ON YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM
Increased dynamic range and

decreased noise floor places new
demands on your audio system. Remem-
ber that each 3 dB of additional dynamic
range requires double the amplifier power

speaker if the result will be "blown" tweet-
ers rather than a more enjoyable expe-
rience. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly the speaker must be able
to create the lifelike impact and flawless
clarity captured by the disc.

At Bose®, we've invested
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to reproduce it. So, compared with conven-
tional recordings, compact discs require
higher amplifier power. But ampifier power
is only one of the criteria which de-
termines the quality of compact disc
sound reproduction.

Extended dynamic range also places
previdusly-unheard-of demands on your
speakers. And, after all, speakers, more
than any other component, determine the
quality of sound you actually hear from a
compact disc. The higher the speaker's
sensitivity, for example, the less the neces-
sary amplifier power to reproduce the
peaks in source material captured by a
disc. Further, to reproduce the incredible
dynamic range available from compact
discs, a speaker must also have high
power handling capability. There's no
sense feeding a higher level signal to a

20 years developing Direct/
Reflecting® speaker systems to
deliver spacious, lifelike sound.
We've also designed them to meet
the demands of lifelike recordings,
such as the compact disc. So, our
901® Series V system, for example,
is rated for unlimited power han-
dling. But the only way to evaluate
our speakers, or anyone else's, is
to listen to them. For help in prop-
erly evaluating speakers, we refer
you to article #2 in this series, "Why
didn't they sound like that in the
showroom'?" by John Carter, Chief
Engineer.

For reprints of article #2, as well as more
information on Bose products, please
write: Bose Corporation, Dept. SR, 10
Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701.

J. Robert O'Connell is manager of Bose
Audio Visual Services.



CAR STEREO

PANASONIC CQ-S934
by Julian Hirsch and Christopher Greenleaf
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SOMETIMES less is more in car
stereo as in other areas. Once
a system has the basic fea-
tures needed to operate it ef-

fectively and to adapt it to the user's
particular listening patterns or
tastes, additional specialized con-
trols and winking displays may be
more distracting than helpful. An
astute music lover seeking to bal-
ance cost and performance in car
stereo equipment will welcome Pa-
nasonic's CQ-S934, which dis-
penses with unnecessary features
and presents a well -organized con-
trol panel that is very easy to use.

The CQ-S934 includes a tape
player, an AM/FM receiver, and a
small integral amplifier able to
drive one or two pairs of speakers.
The line -level preamplifier outputs
also permit use of an outboard
amplifier for greater power. The
fader control does not affect the
line -level outputs.

The autoreverse tape player has a
fixed, four -gap head rather than a
flip -head setup. Tape direction can
be reversed at any time during play
by tapping the tuning knob. The
back -lit LCD display panel shows
the tape direction during play but
not in either fast -winding mode. A
three -choice button selects Dolby B,
dbx, or no noise reduction; indica-
tor lights show which system is in
use. Another button selects either
normal (120 -As) or metal/chrome
(70 -As) playback equalization.
Tapes are ejected by a firm push on
a large protruding button next to the
fast -wind buttons. Turning off the
car's ignition does not automati-
cally eject a tape, but it does disen-
gage the pinch -roller.

The electronic tuner includes a
permanently engaged circuit that at-
tenuates the high treble and narrows
the stereo separation of an FM sig-
nal as reception deteriorates. There
is no mono button.

The five presets for each band
store station frequencies in a novel
and very convenient way. You tune
in a desired station manually with
the tuning knob, then hold down
the chosen preset button for a few
seconds. When the frequency dis-
play blinks, the button is set. No
more dashing clumsily around the
control panel to find and release a
memory button! In the tuner mode,
the CQ-S934 always displays the
time (with a.m. and p.m. indicated)
except when the FREQUENCY button
has just been pushed or a station has
just been tuned in. (In the tape
mode, you can select either time or
tape -status display; whichever is
chosen remains on view until you
change the selection.)

The fader, balance, treble, and
bass controls have no detents.
While this is reasonable for the first
two, since their optimal settings will
vary considerably with the listener
position and the placement and/or
efficiency of the speakers, the treble
and bass controls really should have
a nominal flat position indicated.
There is no loudness button.

The one unusual feature of the
CQ-S934 is its Daily Priority Sta-
tion timer. You can set it to switch
the tuner automatically to a particu-
lar band and frequency (the one
stored on the first preset) at the
same time each day. If you are play-
ing a tape at that time, the display
panel will flash for five seconds to

alert you that your program has
begun.

The chassis of the Panasonic CQ-
S934 measures 04 inches wide, 6
inches deep, and 2 inches high; the
nosepiece is 4' by 15's inches. The
suggested retail price is $429.95.
Panasonic, Dept. SR, One Pana-
sonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.

Lab Tests
Testing the Panasonic CQ-S934

was quite easy since none of its
audio power amplifiers are
"bridged" and the speaker returns
and the chassis share a common
ground. These features also tend to
simplify installation.

In the absence of detents on the
tone controls, we had to make a
number of trial frequency -response
measurements to establish the flat-
test settings. Once this was done,
the radio's overall frequency re-
sponse, from antenna input to
speaker outputs, measured quite flat
over the audio range, within ± 1 dB
from 45 to 18,000 Hz.

The CQ-S934 is an attractive,
basic car stereo unit that's
about as simple and easy to
operate as it could be.

The FM tuner's signal -operated
channel -blend circuit results in es-
sentially mono operation when the
signal level falls below 30 or 35 dBf
(about 20 microvolts across the re-
ceiver's 75 -ohm antenna input), al-
though the stereo indicator comes
on at much lower levels. At stronger
signal levels (above 50 dBf, or 100
microvolts) the separation was
quite good, typically about 27 dB.

The tape frequency response at
high frequencies was quite different
for the two directions of play, indi-
cating a head -gap alignment prob-
lem or slight tape slewing. On our
test sample, the reverse direction
gave a more extended high -end re-
sponse, though this may not be the
case on all production units. In
respect to its S/N, flutter, and speed
characteristics, the tape deck in the
CQ-S934 was typical of today's au-
tomobile tape players.

The AM section sounded much
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tHE HAT FAY WRAY IN THE PALM OF HIS HAND Courtesy of RKO General Pictures
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NAME THIS NIOVIEAND GET IT FORIONLY $4.95

OFtilieK ANY ONE OF 41 OTHERS ""m"'"4"

Recognize the movie? If so, that shows
you know the great old classics and de-
serve to belong to the CBS Video Club.

With membership, you get the movie
you named (or any other listed below) for
only $4.95, and all these benefits:

About every four weeks (up to 13
times a year) we send you our CBS
Video Club Projn, reviewing our
Director's Selection plus many alternate
movies. If you want the Selection, don't
do a thing. It will arrive automatically. If
you prefer an alternate, or none at all, just
return the card always provided by the
date specified.

SHOP -BY -MAIL CONVENIENCE

You'll have two full weeks to decide.
And a toll -free number to call if you have
any questions or service requests. (If
you ever receive a tape that you had less
than two weeks to consider, send it back

Soca CHILL. 1111

at our expense.)
As a member, you don't have to buy a

lot of movies -just two more in the next
year. The movies you order will be mailed
and billed at regular Club prices -currently
$39.95 to $79.95 for cassettes, $19.95 to
$39.95 for discs -plus shipping and han-
dling. Extra -long films and specials may
cost a bit more. (CED Disc availability may
become limited.)

Choose from the best, too. The Big
Crazy and many more.

BONUS PLAN -SAVE 50%

After buying two movies at Club prices
in the next year, you can cancel. Or stay
and save even more under our Bonus
Plan. With each movie you buy, the plan
currently allows you to take another
movie of equal value or less at 50% off.

Write your answer in the coupon, and
get this 1933 movie (or another, if you

PICK FROM 42 TOP MOVIES. (-Also available on CED Disc.)

TITLE
SELECTION
NUMBER TITLE

SELECTION
NUMBER TITLE

SELECTION
NUMBER

TOCITSIE 4 1509042 YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE* 0710192 PORKY'S* 0775112

SUPERMAN III* 6040092 THE BLACK HOLE* 5283072 FUNNY GIRL* 1511002

WARGAMES* 0828002 KRAMER VS. KRAMER* 1503182 ALL THE RIGHT MOVES* 0881042

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
VACATION* 6039022

KING KONG (Original) 5502022 EDUCATING RITA* 1593012

JANE FONDA'S WORKOUT
CHALLENGE 5260042

STIR CRAZY* 1594002

STAR WARS* 0564162 NEVER CRY WOLF* 5305012

DIRTY HARRY* 6017082 OCTOPUSSY* 0856052 ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD* 0526392

CADDYSHACK* 6023022 STAR 80* 6041082 THE COMANCHEROS 0762242

CASABLANCA 0507082 NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN* 6042072 TWO OF A KIND* 0877002

RISKY BUSINESS* 6033082 IRON* 5263012 CHRISTINE* 1580062

DUMBO* 525'052 SPLASH* 5304022 THE MAN WHO LOVED
WOMEN * 1624042THE WAY WE WERE* 1529002 THE LONGEST DAY* 0577032

ON GOLDEN POND 0523082 STRIPES* 1513082 ROOSTER COGBURN 1018082

THE BIG CHILL* 1527022 ROMANCING THE STONE* 0894092 TWILIGHT ZONE  The Movie* 6034072

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN* 0534212 THE AFRICAN QUEEN 0511022 ARTHUR* 6024092

Advance Bonus:

SAVE UP TO 550 MORE!
... by ordering a second :novae light now.
Any movie listed in this ad -yours for
$29.95 on videocassette, $15.95 on disc.
See coupon below.

prefer) for just $4.95, along with details of
how the Club works. If not satisfied,
return all within 10 days for a full, prompt
refund -no further obligation.

For faster service, use your credit
card and our toll -free number to
order. Just call 1-800-457-0866 (in
Indiana 1-800-742-1200). Or mail coupon.

CBS VIDEO CLUB
1100 N, tit FrUltridge Avenue. Terre Haute. IN 17811

CBS VIDEO CLUB,
I iept.40N, P.O. Box 1111, Terre Haute, IN 47811

The movie is
I'leaie enroll me in the CBS Video Club under the
terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member.
I nerd buy just two more movies within the next
ear.

I want the movie I named above for $4.95
(not available on C El) Disc).

Send instead for $4 95
list ..!letupn ha numhrn

Check one: BETA [:1 VHS : CED DISC

My check is enclosed. Z54 Z5ti

Lharge my introductory movie(s) Z35 Z57
and future Club purchases to:

H MasterCard . IDiners Club
American Express 1- 1 VISA

Account #

Expiration Date

Signature

Also send me movie #
tor $ (S29.95 or $15.95 plus $3.181
,hipping and handling), which I'm adding to my
payment shown above.

Name

State

Lip Phone (

otr. CBS \ den Club resen.ats the nght ;oreiec-t any appbcauon
cAncel am membership. Utter lunited U. c,mtmental t S.

I : \ t Applicable sales tax added wall order..

=MI



CAR STEREO

the same as any of the other car
receivers we have listened to. In our
bench tests, the DPS feature worked
as claimed, as did the various other
features of the radio. Except for the
criticisms already stated, the overall
FM and tape performance of the
CQ-S934 was quite satisfactory,
with no areas of poor or substand-
ard quality.

It is probably worth mentioning
that this was one of the very few car
radios we have tested whose meas-
ured usable sensitivity matched the
manufacturer's ratings. It also pre-
sented an attractively distinctive
and functional appearance, with the
orange -lit LCD display seeming to
be more easily interpreted than the
usual fluorescent readout. J.H.

Road Tests
As we have tested more and more

car stereo equipment, certain quali-
ties have come to stand out in our
minds. For me, simplicity and ease
of operation-or their opposites-
are the first things I notice about a
new piece of hardware after it's
installed in my car. Novel ap-
proaches to the problem of fitting
numerous controls and indicators
in a limited space abound, of
course, but it rarely seems that sim-
plicity is valued quite as highly by
the designers as it is by those of us
who use their creations.

The Panasonic CQ-S934 is an at-
tractive unit that's about as simple
as it could be. All the controls are
easy to operate, and they have just
enough firmness to the touch to
inspire confidence. I often try out a
new model without reading the in-
struction manual first just to see
how self-explanatory the controls
are. The CQ-S934 passed this test so
well I forgave the lack of a loudness
button.

Since my Volvo test car has a
built-in outboard power amplifier
and four speakers, I tested the Pana-
sonic unit with its preamplifier out-
put connected directly to the power
amp's line -level input. Although the
CQ-S934 has a small built-in amp,
somehow I can't imagine driving
four speakers with a total of 6 watts
unless their sensitivity is up in the
Klipschorn range, which certainly
can't be said of mine. On the other
hand, this would be a good starter

piece for a system since you could
easily add a booster amp later.

On FM and with cassettes the
CQ-S934 produced smooth, clear,
and powerful sound that appeared
neither to add to nor to detract from
the original source. Tapes recorded
with no noise reduction sounded
open and clear, and using Dolby B
or the even quieter dbx system gave
virtually noiseless, accurate play-
back even of tapes recorded at a low
level. (I'm always surprised how
relatively hissy Dolby B playback
sounds after listening to a dbx-pro-
cessed tape, but the difference is apt
to be more audible before you start
the motor than while you zip down
the highway.) The AM sound had
strong though indistinct bass, but it
lacked clarity and refinement in the
treble.

I'm usually able to dodge peak
commuter hours. When I do find
myself on the road at 5 p.m.,
though, it's easy to miss tuning in
the start of my favorite news pro-
gram, NPR's "All Things Consid-
ered." So I found Panasonic's Daily
Priority Station feature (oh well,
they had to call it something) quite
useful. During tape listening, how-
ever, the 5 seconds of flashing on
the display panel might not be
enough to get the driver's attention.
A couple of beeps or a buzz tone
over the speakers would work bet-
ter, especially in daylight.

The FM tuner's resistance to mul-
tipath, outside electrical -impulse
noise, and the constantly varying
signals of normal mobile reception
was a pleasant surprise. There were
few audible problems even as my
Volvo lurched through the metal -

fenced streets and steel-girdered
buildings around the old Brooklyn
Navy Yard. All FM tuners come to
grief to some degree at the foot of
the Brooklyn Bridge, where City
Hall is (appropriately) a kind of
nexus of crackling atmospherics and
confused signals. The CQ-S934 per-
formed admirably here, coughing or
making small hashy sounds only in
the very worst spots. Distant FM
reception was average to good, with
a nice selection of listenable stations
all along the dial. The range of
receivable AM stations was not as
great as it might have been, but
what could be received sounded
clear except for the rather murky
treble.

Tape handling was smooth. The
mechanism was apparently incapa-
ble of damaging even such fragile
audio travesties as my trusty old C-
120. I've had it since 1971, and it
will undoubtedly crinkle and jam
some day, but not in the CQ-S934.
High -frequency performance was
slightly better in reverse play, but
the difference was audible only with
very high -quality program material
played at high volume.

To label the CQ-S934 an excellent
basic car stereo is to underestimate
this well-rounded piece of equip-
ment. Unless you listen mostly to
AM, you should find it an accurate,
very easy -to -use head unit that
plays music well and without fuss.
The inclusion of dbx noise reduc-
tion opens up a whole new section
of the tape library for car use, as well
as facilitating transfer of CD's and
other low -noise sources that might
otherwise stay on your listening-
room shelves. C. G.

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
FM mono usable sensitivity (75 -ohm

input): 19 dBf (2.5 µV)
Mono 50 -dB -quieting sensitivity

(75 -ohm input). 25 dBf (5 µV)
Stereo 50 -dB -quieting sensitivity

(75 -ohm input). 46.5 dBf (58 µV)
Tuner signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf: 64

dB
Tuner distortion at 65 dBf: 0.76%
FM frequency response (-3-dB limits):

34 to 18,500 Hz
Stereo separation at 100, 1,000, and

10,000 Hz (at 65 dBf): 24, 27, and 19
dB

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 3.7 dB
AM rejection at 65 dBf. 70 dB
Alternate -channel selectivity: 54 dB
Adjacent -channel selectivity: 4.5 dB
Image rejection: 60 dB
Tape -playback frequency response

(standard BASF test topes, -3 -dB limits):
120.µs EQ-35 to 8,500 Hz forward,
34 to 11,000 Hz reverse; 70-µs
EQ-36 to 7,100 Hz forward, 34 to
14,000 Hz reverse

Tape signal-to-noise ratio (referred to
250 nWb/m at 315 Hz, 120-µs EQ):
unweighted, 45 dB; Dolby B and
CCIR/ARM weighting, 56.5 dB; dbx and
CCIR/ARM weighting, 78 dB

Flutter: ± 0.2% CCIR-weighted peak;
0.13% JIS-weighted rms

Tape speed accuracy: start of tape,
+0.5% forward, -0.25% reverse; finish
of tope, +0.3% forward, -0.1% reverse

Fast rewind time for C-60: 96 seconds
Tone -control range: +8.5, -11.5 dB at

100 Hz; +9.5, -13 dB at 10,000 Hz
1,000 -Hz clipping power output into 4

ohms: 3.8 watts
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AUDIO Q. AND A.

by Larry Klein

Buyer's Guides
After checking every newsstand in
the city, I still can't find your Ster-

eo Buyers Guide for 1985. How can I get
a copy? Also, does STEREO REVIEW pub-
lish other buyers' guides?

HOLLY EMMA
New York, N.Y.

There will be four STEREO REVIEW
buying guides for 1985. The Stereo

Buyers Guide went on sale in September
and the Video Buyers Guide in Novem-
ber. The Car Stereo Buyers Guide will
be out in March 1985, the Tape Record-
ing Buyers Guide in June. If you can't
find a newsstand copy, you can order
one directly. Send a check or money
order for $4.95 for each guide ($4.50 for
the tape edition) to Stereo Review
Guides, Box CN 1914, Morristown,
N.J. 07960. Do not order the 1985 car
stereo or tape guides more than a
month in advance of the publication
dates given above.

Amorphous Tape Heads
Several manufacturers have been
advertising that they use "amor-

phous" heads in their tape machines.
According to my dictionary, the mean-
ing of "amorphous" is "shapeless." Per-
haps they meant "amorous"-signify-
ing that the tape tends to hug the heads
for best response?

CARL ARMSTRONG
Parsippany, N.J.

Good guess, but wrong. Oddly
enough, the manufacturers mean

just what they said. In the early Sixties,
researchers stumbled on a way to pro-
duce metal alloys that, like glass, have a
jumbled-that is, amorphous-atomic
structure (most metals have orderly
crystalline structures). These glassy,

amorphous alloys are harder, more cor-
rosion -resistant, and easier to magne-
tize than conventional metals, all of
which makes them ideal for a variety of
electromagnetic components, particu-
larly tape heads.

Amorphous alloys are still expen-
sive-three to five times as expensive
as the standard metals found in trans-
formers and electromagnetic transduc-
ers-so components using them won't
be taking over the marketplace in the
immediate future. In time, however, the
word "amorphous" will become an or-
dinary part of any audiophile's electron-
ic vocabulary.

Leadout-groove play
I have a fully manual turntable in
my system. It's not always conven-

ient for me to pick up the tone arm at the
end of the record and the stylus contin-
ues to ride the leadout groove for a time.
Will this create problems with my re-
cords or stylus?

BILL LAFFOND
Worcester, Mass.

No problem-leadout-groove play
is likely to cause far more wear and

tear on your ears than on your stylus or

five brands of semiautomatic end -of -
record tone -arm lifts available that
could be fitted to any manual turntable,
but most of these seem to have gone off
the market. Perhaps those audiophiles
who want total control over the record -
playing process prefer to keep their
manual players as manual as possible. If
you are interested in a lifter, however,
it's worth checking around.

Voltage conversion
I bought two components overseas
that are designed for 220 -volt a.c.

lines. I now want to operate the equip-
ment on U.S. line voltage and don't
know whether I should get a step-down
transformer or send the equipment back
to the company for conversion. Which
would be more feasible?

KEVIN D. FRANK
FPO, New York, N.Y.

Some of the 220 -volt audio equip-
ment manufactured in the U.S.

and overseas has dual -winding power
transformers. In such cases, conversion
from 220- to 120 -volt operation (or
back again) involves nothing more than
resoldering four wires and replacing a
fuse with one of a different value. Any
technician with the proper instructions
should be able to do the job for you in
30 minutes or less. In any case, your
best bet is to check with the manufac-
turer's local authorized service center
for further instructions. 0

Finally,
compact discs
at a compact
price.$799.
6ony'-',Orings you a compact also otter

that's music to your ears and an ode to
joy for your wallet. Compact discs for no
more than you'd pay for an ordinary LP or
cassette tape. Just $799* each.

For a limited time only, Sony in co-
operation with CBS is offering 30 of the
most popular titles at a great low price. If
you purchase any Sony home, car, or
portable Compact Disc Player between
Nov. 1, 1984 and Feb. 28, 1985, you can
choose any or all of these great CBS titles:

ARTIST
Bruce Springsteen
The Jacksons
Scandal
Cyndi Lauper
Footloose
Billy Joel
Willie Nelson
Journey
Kenny Loggins
Miles Davis
Jeff Beck
Meatloaf
Bruce Springsteen

Dan Fogelberg
ELO
Billy Joel
Toto
Men at Work
The Jacksons
John Williams

Yo -Yo Ma/
Lorin Maazel

Pinchas
Zukerman

Zubin Mehta

Leonard Bernstein

Placido Domingo
Glenn Gould

Wynton Marsalis

Stevie Ray Vaughan

Elvis Costello
Bob James &

Earl Klugh

TITLE
Born in the U.S.A.
Victory
Warrior
She's So Unusual
Soundtrack
Innocent Man
Always on My Mind
Escape
High Adventure
Decoy
Wired
Bat out of Hell
Darkness on the

Edge of Town
Phoenix
Discovery
Glass Houses
Turn Back
Business as Usual
Triumph
Rodrigo: Concierto

de Aranjuez
Lalo: Cello Concerto

Mozart: Violin
Concerti Nos.3&5

R. Strauss: Ein
Heldenleben

Prokofiev:
Symphony No.5

Perhaps Love
Bach: Goldberg

Variations
Haydn: Trumpet

Concerto
Couldn't Stand

the Weather
My Aim Is True
One on One

To take advantage of this great offer, just
return a copy of your sales receipt and
owner's registration card along with the
special order form available only at a
participating Sony CD Dealer. Payment
must be made by check, money order,
MasterCard or Visa before April 30,1985.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'"
'Plus postage and handling See your participating dealer

for details. CD 1984 Sony Corp of America Sony is a reg
trademark of the Sony Corp I Sony Dr.. Park Ridge. NJ
07656 "CBS" is a trademark of CBS. Inc . 1984. CBS, Inc



revolu.

home compact disc players, and
one thing should become abun-
dantly clear:

While other companies are
claiming advanced circuits,
Sony has taken a somewhat dif-
ferent course.

Advanced products.
SOYNT

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.'

disc

Sopy
revolutionizes
the compact

If there are still a few
among you who have any linger-
ing doubts as to who the leader
in digital audio really is, consider
the following:

On October 1, 1982, Sony'
set the music industry on its ear
with the creation of the world's
first compact digital audio disc
player.

Today, with over 30 compa-
nies joining the revolution, Sony
is starting two others. The
Car Compact Disc Player and
the Portable Compact Disc
Player.

Combine that with the fact
that the CDP-111, shown above,
represents another additicn
to the world's largest family of

s.tpphes may De limited 0 1984 Sony Cr, p of America Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation : Sony Dr:ve Park F Age NJ 07656 Optional headphones and battery pack case may wary where purchased

CIRCLE NO. 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TECHNICAL TALK

by Julian Hirsch

Can Analog Records
Match Digital?

ACTuALLY, the answer to the
question of whether the
sound of an LP can match
the sound of a CD de-

pends largely on who gives it. It is
hardly a secret that a segment of the
audio world, small but highly vocif-
erous, is disturbed (sometimes to
the point of apoplexy) by the very
existence of digital -audio tech-
niques and media. I don't want to
get too involved with the more
emotional aspects of this question,
which may never be settled to
everyone's complete satisfaction.
Although I have my own views (dig-
ital is a giant step forward, with
many more pluses than minuses),
they are not the point of this discus-
sion, which concerns the results of
an interesting listening test.

I don't know how many people
have conducted or participated in
well -controlled A -B comparisons
between digital and analog sound
sources originating from the same
master recording (a critical require-
ment unless you are one of those
rare individuals who claim to have
perfect recall of sounds heard in the
distant past). Until recently, I had
not had the opportunity to make
such a comparison, without which

almost no valid conclusions about
the sonic limitations of either the
digital or analog medium (as distin-
guished from recording techniques,
etc.) can possibly be drawn.

Not long ago, a phono-cartridge
manufacturer introduced a new
product whose performance pre-
sumably represented the current
state of the art in analog -record
reproduction. Rather than make
such a claim directly, the company
decided to let its cartridge speak for
itself, as it were. A group of audio
journalists and reviewers was in-
vited to hear an A -B comparison of
the new cartridge and a Compact
Disc player. Fortunately, the neces-
sary source material was available
in the form of a Sheffield direct -to -
disc LP record and a Sheffield CD,
both derived from the same original
performance (the CD having come
from an intermediate stage of digital
tape recording).

A switching system was con-
structed that channeled the output
of either the phono preamplifier or
the CD player to the power -ampli-
fier section of a high -quality inte-
grated amplifier. The levels of the
two sources were matched very
closely, and every part of the system
following the input selector was
common to both sources. Signal
lights identified the selected pro-
gram.

It was only slightly surprising to
me that the LP and the CD sounded
virtually identical-after all, the
cartridge manufacturer would hard-
ly have bothered with this demon-
stration if it had shown his product
significantly inferior to the digital
disc. I expected the overall frequen-
cy response and balance of the two
sources to be very much alike, but I
thought I'd be able to identify the
LP by what I presumed would be a
higher noise level. With one minor
exception, however, I could not dif-
ferentiate between the two sources

Tested This Month
, '-411111111111

Stanton. Epoch II HZ9S and
LZ9S Phono Cartridges

Sansui TU-D99X Tuner
Baby Advent Loudspeaker
Pioneer SX-V90

Audio I Video Receiver

because of noise level. I had also
anticipated some difference in clari-
ty as the result of the various forms
of tracing distortion, IM distortion,
and other nonlinear distortions that
are inherent in the analog record -
playing process but are essentially
absent from digital recordings.
Again, no such effects were audible
to me (or, I believe, to the other lis-
teners) in this comparison.

I said that the analog and digital
systems sounded virtually identical.
There was a difference, sometimes
(but not always) audible depending
on the program material. One of the
two sources had what I can only
describe as a "warmer" sound,
which I would guess to be the result
of a frequency -response emphasis in
the lower midrange or upper bass.
This low -end rise was most appar-
ent on vocal passages, and was very
slight. Again, purely as a guess, I

would expect a difference in fre-
quency response of less than 1 dB,
over an octave or two of the fre-
quency range, to produce such an
effect.

The earlier reference to a noise -
level difference concerns a couple of
very faint "clicks" during the first
few seconds of the comparison,
which I heard on only one of the
sources. This was a "giveaway" to
the identity of that source, which
was (of course) the LP record. Most
LP's exhibit some such noises near
their outer diameters, no matter
how quiet their surfaces may be
elsewhere (and Sheffield records
have earned an enviable reputation
for quiet surfaces). On the other
hand, even the most ardent critics
of the CD concede its total silence
when the disc is made from a well -
recorded digital master tape.

While the "warmer" of the two
sources was the LP, I would not
characterize it as "better" or
"worse" but merely as very slightly
different. The reason for the effect is
not easy to determine. There are
simply too many differences in the
processing, manufacturing, and
playback stages of analog and digital
discs for anyone to be dogmatic
about the causes of a slight tonal dif-
ference. Even the time-honored
comparison against the master tape
is impossible here, since the LP was
a direct -to -disc recording and had
no "master tape," while the digital
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disc was presumably a bit -for -bit
duplicate of the digital master
tape.

Of course, the real "winner" of
this demonstration was the car-
tridge, whose sterling qualities
could not be open to question after
this most impressive performance.
Even so, I have no way of knowing
whether other top-quality cartridges
could have done as well. I suspect
that some could have, but I do not
wish to detract in any way from the
achievement of this one and the
confidence of its developer in its
ability.

So, what was proved by this exer-
cise? First, of course, the manufac-
turer demonstrated that his car-
tridge is indeed excellent in respect
to all the usual performance criteria
and perhaps in others less well de-
fined or understood. Moreover, the
listening comparisons showed that
when a state-of-the-art analog rec-
ord is played by a similarly ad-
vanced cartridge, the result can be
for all practical purposes (except
noise levels) indistinguishable from
the output of a digital Compact
Disc.

It was demonstrated that the vari-
ous distortions inherent in the ana-
log system, all of which are from ten
to a thousand times greater than any
of the distortions in the CD play-
back process, do not seem to be as
glaringly obvious as one might ex-
pect, even in a careful A -B compari-
son. And the supposedly deleterious
effects of the sharp cutoff filters
used in digital recording and play-
back, including their large phase
shifts, are probably no more audible
than the many flaws in the LP -
record system.

Finally (and, to me, the most im-
portant point to remember), these
tests proved that the skill of the
recording engineer and others in-
volved in the original recording and
its duplication are much more im-
portant to its ultimate quality than
whether it is ultimately produced in
analog or digital form. Sheffield
LP's are good, and most of them
will sound better on any system
than the typical mass-produced rec-
ord. Still, after some years of use,
wear, and dust, even they will lose
some of their sonic perfection. But a
CD should go on forever with no
degradation of sound quality. 0

Announcing the

RODRIGUES CARTOON
CAPTION CONTEST

HAT are they talking
about in the drawing

below? What is crotche-
old Mr. Tweakingham

saying to his faithful retainer Man-
chester? you decide. Our faithful art-
ist Charles Rodrigues has drawn the
cartoon, and Stereo Review is hold-
ing a contest to discover who can
supply the funniest caption for it.

The winner will receive the origi-
nal signed drawing shown here, a
cash prize of $100, and the glory of
seeing his or her name published in
this magazine along with the
winning caption when the results of
the contest are announced.

Anyone may enter, and there is
no limit to the number of times you
may enter, but each caption submit-
ted must be on a separate sheet of
paper that also contains the clearly
legible name and address of the per-
son who enters it. Entries with more

01

than one caption per page will be
disqualified. All entries must be re-
ceived by Stereo Review no later
than March 1, 1985.

The panel of judges will include
members of the editorial staff of
Stereo Review and Rodrigues him-
self. Entries will be judged on the
basis of originality, appropriateness,
and humor. The decision of the
judges will be final, and we will
engage in no after -the -fact discus-
sions of our IQ's, ancestry, qualifi-
cations, or individual and collective
sense of humor.

The winning caption (and a selec-
tion of near misses) will be pub-
lished in the June 1985 issue. The
usual restrictions and disclaimers
are printed below. Send entries to:

Rodrigues Cartoon
STEREO REVIEW
One Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

40°' ' \ ir 1jp.
,......,

1
kt...Iltrielf,,

... .itip

No purchase is necessary. Anyone may enter ex-
cept the sniff of Stereo Review and its parent compa-
ny (and their immediate families). All entries be-
come the property of Stereo Review and none will be
returned. If you wish to be notified of the results of
the contest by mail. send a stamped sell:addressed
envelope to the above address.

In the unlikely event of duplicate entries. the one
first received will be considered the winning entry.
The names of the winner and a do:en runners-up

will be published in Stereo Review and may appear
in promotional literature for the magazine. Submit-
ting an entry will be deemed consent for such use.

Stereo Review will arrange the delivery of the
prize; any tax on it w.11 he the responsibility of the
winner. The judges have every intention of reaching
a decision in time for the publication of the results in
the June 1985 issue. but Stereo Review reserves the
right 'o delay the announcement until July if the re-
sponse is overwhelming.
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Supreme Extrem
with TDK.

SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE SA x90
LIT t tt--MU-

High
Position

:tft,,TDK SA -X
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HIGH RESOLUTION

Laboratory Standard Cassette Mechanism
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The classic problem with recording
classical music is faithfully reproduc-
ing an enormous spectrum of sounds.
Some audio cassettes give you im-
proved highs. Some, improved lows.
Others, improved in-betweens.

Only one cassette can offer you
the best of everything. TDK SA -X.
It's one of our Pro Reference Series of
audio cassettes designed to produce
unmatched performance for every
style of music.

Surpassing all other conventional
high bias cassettes in its class, SA -X
handles strong signals without distor-
tion or saturation, thanks to its super
wide dynamic range and higher MOL.
©1984 TDK Electronics Corp.

With an exclu-
sive dual coating of Super
Avilyn particles, SA -X orchestrates
optimum performance at all fre-
quency levels. From rich, solid bass,
to mellow cello, to the peaks of a
piccolo, it reproduces the crispest,
clearest, purest audio pleasure.

And to assure a standing ovation
play after play, our specially -engi-
neered Laboratory Standard mecha-
nism provides a smoother tape
transport and better tape -to -head con-
tact for total reliability and trouble -
free performance.

You'll also get incredible perform-
ance from our other three TDK Pro

Reference cassettes: MA -R metal,
HX-S metal particle high -bias, and
AD -X Avilyn-based normal bias.

Each is designed to deliver pure
listening pleasure and long-time
reliability...backed by our Lifetime
Warranty.

Maximize the performance of
your musical library. Pick up TDK
Pro Reference cassettes today.

We go to extremes to improve
your listening pleasure.

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE.
CIRCLE NO. 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

STANTON EPOCH II HZ9S
AND LZ9S CARTRIDGES

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

FEATURES
 Moving -magnet construction with sa-

marium -cobalt magnet (for low mass)
and symmetrical coils (for greater
separation)

 User -replaceable stylus assembly
 Tubular aluminum cantilever coated

with sapphire for stiffness and low
moving moss

 Cantilever electrically grounded through
its stabilizing tie wire to drain off

electrostatic charges
 Stereohedron II line -contact stylus
 Recommended tracking force: 0.75

to 1.5 grams
 Weight: HZ9S, 4 grams; LZ9S, 3.8

grams
 Recommended load impedance:

HZ9S, 47,000 ohms, 275
picoforods; LZ9S, greater than 100
ohms, capacitance not critical

THE Epoch II series of mov-
ing -magnet phono car-
tridges from Stanton Mag-
netics combines several

new design concepts with styling
strikingly different from the compa-
ny's previous cartridges. The Epoch
II cartridges have low -mass bodies
that are ideally suited to today's
light tone arms.

Two versions of the cartridge
body are available: a conventional
"high -impedance" model, designed
to drive the 47,000 -ohm moving -
magnet phono input of a preampli-
fier, integrated amplifier, or receiv-
er, and a "low -impedance" version
suitable for use with a typical mov-
ing -coil -cartridge input termination
of 100 ohms or more. In combina-
tion with three different replaceable
(and interchangeable) stylus assem-

blies, these options provide the
Epoch II line with six models in all,
covering a broad price range and
suitable for use with a variety of
music systems. This mix -and -match
approach also makes it possible to
upgrade any of the lower -priced
models simply by installing the ap-
propriate replacement stylus.

The stylus used in the higher -
priced Epoch II cartridges is a dia-
mond with an improved Stereo-
hedron II extended -line -contact
shape. Its radii are 0.2 and 3 mils,
and it is said to touch the groove
wall over 80 percent of the groove's
nominal depth. One of the lower -
priced cartridges uses a Stereo-
hedron I tip with 0.3- and 2.8 -mils
radii, and the least -expensive Epoch
II model is fitted with a 0.2 x 0.7 -
mil elliptical stylus.

Earlier Stanton cartridges have
also offered low -impedance, low -
output coils that make them "mov-
ing -coil equivalents." As the manu-
facturer points out, this approach
provides the acknowledged advan-
tages of a moving -coil design (prin-
cipally its independence of loading
interactions and extended high -fre-
quency response thanks to the elim-
ination of the low-pass filter formed
by the coil inductance and load
capacitance) without the drawbacks
of a moving -coil's typical fragility
and (usually) nonreplaceable stylus.
Since the Epoch II LZ models have
the low output voltage of a typical
moving -coil cartridge, they are
completely compatible with any
MC preamplifier input or can be
used with a head amplifier or trans-
former.

For this report, we tested the top -
of -the -line Epoch II cartridge, the
HZ9S, and we also made limited
tests of the LZ9S low -impedance
model, which uses the same stylus
as the HZ9S. Each of these car-
tridges is priced at $250, with re-
placement styli available for $90.
The least -expensive Epoch II car-
tridge, the HZ6E, is only $95, and
its stylus is priced at $40. Stanton
Magnetics, Dept. SR, Terminal Dr.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

Lab Tests
The two cartridge bodies were in-

stalled in plug-in shells for a low -
mass tone arm that is compatible
with the low mass of the Epoch II
cartridges. The compliant styli res-
onated at 7 to 8 Hz in this arm,
which caused no problems in track-
ing warped records, but it is obvious
that for best results the Epoch II
series cartridges should not be in-
stalled in massive tone arms.

We made complete tests of the
HZ9S, and we measured the output,
frequency response, and channel
separation of the LZ9S by installing
the stylus from the HZ9S in the oth-
er body. This approach allowed us
to assess differences resulting from
the LZ's low coil impedance with-
out having to allow for the effects of
normal stylus variations. For both
measurements and listening tests
with the low -impedance body, we
used a high -quality MC transformer
whose response is very flat and
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TEST REPORTS

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Frequency response (with CBS STR 100 test record): HZ9S, 40 'o 20,000 Hz +0.5, -3 dB

referred to 1,000 -Hz level; IZ9S, +0.5, -2 dB
Channel separation: HZ9S, 22 dB at 1,000 Hz, 24 dB at 10,000 Hz; I.Z9S, 20 dB at 1,000

Hz, 23 dB of 10,000 Hz
Output voltage la: 3.54-cm/s groove velocity, 1,000 Hz): HZ9S, 3.4 millivoks; LZ9S, 0.1.5 mV
Channel imbalance: HZ9S, 0.6 dB; LZ9S, 1.28 dB
Vertical stylus angle: 22 degrees (both models)
Optimum load: HZ9S, 47,000 ohms in parallel with 360 picofarads; LZ9S, greater than 100 ohms,

capootance not critical
Tracking ability (at 300 Hz with German HuFi *2 test disc): 80 nvcrometers at 0.75 gram, 100 gm

at 1 gram
IM distortion: less than 3% with groove velocity between 7 and 22.5 cm/s; 5% at 27 cm/s
Tone -burst distortion: less than 1% with groove velocity betweei 15 and 30 cm/s

extends well beyond the range of the
cartridge and test records.

We used a 1 -gram force for most
of our tests, and frequency -response
measurements with different load
capacitances showed that this was
not a critical factor, although higher
values made a slight improvement.
We used 360 picofarads.

The frequency response of the
HZ9S with the CBS STR 100 test
record had a slight, well -damped
peak at 10,000 Hz, dropping off
slightly at higher frequencies. It var-
ied over a ± 2 -dB range from 40 to
20,000 Hz. The two channels had
virtually identical response and
channel -separation characteristics.
Substituting the LZ9S body, we
found a similar response up to
.0,000 Hz and beyond, but the out-
put remained stronger above that
frequency and did not appear to be
rolling off above our 20,000 -Hz
measurement limit.

rft
. .

That's right, Hal. Like you and a lot of folks out there, I know the
frustration that FM multipath causes-and what it does to our nerves and
general dispositions is well known. And that's why I'm glad to support
research to end FM multipath once and for all!"

The tracking ability of both mod-
els was outstanding. At 0.75 gram
they tracked the 30-cm/s tones of
the Fairchild 101 test record, the
high-level 32 -Hz tones of the Cook
60 record, and the 80 -micrometer
level of the German HiFi #2 record.
At 1 gram, the last disc could be
tracked without difficulty at its
maximum level of 100 microme-
ters, an impressive achievement for
any cartridge. The only time a high-
er force was needed was in the
musical tracking tests of the Telarc
"Omnidisc" record; at their higher
levels, the cannon shots in the 1812
Overture required a force of about
1.25 grams to keep the stylus in the
groove. Anyone who is familiar
with the "Omnidisc" album will ap-
preciate the unusually good tracking
ability shown by the Epoch II car-
tridges.

Conventional tracking -distortion
measurements revealed little about
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the cartridge (this is becoming a
common problem, since the test rec-
ords we normally use no longer tax
the tracking abilities of the best of
today's cartridges). The response to
the 1,000 -Hz square -wave bands on
the CBS STR 112 test record

The E h H approach
pr d es the acknowledged
advantages of moving -coil
designs without the
drawback oftypical
moving -c

showed a single low-level and well -
damped overshoot cycle corre-
sponding to the 10,000 -Hz response
peak but was otherwise about as
good a square wave as we have seen
from this disc. The LZ9S's square -
wave response was so close to that
of the HZ9S that we would consider
them essentially equivalent in this
as well as all other substantive
respects.

Comments
We played the Epoch II cartridges

in our regular music system, using
the MC transformer when the LZ9S
was installed. The two cartridges
both sounded excellent and, as far
as we could tell, the same. This is
hardly surprising, since the only
measurable difference in their fre-
quency responses was above 15,000
Hz. In any event, we cannot attri-
bute any special sonic quality to
either version, since they sound
about as neutral as any cartridge we
know of. And that is how a cartridge
should sound!
Circle 140 on reader service card
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Announcing

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CIVIL WAR CHESS SET
Richly detailed portrait sculptures of great American heroes

-in solid pewter, solid brass and fine enamels.
A heirloom chess set to be enjoyed for generations.

Created by the world-famous craftsmen of The Franklin Mint.

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY is
dedicated to bringing the excitement and
power of American history-as well as its
significance-to people in every part of
the land.

It is in keeping with this purpose that
the Society is about to issue its own Civil
War Chess Set. A dramatic tribute to the
heroes of both North and South-and a
work all the more intriguing because the
playing pieces include richly detailed
three-dimensional portrait sculptures of
the great Generals of Union and Confed-
eracy, captured for the ages in solid pew-
ter, solid brass and fine enamels.

aka -

Major General
William Tecumseh Sherman

BISHOP

General in Chief
Ulysses S. Grant

KING

This extraordinary new chess set will be
crafted to the highest standards of quality
and historical authenticity. The National
Historical Society has appointed The
Franklin Mint to create the sculptures,
each of which will be a new and original
design. Some figures will be shown stand-
ing, some seated, some kneeling, some
mounted on horseback. And each figure
will be painstakingly crafted of solid pew-
ter, hand -finished, then set atop a solid
brass pedestal base embellished with a cir-
cular band of richly colored enamel-blue
for the soldiers of the North, gray for
those of the South.

Every sculpture, moreover, will be so
rich with authentic detail that only the
artists and master craftsmen of The Frank-
lin Mint, steeped as they are in the tradi-
tion of precision coinage, could have
achieved it. Indeed, every nuance of facial
expression, uniform and weaponry-right
down to the buttons, braiding, sabers and
carbines-will be depicted with meticu-
lous accuracy.

Thus, The National Historical Society
Civil War Chess Set is also a magnificent
collection. A triumphant achievement of
portrait sculpture-and the ultimate in
micro -detailed miniaturization.

General in Chief
Robert E. Lee

KING

ALL FIGURES SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE.

Available only by direct subscription. Issue Price: $17.50 per sculptured chess piece.
Limit: One complete set per subscriber. Please enter your subscription by February 28, 1985.

Major General

J.E.B. Stuart

KNIGHT



A dramatic showpiece
for your home or office

The chessmen themselves are scaled so
that each one will suit the function as-
signed to it In the game of chess. And the
handsomely crafted, pewter -finished play-
ing board has been sized with equal care.
Specially fitted, to also serve as the cover
for the case which will house all 32 playing
pieces, the board completes a presentation
so attractive that the chess set will be
played and displayed with pride and satis-
faction. A Certificate of Authenticity, and
specially written reference materials, will
also be provided.

Exhibited on a table or cabinet in your
living room. family room, den or office,
this is a possession certain to evoke both
admiration and respect from all who see it.
A unique tribute to unique Americans. A
work of heirloom quality, that will bring
you endless pleasure through the years.
And a chess set eminently worthy of being
passed on from generation to generation.

The subscription rolls are now open.
The work may be obtained only by direct
subscription, with a limit of one complete
set per subscriber.

This handsome pewter -finished cheaboaild and fittec presentation case will be provided as part of the set.

The chessmen will be issued to you at
the attractive price of $17.50 each, with
the specially designed playing board and
protective case provided at no additional
charge. As a subscriber, you will receive
two sculptured pieces every other month.
You will, however, be billed for only one
chessman at a time-a total of just $17.50
per month. In addition, you will have the
option to complete your set earlier, if you
wish-but you will be under no obligation
to do so.

Here, then, is a work that will bring
lasting pleasure to chess enthusiasts, his-
tory buffs, collectors of military minia-
tures-to anyone who appreciates our
nation's heritage. Indeed, it is an unmis-
takably American chess set, that will make
a dramatic addition to any room. And an
exciting showpiece that will be displayed,
enjoyed and treasured by each succeed-
ing generation.

To acquire The National Historical Soci-
ety Civil War Chess Set, no advance pay-
ment is required. But please note that the
accompanying Subscription Application is
dated and should be returned postmarked
by February 28, 1985.

r +985 FM
' SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION'

The National Historical Society

CIVIL WAR CHESS SET
Please mail by February 28, 1985.

The National Historical Society
c/o The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please ente- my subscription for The National
Historical Society Civil WarChess. Set, consist-
ing of 32 chessmen.

I need send no money now. I will receive
two new playing pieces every other month,
but will be billed for just one piece at a time -
$17.50* per month-beginning when my
first shipment is ready to be sent. I will receive
the fitted presentation case And pewter -
finished chess board at no addit:onal charge.

'Plus my state sales tax and .5.50
per chessman for shipping and handling.

Signature
...,,CATION, ARE ...MC, TO ACCIETINICII

Mr. 'Mrs./ i4iss
PLEASE PRINT CC AAAAA

Address

City

State, Zip

Limit: One complete set per subscriber.

797



TEST REPORTS

SANSUI TU-D99X TUNER
ulian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

FEATURES
O Digital -synthesis tuning
O Eight AM and eight FM station presets
O Preset scan samples memorized

stations in sequence at 4 -second
intervals

O Selectable i.f. bandwidth and
distant ocal reception

O Connectors for 300- and 75 -ohm
(coaxial) FM antenna cables

O One unswitched a.c. outlet

SANSUI'S TU-D99X digital -
synthesis AM/FM tuner of-
fers the full array of modern
tuner features, together with

good performance, in an attractive
"low profile" package at an equally
attractive price. On the front panel
of the all -black unit, large fluores-
cent numerals show the tuned fre-
quency, the frequency units (kHz or
MHz), and the band (AM or FM).
The desired band is selected by
alternate pushes of a button to the
right of the display. To the left is a
set of colorful tuning and signal
indicators. These indicate signal
strength, stereo reception, wide or
narrow i.f. bandwidth
settings, and local/dis-
tant reception.

Each of the eight sta-
tion memories of the
TU-D99X can be as-
signed to both an AM
and an FM station. Like
most digital tuners, it is
tuned by pressing a but-
ton that shifts the fre-
quency up or down ei-
ther in single steps or in
a scanning mode, de-
pending on whether the

switch is set for AUTO Or MANUAL.
The tuning intervals are set at 100
kHz for FM and 10 kHz for AM on
units sold in the U.S. Other small
buttons control the operating
modes of the TU-D99X. The FM
MODE button selects stereo or mono
FM reception (the muting is dis-
abled in mono), and the NOISE CAN-
CELLER blends the stereo channels at
high frequencies to reduce noise on
weak signals. The REC CAL button
replaces the program audio with a
400 -Hz tone whose level corre-
sponds to 50 percent FM modula-
tion (6 dB below a station's legal
maximum output level), a conve-

nience for setting tape-recording
levels.

The Sansui TU-D99X, finished in
black to match other Sansui compo-
nents, is 17 inches wide, 12 inches
deep, and 21/4 inches high. Optional
wood side panels add 1 's inches to
the overall width. A detachable AM
loop antenna is supplied. Price:
$350. Sansui Electronics Corp.,
Dept. SR, 1250 Valleybrook Ave.,
Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071.

Lab Tests
The measured performance of the

Sansui TU-D99X ranged from fair
to excellent. Although its sensitivity
was not particularly impressive, its
noise and distortion were both low,
the stereo channel separation was
exceptional, and the image rejection
of 101 dB was at the limit of our
measurement capability. Although
the AM rejection at 65 dBf was rath-
er low, it improved dramatically at
lower input levels (opposite to the
behavior of most FM tuners). Most
other test results could be classified
as good to excellent.

Comments
The Sansui TU-D99X is not only

a very compact and attractive tuner,
but its actual performance in a mu-
sic system is far better than some of
our test results might suggest. Ob-
viously, it may not be the best tuner
for fringe -area reception where ex-
treme sensitivity is needed. In ur-
ban and suburban locations, howev-
er, its outstanding image rejection
and choice of moderate or high
selectivity (using the IF BAND con-
trol), combined with more than ade-
quate distortion and noise perform-

ance, should make the
HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Usable sensitivity (mono): 17.9 dBf

(4.3 µV)
50 -dB quieting sensitivity: mono,

20.8 dBf (6 AV); stereo, 42 dBf
(70 µV)

Signal-to-noise ratio of 65 dBf:
mono, 75 dB; stereo, 71 dB

Distortion (THD -1- noise) at 65 dBf
( I ,000 µV): mono, 0.16%; stereo,
0.14%

Capture ratio: 2.3 dB at 65 dBf
AM rejection: 49 dB at 65 dBf
Image rejection: 101 dB
Alternate -channel selectivity: wide

i.f., 45 dB; narrow i.f., 79 dB
Adjacent -channel selectivity: wide

i.f., 5.9 d8; narrow i.f., 13.2 dB

Stereo threshold: 27.5 dBf (13 µV)
19 -kHz pilot -carrier leakage:

- 78 dB
Hum: -72 dB
Rec Cal output accuracy: -6.5 dB

(referred to 100% FM modulation at
413 Hz)

Frequency response (referred to
1,000 Hz): 30 to 15,000 Hz +1,
-0.2 dB

Stereo channel separation: 100
Hz, 44 dB; 1,000 Hz, 46 dB;
10,000 Hz, 47 dB. (With noise
canceller on, 25 dB of all three test
frequencies.)

AM frequency response (-6 dB
points): 30 to 2,800 Hz

TU-D99X not only the
equal of most tuners
with more impressive
numerical ratings but
quite probably superior
to many of them. And if
your location, like ours,
is in a fairly strong sig-
nal area but close to ma-
jor air-traffic routes, the
qualities of this tuner
look very attractive.
Circle 141 on reader
service card
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TEST REPORTS

BABY
ADVENT
SPEAKER
Julian Hirsch,
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Baby Advent is the first
speaker bearing the Advent
name we have tested since
the company's acquisition

by Jensen. We were pleased to find
that the qualities for which Advent
speakers have been noted in the
past are present in full measure.

As its name suggests, the Baby
Advent is a small and lightweight
speaker. Indeed, since it is only 161/2
inches high, 11 inches wide, and 6416
inches deep, and it weighs only 13
pounds, it is smaller and lighter
than most "bookshelf"' speakers.

The Baby Advent is a two-way
system with a newly designed 61/2 -
inch acoustic -suspension woofer
that crosses over at 2,500 Hz to a
1414 -inch cone tweeter. The woofer's
"deep" magnet, long voice coil, and
highly compliant suspension give it
a bass response and power -handling
ability beyond what might be ex-
pected of such a small driver. The
tweeter's magnetic gap is filled with
Ferrofluid, which provides damping
and improved heat transfer for op-
eration at high power levels. The
efficiency of the Baby Advent is typ-
ical of small acoustic -suspension
speakers, and it can be used safely
with amplifiers capable of deliver-
ing at least 50 watts of average pow-
er (with peaks to 150 watts).

It is a handsome speaker, with the
rounded sides of its black cloth
snap -on grille merging smoothly
with the black -finished fiberboard
cabinet. The cabinet is symmetri-
cally capped at top and bottom by
walnut -colored solid hardwood
panels whose rounded edges har-
monize with the grille contours. The
speaker can be installed either verti-
cally or horizontally without de-
grading its performance or appear-
ance (although the fixed nameplate
on the grille cloth appears to favor
vertical installation). The insulated

The Baby Advent is a small, handsome loudspeaker
that can be installed either vertically or horizontally without
degrading its performance or appearance.

spring -loaded input connections on
the rear of the cabinet have holes to
accept the stripped ends of speaker
cables. The Baby Advent is sold in
pairs. Price: $198 per pair. Advent,
Dept. SR, 4138 North United Park-
way, Schiller Park, Ill. 60176.

Lab Tests
Our IQS FFT analyzer's quasi-

anechoic response measurements of
the Baby Advent revealed an un-

usually flat and extended response
in the middle- and high -frequency
ranges. The axial output varied only
+3 dB from 2,000 to beyond 20,000
Hz. A sharp, deep notch was present
at 1,500 Hz under most FFT-meas-
urement conditions, although at
certain angles and distances it dis-
appeared, suggesting an interference
effect in the crossover region. The
overall frequency -response con-
tours remained fairly constant
through a ± 45 -degree angle from
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YOU CAN SEE AND HEAR
When you're .his good, you put your warranti:

where yol_r mouth is. That's why, overall,
Hitachi probably has the finest limited warrant

protection ever offered in home electronics
products. Products that perform so well you
may never cet a chance to see how good our

Narranties really are.

HITACHI

NEW COMPACT DIGITAL AUDIO DISC PLAYER
Hitachi leads the way in compact disc performance with Laser
Life, a two-year limited parts warranty, twice as long as cur
major competition. Iniroducing the DA -600. Three spot laser
pick-up servo system; wireless remote control that reads.
selects, repeats. skips and scans: memory programming for
up to 15 selections: s:im-line. front load design.

NEW 5 + 2 HEAD HI-FI VCR
With Adjustomatic, a limited warranty superior to indus-

try standards, the exceptional VT -89A VCR frorr
Hitachi has brought hi-fi technology to video sound
Sound finer than any turntable or conventional tape

deck...far superior to ordinary VCRs, it's sound you have
to see to believe. Five video heads, two audio heads,

cable ready, wih a computer brain that guides you
through every program function. Each step is displayed

on your TV screen.

-a-

  

NEW SIGNAL TRACKER COMPONENT TV
Backed by Hitachi's incomparable 10/2/1 limitec war-

ranty, t pis state-of-the-art 20" diagonal flat sqLare tube
reviver/monitor integrates all your home entertain-

ment f inctions. VCR, VideoDisc Player, s:erec system,
wide° games. home computer and total TV reception.

Enjoy more on -screen picture and less distcrtion.
And only Hitachi has Signal Tracker cortro , Dur most
achanced color control system ever. With the handy

wireless remote control and wood cabinetry yoJ get ease
of operation, great sound and quality good loo

Simulated TV pictur

401 W. Artesia Blvd.. Compton. CA 9C22C. (213) 537-8383
For Dealer Nearest Yoe. Call TOLL -FREE 8C0-633-2252 E xt. 860



TEST REPORTS

the forward axis up to
about 12,000 Hz, above
which they diverged
somewhat. This repre-
sents very good polar re-
sponse from a 13/4 -inch -
cone tweeter.

A close-miked mea-
surement of the woofer
output also showed a
deep notch at 1,500 Hz,
with a smoothly rising output from
700 Hz down to a maximum at 70
to 80 Hz and the expected 12 -dB -
per -octave drop below the latter fre-
quency. The maximum output in
this measurement was 11 or 12 dB
above that of the response plateau
between 1,000 and 2,000 Hz.

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS
Frequency response: 46 to 20,000

Hz ±5 dB
Impedance: 5.5 ohms minimum from

0 to 20,000 Hz; 21 ohms at
system resonance (77 Hz); 35 ohms
maximum at crossover frequency
(2,500 Hz)

Sensitivity: 86 dB SPI. at 1 meter with
2.83 volts input (1 won into 8 ohms)

Bass distortion (measured at input

level needed for 90 -dB SR output of
1,000 Hz): 2.8% at 100 Hz; 3.3%
at 50 Hz; 7.5% at 40 Hz; 22% of
35 Hz

Group -delay variation: ± 1
millisecond from 2,500 to 20,000
Hz

Power -handling ability: 100 Hz,
56 worts into 8 ohms; 1,000 Hz,
177 watts into 11 ohms

The Baby Advent had quite
exceptional bass performance
considering its 6112 -inch
woofer and small cabinet.
The bass we heard was solid
and clean down to 40Hz

Averaged room -response meas-
urements confirmed the speaker's
smooth response from middle to
high frequencies. The close-miked
woofer response, with a sweeping
sine -wave test signal, reached its
maximum at 100 Hz, where it was
about 10 dB above the level in the
crossover region. When this curve
was spliced to the room -response
curve, the composite curve showed

a slight high -frequency rise and a
more prominent low -frequency rise,
with excellent overall smoothness
(the 1,500 -Hz "hole" was barely de-
tectable in this measurement). The
speaker's impedance was exactly as
rated, and its measured sensitivity
was also close to the manufacturer's
rating.

We measure bass distortion at a
constant drive level corresponding
to a 90 -dB SPL at 1,000 Hz, which
in this case required an input of 4.5
volts, or about 2.5 watts. The Baby
Advent had quite exceptional bass
performance considering its 61/2 -

inch woofer and small cabinet. The
bass sound we heard was solid and
clean down to 40 Hz.

The peak power -handling ability
of the Baby Advent was measured
with tone -burst signals, typically a
few cycles in duration, at frequen-
cies of 100 and 1,000 Hz (a limited
test was also made at 10,000 Hz,
though we hesitate to push a tweeter
to its limits, having burned out sev-
eral in the process over the years).
At 1,000 Hz the speaker's acoustic
output waveform began to shift

"No, we're not just married. Why do you ask?"

from a sinusoidal to a
triangular shape at
about 177 watts input
(based on the speaker's
11 -ohm impedance at
that frequency). At 100
Hz the maximum power
input was set by the
woofer cone's reaching
the limits of its suspen-
sion travel, at which

point a rasp could be heard at each
burst.

Comments
Initially we placed the Baby Ad-

vent speakers against the wall for
our listening tests (before making
any measurements). The bass re-
sponse was obviously excellent, but
it seemed to dominate the rest of the
spectrum, and the overall sound
was "dead" and lacking in spacious-
ness. After our measurements, we
tried listening again. With the ad-
vantage of "20/20 hindsight," we
could correlate what we heard with
what we had measured.

Clearly, the Baby Advent has am-
ple highs, but it needs its low end
tamed to give it some balance. To
do this, we placed the speakers on
stands about 3 feet from the wall
and 2 feet from the floor. The
improvement was dramatic. Not
only did the frequency balance im-
prove, but the sound acquired the
feeling of space that was so lacking
in our first trial of these speakers.
Simply using a bass control will
help in a bookshelf installation.

Advent's installation instructions
are rather general, although they do
advise the user to experiment with
different speaker placements. We
agree wholeheartedly since these
speakers seem to be more affected
than most by their relationship with
room boundaries (specifically, the
wall behind them). Their sound was
changed from depressingly dull to
spacious, open, and beautifully bal-
anced simply by moving them a few
feet forward. So placed, the Baby
Advent is one of the best -sounding
speakers in its price class. It can give
serious competition to some consid-
erably more expensive speakers. It
is good to see the Advent name
again, especially on such a fine
product.
Circle 142 on reader service card
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NOW YOU DON'T HAVE
TO PAYAN ARM AND

A LEG FORYOUR EARS.
Becoming an audiophile has always had its pricc

We have a way of lowering it.
Introducing two of Yamaha's new high -end

separates-the M-40 power amplifier and the C-40
pre -amplifier.

Both have the highest state-of-the-art circuitry
and features. For the highest quality sound repro-
duction possible.

But at a lower price than ever before possible
from Yamaha.

For pure sound combined with pure power, the
M-40 uses our exclusive Auto Class A circuitry. It
automatically switches from pure Class A opera-
tion to Class AB when music peaks require high
power levels. So purity is never sacrificed for power.

To eliminate crossover distortion during
switching, as well as transistor non -linearity dis-
tortion, the M-40 has our unique Zero Distortion
Rule circuitry.

Sugge-'

The C-40 uses ZDR in the phono EQ section. For
the purest phono reproduction possible.

And to effectively capture the quieter passages
that today's digital sources are capable of, the M-40
has a phenomenal 127dB S/N ratio.

The result is excep-
tionally pure and accurate
musical reproduction
Which is in keeping with
the C -40's and M -40's Newly deigned speaker terminals makt

either heavy -gauge audiophile cable
purpose-basic, audio- or standard-gauge cable a snap to connect.

phile-quality sound reproduction-pure and simple.
And at $350* for the C-40 and $400* for the

M-40, affordable.
So visit your Yamaha dealer. And satisfy your

ears. Without having to sacrifice any other part
of your anatomy. For Dealer Nearest You Call

800-633-2252 861

0 YAMAHA
Yamaha Elcotk,mL,( orporanon 1.:\ P.0 11(r. boot) I Park, U\ qt)022



AUDIO/VIDEO TEST REPORT

PIONEER SX-V90
AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER

10/11/1M1/01111111111C NMI

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

FEATURES
O Digital -synthesis AM/FM stereo tuner
O All -electronic tuning, volume, and

balance controls
O Memories for ten AM and ten FM

stations plus two volume settings
O Connections and switching for two

audio tope decks
O Controls for on infrasonic filter, an

external signal -processing accessory,
wide/narrow FM i.f. bandwidth,
moving-coil/moving-magnet phono
cartridge, balance, loudness, mono,
audio muting, auto/manual tuning 0

Connections and switching for two
VCR's and a video -disc player
Switchoble DNR for one VCR's
audio signals
Simulated -stereo control for mono
video sources
Connections and switching for two
pairs of speakers
AM -stereo output jock for an
external adaptor
Pre-out/main-in jocks joined by
removable jumpers
Switchable FM de -emphasis (50/75 Ais1

piONEER'S SX-V90 receiver is
a nearly complete control
center for a home audio/
video entertainment sys-

tem. It is basically a conventional,
full -featured AM/FM stereo receiv-
er (though a rather powerful one by
today's standards). In addition,
however, it is equipped to control
the operation and interconnections
of several video components, in-
cluding two VCR's, a video -disc
player, and a TV receiver and/or
video monitor. Another video
source, such as a video game or a
home computer, can be substituted
for the second VCR. About the only
video -oriented features the SX-V90
lacks are a TV tuner (which would
normally come with a VCR) and
some provision for stereo TV

broadcasts (which are perhaps bet-
ter served by a separate stereo TV
tuner anyway).

Audio and video signals from the
video components are selected by
three front -panel push -plate con-
trols, which switch both the video
signals and (where applicable) the
VHF signals from a TV antenna.
Below the video switches are two
small buttons; one provides simu-
lated stereo sound from a mono
source, and the other controls an
audio Dynamic Noise Reduction
(DNR) circuit that is usable with
one of the VCR inputs.

The rest of the front panel is
devoted to more familiar stereo-
receiver functions. Like many mod-
ern digital -synthesis receivers, the
Pioneer SX-V90 has no rotary knob

controls. Except for two horizontal -
slider tone controls (center -de -
tented), all the operating controls
are pushbuttons or flat plates. Al-
though there are more than forty (!)
such controls on the panel, the sta-
tus of each is clearly shown, either
by a red light glowing in the center
of the button when it is engaged or
on the large, colorful, and informa-
tive visual display that occupies
much of the receiver's front panel.

Among the displays are the tun-
er's digital frequency readout, a
group of illuminated line segments
that indicate the received signal
strength, and a rather elaborate flu-
orescent audio -output display. Both
volume and channel balance are ad-
justed electronically by pressing on
their control buttons, but a single
horizontal row of illuminated seg-
ments shows the status of both con-
trols, perhaps even more clearly
than did the knob index marks for-
merly used for that purpose.

The tuner section has ten station -
preset buttons, each usable for one
AM and one FM station. The SX-
V90's memory can also store and
recall two different volume settings,
including the selected settings of the
muting and loudness switches.

It is hardly possible to describe
fully the capabilities and features of
this unusual receiver in a test re-
port. Fortunately, the instruction
manual is comprehensive and easy
to follow (the SX-V90 is sufficiently
different from other receivers that
few users will be able to exploit all
its capabilities without a careful
study of the manual). Some idea of
the potential of the SX-V90 can be
gathered from its power rating: 125
watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads
from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.005 percent total harmonic
distortion. This suggests a rather
large and heavy unit, and so it is
(though smaller and lighter than
one might expect considering how
far its measured performance sur-
passed its ratings in our lab tests).

The Pioneer SX-V90, finished in
satin silver with dark gray accents,
is about 161/2 inches wide, 171/4
inches deep, and 57/8 inches high. It
weighs just over 33 pounds. Price:
$799.95. Pioneer Electronics (USA),
Inc., Dept. SR, 5000 Airport Plaza
Dr., P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach,
Calif. 90801.
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AUDIO/VIDEO TEST REPORT

Lab Tests
We tested the audio and tuner

sections of the Pioneer SX-V90. De-
spite its extensive control functions,
the receiver was easy to operate and
completely free of unwelcome sur-
prises either on the test bench or
while playing music.

The receiver's distortion specifi-
cations clearly distinguish between
its power -amplifier and preampli-
fier sections. Although the two sec-
tions can be separated by removing
jumpers on the rear apron, we chose
to test the audio section as a unit
since that is the way it would nor-
mally be operated. The distortion
was typically between 0.03 and 0.1
percent-a level that is inaudible,
completely insignificant, and hardly
worthy of comment except for being
many times the amplifier's rated
0.005 percent! We briefly checked
the power amplifier alone, through
its separate input jacks, and found
its distortion to be typically less
than 0.0036 percent at outputs of
125 watts or lower. Obviously, the
power -amp section's distortion rat-
ing is quite conservative, though
somewhat unrealistic under normal
operating conditions.

The SX-V90 is not rated for use
with load impedances lower than 8
ohms, but we were pleasantly sur-
prised and impressed by its huge
current -output capability as shown
by the output into 4 and
2 ohms at clipping. Fur-
thermore, the distortion
was not affected signifi-
cantly by either frequen-
cy or load impedance (a
fortunate by-product of
its origin in the pream-
plifier section). At no
time in our high -power
tests did the amplifier's
protective circuits oper-
ate, nor was it damaged
in any way, and it was
stable with reactive
loads.

The preamp section's
tone -control response
curves were convention-
al. The loudness com-
pensation boosted both
low and high frequen-
cies at reduced volume
settings, but only to a
moderate degree that

did not produce an unnaturally
heavy sound quality. At a maxi-
mum volume setting, the response
rolled off at high and low frequen-
cies (perhaps a property of the elec-
tronically controlled volume cir-
cuit), but it was flat at all usable set-
tings. The "subsonic" filter was cer-
tainly misnamed, since its -3 -dB
frequency was a definitely "sonic"
90 Hz!

The FM tuner section of the SX-
V90 had adequate though not un-
usual sensitivity, either by the "us-
able sensitivity" criterion of 3 per-
cent distortion or by the 50 -dB
quieting signal level. Since the i.f.
bandwidth is switchable for wide or
narrow, we made most measure-
ments using both settings. As ex-
pected, the channel separation and
selectivity were most affected by
this control, which automatically
selects the narrow bandwidth when
the receiver is turned on.

The FM frequency response was
almost perfectly flat, and channel
separation was almost constant
with frequency over most of the
audible range. The AM frequency
response was wider and flatter than
we have measured on most receiv-
ers, but its sound quality, although
clean and listenable, was not signifi-
cantly better than that of most other
AM tuners.

The SX-V90's "simulated stereo"
feature, on which we made no meas-

urements, does a convincing job of
spreading a mono program across
the area between the speakers so
that only a careful and critical lis-
tener would be likely to detect the
deception. The DNR also worked
well, slightly reducing noise on vid-
eo -derived audio signals, although
we would have liked to see the DNR
circuits switchable into the normal
audio signal path to reduce noise
from audio cassettes and discs.

Comments
At first glance, the Pioneer SX-

V90 might seem to be a bit "too
much" of a receiver, presenting a
formidable front -panel control and
indicator array (matched by the
number and variety of connectors
on its rear apron). However, for
anyone who wants integrated audio
and video entertainment facilities,
without a rat's nest of cables, con-
nectors, adaptors, and switchboxes,
this receiver may well be the most
cost-effective and tidy choice.

If the SX-V90 compromised any
operational characteristic for the
sake of flexibility, it might not be
such an appealing product. On the
contrary, however, it is an excellent
AM/FM stereo receiver (there is
even an "AM Stereo" output jack
for driving a suitable adaptor when
such products become available).
Its power -amplifier section is note-

worthy for sheer power
HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS

Audio Amplifier
1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:

149 watts into 8 ohms, 210 watts
into 4 ohms. 244 watts into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to rated
output): 0.76 dB (8 ohms)

Dynamic power output: 156 watts
into 8 ohms, 297 worts into 4 ohms,
265 watts into 2 ohms

Dynamic headroom: 0.96 dB (8
ohms)

Harmonic distortion (1,000 Hz, 8
ohms): 1 watt, 0.025%; 125 watts,
0.086% (see text)

Slew factor: 2.7
Sensitivity (I -watt output): phono

(MM), 2.6 mV; phono (MC), 18 µV;
aux, 17.5 mV

Phono (MM) input overload: 136
to 195 mV

A -weighted noise (referred to 1

watt): phono (MM), -78 dB; phono
(MC), -63 dB; aux, -75 dB

Phono input impedance: 47,000
ohms and 175 picofarads (MM)

RIAA phono equalization error:
±0.5 dB from 70 to 20,000 Hz,
+2 dB at 20 Hz; unaffected by

cartridge inductance

FM -Tuner Section
Usable sensitivity (mono); 16.3 dBf

(3.6 µV)
50 -dB -quieting sensitivity: mono,

19 dBf (5 µV); stereo, 37 dBf (41
µV)

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 77.3 dB; sterec, 70.5 dB

THD + noise at 65 dBf (1,000 µV):
mono, 0.094%; stereo, 0.125%

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 1.1 dB
(wide i.f.); 1.6 dB (narrow i.f.)

AM rejection: 80 dB at 65 dBf
Image rejection: 61 dB
Alternate -channel selectivity: 85

dB (narrow i.f.); 24 dB (wide i.f.)
Adjacent -channel selectivity: 6.6

dB (narrow i.f.); 2.8 dB (wide i.f.)
Stereo threshold: 29 dBf (15 0)
19 -kHz leakage: -72 dB
Hum: -80 dB
Stereo channel separation: wide

i.1.-47 dB at 100 Hz, 46 dB at
1,000 Hz, 38 dB at 10,000 Hz;
norrow i.f.-34 dB at 100 Hz, 34
dB at 1,000 Hz, 33.5 dB at
10,000 Hz

AM frequency response (-6-dB
points): 28 to 4,500 Hz

and low distortion.
Even those people for

whom video compati-
bility is unimportant
may find this receiver a
good choice for a music
system. It is not unduly
expensive, and its oper-
ation is not difficult
once the control func-
tions have been learned.
Use of its video -switch-
ing capabilities can be
reserved for future ex-
pansion of your home -
entertainment system
without in any way lim-
iting its present-day au-
dio usefulness. The Pio-
neer SX-V90 is certainly
a lot of receiver by any
standard.
Circle 143 on reader
service card
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Should wni choose a.

turntable with belt
drive or direct drive?

Both slams have
advantages and
disadzantagrs. IVE

by Peter W. Mitchell
N the words of the old song,
"The music goes 'round and
'round, and it comes out here."
To play an LP, the phono car-

tridge has to follow the spiral groove
around the record from beginning
to end while the stylus traces its
microscopic undulations. Tak:ng
this description literally, we might
imagine a record player consisting
of a phono cartridge mounted in a
small toy car running on batteries
and dragging the stylus behind it.
l'he stationary LP disc would be
placed on a flat surface and the car-
tridge would drive around the rec-
ord, following the groove like a farm
tractor following the furrows in a
plowed field. Implausible as it may
seem, Sony actually built a toy
record player, the Soundwagon. that
worked this way.

We can only speculate about how
well this approach might work if it
were refined. All of the other record -
playing systems in the century -long
history of the phonograph have tak-
en the opposite approach, holding
the phono cartridge in a semi -fixed
position while causing the groove to
pass beneath it on a turntable. Upon
closer examination this turns out to
involve three distinct, if interre-
lated, tasks.

( I ) The cartridge must be "semi-
fixed"-it must be precisely tangent

got

to the groove and rigidly fixed longi-
tudinally (along the direction of the
groove), yet it must have enough
lateral freedom of motion to follow
the average position of the groove
as it spirals in from the edge toward
the center of the disc, plus enough
vertical freedom to maintain a con-
stant height above the disc and exert
a constant downward force on the
stylus despite surface irregularities
and warps. But since the tone arm
and cartridge have mass and are
supported by the compliant canti-
lever suspension (a spring), they
form a resonant mechanical system
that has an unavoidable tendency to
vibrate.

(2) The groove must pass beneath
the cartridge at absolutely constant
(and correct) speed, despite any
variations in driving force, drag,
and so on. Most of the jargon of
turntable design is related to how
this function is performed-and,
more important, to how well it is
performed.

(3) In modern microgroove rec-
ords (unlike the 78 -rpm shellac

discs of yore), significant audio
modulations may involve groove -
wall undulations as small as a wave-
length of light. The stylus assembly
must respond to such small motions
and transform them into a usable
electrical signal. While we would
like the stylus to vibrate only in
response to the engraved modula-
tion in the groove walls, the car-
tridge is an exquisitely sensitive de-
tector of vibrations of all kinds. Any
separate motion of either the record
or the cartridge will tend to stimu-
late tone-arm/cartridge resonance.
And from the point of view of the
stylus, any vibration of the disc or
cartridge appears to be just another
waveform that must be traced-one
that may intermodulate with the
desired audio signal. Therefore,
control of external vibration is the
"hidden agenda" that every turnta-
ble designer must cope with, wheth-
er he does so willingly or not.

 -



SYSTEMS
In pnnciple. a turr table platter

could be rotated by any of the meth-
ods tha: lave been used to pcwer
clocks and mills throughout his-
tory-hard cranks. foot pedals, the
tension of a wound -up spring, the
pressure of water falling against
paddles, falling weights (as io a

grandfather clock), etc. In modern
times, of course. virtually all clocks
and turntables are powered by elec-
tnc motors. In fact, some turntables
actually employ motors that were
designed and mass-produced for use
in clocks. The principal differences
among turntables today have tc do
with v.hetier (and how) the motor's
speed is regulated, how its torque is
coLpled to the platter, and what
means are used to suppress un-
wanted vibration.

Not many years agc a turntable
was a simple product. Typically its
electrical part consisted only of an
a.c. power cord, a motor, and a

switch to turn the motor on and off.
The rest of the turntable was me-
chanical: bearings, pulleys. a rubber
belt or idler wheel to rotate the plat-
ter by friction. and an assortment of
spnngs. levers. and gears providing
whatever automation was desired.

A few turntables today-includ-
ing some of the highest -perform-
ance models-still fit this descrip-
tion. But in recent years the great
majority of turntables have been
transformed by a massive infusion
of high technology. In today's re-
cord players you can expect to en-
counter such exotica as Hall -effect
magnetic sensors. phase -locked -
loop feedback control. quartz -crys-
tal oscillators, optical serves,
CMOS logic IC's, in some cases as
much electronic circular!, as in a
typical FM tuner-all to achieve the
ideal of perfectly uniform and acc _I-
rate rotation. And in place of the
simple materials of yesteryear (alu-
minum, wood, stainless steel, and a
bit of rubber) you will find fiber-
glass, Delrin, Teflon, calcium car-
bonate, acrylic-butadiene-styrol res-
ins, carbon fiber, titanium, and Iv, -

....1"

rilids

drodynamic suspensions-a I se-
lected for their low friction. low
weight. high ngidi-y. or effective
suppression of vibration.

THILE malt' means of
transferring the mo-

tor's torque tc :he plat-
ter can be imagined. only

two are con- mon tcda.. In a belt -
drive uoit a motor spirniog at sev-
eral hundred rpm is mounted in the
turntab e's base and is corrected to
the platter tr means of a ptiley and
a thin rubber belt. Usually the belt
runs around an inner platter or sub -
platter that has a circumference pre-
cisely nine times that of tie pulley
this ratio provides the required
step-down o= speed frcm a typical
300-rpne motor to the 3313 -rpm
platter.

In a direct -drive turntable. the
platter rests directly on the motor.
The turntab e's centra spindle is
actually the motor's main shaft, so
the motor must run at 3313 rpm, less
than one revolution per second.

0
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Belt drive. In a typical high -quality belt -drive
turntable, the platter and tone -arm assemblies are
well isolated from the motor, the base, and the dust
cover, which are sources of vibration.

DUST COVER, lye',
BASE ARE INSULATI ,
THE PLATTER AND

SIMPLE PADS -

FLOATING SUBCHASSIS RUBBER DRIVE BEI" DOSE, "FLOPPY" SPRINGS

---SIMPLE WOOD OR
COMPOUND BASE

The decade -long advertising bat-
tle is finally over between adherents
of these two techniques for making
the platter turn. Neither technique
is the clear winner: excellent and
mediocre turntables can be pro-
duced-and have been!-using ei-
ther kind of drive system. Each has
its strengths and weaknesses.

The Belt Drive
The belt drive has the advantage

of simplicity, meaning that a belt -
drive unit can be made at very low
cost without having to sacrifice per-
formance. Using a synchronous
clock motor allows consistent, accu-
rate speed without the need of any
costly speed -regulation circuitry in
the turntable; the designer simply
relies on the fact that electric utility
companies maintain the average
frequency of the a.c. power line pre-
cisely at 60 Hz.

The thin rubber drive belt serves
as an efficient mechanical filter to
prevent the motor's vibration from
reaching the platter. Thus even a
budget -priced belt -drive turntable
can have a low rumble level.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of
the belt drive is the ease with which
good isolation from external vibra-
tion can be obtained. Since the mo-
tor is coupled to the platter by a nat-
urally flexible linkage (the belt),
there is no need for any rigid linkage
between the platter and the rest of
the turntable mechanism or its base.
The platter can be mounted on a
separate subchassis within the base,
floating on soft springs, immune
from whatever vibrations may be
reaching the base from any source-
the turntable's own motor, acoustic
feedback from the speakers, etc.

A turntable's plastic dust cover
(which is large, thin, and stiff) tends

to act as a sensitive microphone dia-
phragm, vibrating when struck by
sound waves from the speakers.
This airborne acoustic feedback is a
significant source of coloration in
many turntables, but in belt -drive
floating-subchassis designs the dust
cover's vibration is coupled into the
turntable base and never reaches the
platter and stylus.

The belt -drive system does have
some disadvantages, however. A
belt drive has no rigid connection
between the motor and platter; it
operates only through the friction of
the belt passing around the pulley.
Therefore, it cannot apply the large
amount of starting torque that
would be needed to accelerate the
platter quickly. (Attempting to ap-
ply more torque, by using a larger
motor in place of the usual low -
power clock motor, will only result
in belt slippage.) Typically it takes
from 2 to 10 seconds for a belt -drive
turntable to get up to speed after it is
turned on.

Even when operating at speed, the
belt can slip if there is any drag on
the platter. Many belt drives will
immediately stall if a record -clean-
ing brush is applied to the disc while
it is turning. The friction of, the sty-
lus in the groove produces a slight
retarding drag that varies with the
musical signal and may slow the
platter by a measurable, though not
audibly significant, degree. (Some
belt -drive turntables are designed to
run about 0.2 percent fast when
unloaded, so that the drag of the sty-
lus will bring them down to exact
speed when playing a record.)

It is possible to design a belt -drive
turntable with a servo system that
constantly adjusts the motor speed
to maintain exact platter speed, but
only a handful of relatively expen-
sive models have been built this

way. Most belt drives are "free -run-
ning," relying wholly on a synchro-
nous motor (running in step with
the power -line frequency) and a pre-
cision -ground belt to obtain correct
platter speed.

In some floating-subchassis de-
signs the frequency of the suspen-
sion resonance is below 5 Hz. While
this provides excellent isolation
from acoustic feedback and normal
vibrations, it can make the turnta-
ble more susceptible to groove -
jumping when people walk or dance
on a springy wood floor.

The Direct Drive
Not surprisingly, some of the ad-

vantages of a direct drive are the
converse of the belt drive's disad-
vantages. For example, since a di-
rect -drive system doesn't have the
frictional losses of slipping belts, it
can be designed to get up to exact
speed almost instantly when it is
switched on. This (and not any pre-
sumed difference in sonic perform-
ance) is the reason why direct -drive
turntables are almost universally
used in radio stations for air play.

Direct -drive turntables usually
employ electronic circuitry for
speed regulation rather than de-
pending on the power -line frequen-
cy. Once the speed -regulation cir-
cuitry is present, further refine-
ments can easily be added-such as
a quartz -crystal oscillator for abso-
lutely exact speed, a variable -pitch
control to fine-tune the speed, or a
servo system to measure platter
speed and automatically correct any
variations in speed that may occur
during play.

Since the direct drive relies main-
ly on electronic rather than mechan-
ical parameters to achieve correct
speed, consistently excellent per -
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Direct drive. A good direct -drive turntable isolates
the platter, motor, and tone arm on a separate
subchassis. Lower -priced units often rely only on
shock -absorbing feet for platter isolation.

DIRECTDRIVE MOTOR

"TUNABLE" ISOLATING FEET FLOATING SUBCHASSIS STIFFER ISOLATORS INFFE 4D CF LOOSE SPRINGS

formance is routinely achieved in
production with very little sample -
to -sample variation. Direct -drive
turntables usually have very precise
speed control and are able to main-
tain it despite the drag of disc -clean-
ing devices.

Perhaps the greatest practical ad-
vantage of the direct drive is the
design freedom that it accords the
manufacturer-facilitating the de-
velopment of record players that
stand vertically on edge, "clam-
shell" record players no larger than
an LP jacket, mini -size turntables
with a slide -out platter in a drawer,
and so on. And with electronic con-
trol it is relatively easy (and inex-
pensive) to implement additional
convenience features such as push-
button operation, wireless remote
control, and synchronization with a
tape deck for dubbing.

But a direct -drive system also has
its disadvantages. In any electric
motor the spinning rotor tends to
jump from one magnetic pole to the
other, delivering its torque in a
series of pulses rather than a smooth
flow of power. Without a flexible
belt to isolate the vibration from the
platter, a direct -drive motor re-
quires sophisticated engineering to
minimize this "cogging" and the as-
sociated vibration that would be
picked up as a rumble by the stylus.
In practice this means that good
direct -drive motors are expensive to
manufacture, with their large and
elaborately interleaved copper
windings, precisely machined rotor,
and complex control circuitry. As a
result, direct -drive turntables tend
to cost more than belt drives that
have comparable performance and
features.

A direct -drive turntable could be
designed with a highly compliant
suspension to isolate it from exter-

nal vibration, but very few have
been built this way; on the average,
therefore, direct -drive turntables
tend to be more susceptible to
acoustic feedback than floating -sub -
chassis belt -drive systems.

The Vibration Problem
Regardless of the pros and cons

discussed above, belt and direct
drives both work so well that in
most turntables the platter drive
system has no direct effect on sonic
performance. It seems likely that
the most important practical differ-
ence among turntables is not the
drive system itself but the methods
taken to control and suppress un-
wanted vibration from internal and
external sources.

Unfortunately, this aspect of per-
formance is very difficult to general-
ize about. For example, one popular
and effective method of reducing a
turntable's vibration sensitivity is
to make it very heavy. But light-
weight models are not necessarily
inferior; some, such as the classic
Acoustic Research turntable, are
among the best ever produced.

Every turntable has a compliant
suspension that is intended to func-
tion as a mechanical filter, isolating
the platter and stylus from trouble-
some external vibrations. Theoreti-
cally the ideal approach is to mount
the platter and tone arm on a softly -
sprung floating subchassis so as to
isolate the platter and stylus from
the motor, base, and dust cover as
well as from the outside world. But
that makes it wobbly, and it can
even lead to groove jumping if you
have a springy floor.

In nearly all direct drives and in
budget -priced belt drives, the usual
practice is to fasten the platter and
turntable mechanism solidly to a

dense base and then to support the
entire system on compliant feet
consisting of springs encased in rub-
ber. In principle this is less effective
than a floating subchassis, since the
natural resonant frequency of the
feet is typically around 15 Hz in-
stead of the 4 Hz of a floating sub -
chassis. This implies that a broader
spectrum of vibrations will pass
through the feet into the turntable-
yet some turntables made this way
have been among the most vibra-
tion -resistant on the market.

There is a relatively simple way to
evaluate the vibration resistance of
any particular turntable. Set the am-
plifier's volume control slightly
higher than normal, then place the
stylus in the groove, turn off the
turntable to stop the rotation of the
record (in some models this can be
done only by unplugging its power
cord), and lightly tap the shelf the
turntable is resting on. The weaker
and briefer the resulting thud from
the speakers, the better the turnta-
ble's resistance. (If you use this test
to compare turntables, you really
should use the same cartridge in
each one, since the result is in-
fluenced by arm/cartridge reso-
nance.)

It may be an ear opener to try the
test on your current turntable even
if you have been totally satisfied
with its performance. If you've
owned it for quite a few years, try to
listen with a more critical ear. You
may be hearing things from your
turntable that aren't on the records
you play. And if you get a substan-
tial boom from the speakers in this
test (or, worse yet, a sustained roar),
then you definitely need to install
more compliant feet or an isolating
sub -base beneath the turntable. Or
maybe you just need to start shop-
ping for a better turntable . . . . 0
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In principle, the tone arm's job is a simple one, but real records
present real problems to both pivoted and linear -tracking arms.

ONE ARMS
0 % i R the past four years we have seen an

Increase in the number of integrated turn-
tables equipped with straight -line -track-
ing (SLT) tone arms. Sometimes called a

"linear" or "radial" arm, the SLT moves in a
straight line across the record. The front end follows
the stylus in the groove, while the back end rides
either on a low -friction bearing or, more commonly,
on a carriage driven by a servo -controlled motor.
SLT arms used to be complex, delicate, and very
expensive, and current add-on versions are still
high -end items, ranging in price from $600 to
$2,800. But improvements in design and manufac-
turing technology have made possible integrated
turntables equipped with linear arms for much
less-under $300, some for as little as $110.

Even with more efficient manufacturing, though,
an SLT arm still costs more than a pivoted arm of
comparable materials and construction. Why
should you pay extra for one? The answer is that
often the linear arm simply sounds better, with
tighter bass, a more stable stereo image, improved
tracking, and greater immunity to warps and vibra-
tion. And, because the arm is controlled by a servo,
it's easier to add convenience features such as pro-
grammable selection of individual cuts.

There are two common explanations for the sonic
merits of SLT arms, both relating to the way in
which they position the cartridge on the record.
Except under certain unusual conditions, however,
both these explanations are wrong. The SLT's real
virtue lies in the dynamic properties of the design.
Other things being equal, an SLT arm is shorter,
stiffer, and lighter than its
pivoted counterpart.

To understand the dif-
ference between SLT and
pivoted arms, we must
examine them from two
viewpoints. The first of
these is geometrical. The
dimensions and shape of
a tone arm determine the
position of the cartridge
as it moves across a rec-
ord, at least under theo-
retically ideal conditions:
the record is perfectly flat,

by E. Brad .1 hler

A

the grooves are concentric with the center hole, and
the entire record -playing system is free of externally
induced vibration.

In the real world, though, records are warped,
their grooves are eccentric, and vibration is always a
problem. So we must also look at the complex
mechanical system formed by the arm and cartridge
together to determine how closely the system
approximates its theoretical performance.

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical arm constructed of
modern materials but with the geometry of a typical
acoustical phonograph built before World War II.
The stylus and the transducer that takes the place of
a modern cartridge are aligned with the axis of the
arm. We would like the transducer to be tangential
to the groove at the stylus; if it isn't, the waveform
picked up from the groove will be distorted. As you
can see from the drawing, the arm's axis parallels
the tangent to the groove at just one point, shown
here near the inside of the recorded area. At the out-
side edge, there is a large horizontal tracking error
equal to the angle (0) between the axis of the arm
and the tangent to the groove.

Figure 2 shows a modern pivoted arm. Note that
the stylus contacts the groove to the right of the
point at which the arm's axis is tangential to it. The
cartridge is mounted at an angle, called the offset
angle, that makes up for the arm's extension beyond
this point of tangency. The reason for doing things
this way is that when the arm is bent just the right
amount and mounted at just the right distance from
the center spindle, the stylus describes an arc that
keeps the cartridge very nearly tangent to the groove

at all points. This decep-
tively clever design, to-

= 14° gether with the equations
for calculating the op-
timum arm length, offset
angle, and mounting
point, were first pub-
lished about forty years
ago-though some of to-
day's arm designers still
seem unaware of them.

Notice that we just said
the stylus stays "very
nearly" tangent to the
groove. Even with the op -

Figure I.
Early tone -
arm geometry
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Linn Ittok LV II arm
with Linn Asak cartridge

timum setup, there is some residual error in the hor-
izontal tracking angle. In a properly designed arm
this error is greatest near the beginning of the record
(where the alignment is least critical), at which point
it amounts to about 2 degrees. It changes constantly
as the arm moves inward, actually reaching zero at
two different groove radii and finally increasing to
about 0.8 degree near the center. The horizontal
tracking error can be seen in the figure.

Now look at Figure 3, which shows an SLT arm.
The crucial question in any SLT design is how to get
the back of the arm to follow the stylus across the
record. One very expensive model has a tiny arm
tube mounted on a low -friction, zero -tolerance ball
bearing; in others the arm doesn't touch its guide at
all but rests on a thin cushion of air supplied by a
remotely mounted pump. In all the new integrated
SLT turntables the carriage is driven along a track
by a small motor.

If all records were cut with a single standard
groove spacing, or "pitch," an SLT arm's drive
motor could run at a constant speed and maintain
perfect tangency all the way across the disc. But real
records are cut with variable pitch, so that the adja-
cent groove walls are close together in soft passages
and spread out to allow for greater excursion when
the music gets loud. To make sure the back of the
arm doesn't lag behind the front, the drive motor
must be able to move it fast enough to follow the
loudest passage on any record. But that's fast
enough to overrun the stylus during soft passages, so
the motor must be able to switch itself on and off as
needed.

The result is that while
the front end follows the
groove, the back end
moves forward in short
spurts. First it lags slightly
behind the front, then it
overspeeds briefly, then it
stops and waits for the
cartridge to catch up.
Typically, the difference
between where the arm
motor cuts in and where
it shuts off amounts to
about 1 degree of hori-
zontal angle, meaning

that instead of maintaining zero tracking error, the
arm will cycle between +0.5 degree and -0.5
degree. This is distinctly less than the pivoted arm's
error near the outside of the disc, but it is not really
very different in the crucial inner portion.

In fact, horizontal tracking error is not a source of
significant audible distortion in either type of arm-
as long as both the designer and the cartridge install-
er have done their jobs correctly. For some myste-
rious reason, many mass-produced pivoted arms
still do not conform to the basic design equations
that have been around for decades. And even in a
correctly designed arm, a carelessly installed car-
tridge can double or triple the tracking error. The
mounting of the cartridge is just as critical in the
SLT arm. (Some recent cartridges come with special
hardware to ensure correct mounting. If yours
didn't, you should buy or borrow a separate align-
ment gauge and follow its instructions rather than
those of the turntable manufacturer.)

One respect in which most tone arms, SLT or
pivoted, are in error-and for which the equations
have also been known for decades-is the location
of the arm's vertical pivot. For the least wow, the
vertical pivot point should be as close as possible to
the plane of the record. Ideally, the record and the
pivot point should be at the same height from the
turntable base. While this is relatively simple to
achieve with a horizontally pivoted arm or a long
SLT arm, almost all turntables, surprisingly, have
their arms' vertical pivots in the wrong place (too
high, usually). Designs employing short SLT arms,
less than a record radius in length, cannot have their

vertical pivot points in

Figure 2.
A modern
pivoted arm.

the plane of the record
without some complex
mechanical trickery that
has never been imple-
mented in any arm I

know of.
A second supposed ad-

vantage of the SLT arm is
that it generates no skat-
ing force. In the pivoted
arm, the offset position of
the stylus means that the
force of the friction be-
tween stylus and groove
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isn't aligned with the arm's pivot point. It therefore
produces a torque around the pivot-the skating
force-that tends to pull the arm inward. Unless the
skating force is counterbalanced, the stylus will con-
sequently be deflected slightly outward, increasing
distortion. No simple mechanism can perfectly bal-
ance this skating force, which varies according to
the level and frequency content of the music and
decreases steadily as the arm moves inward.

The SLT arm, tracking along one disc radius, gen-
erates no skating force. And many SLT's seem to be
able to track certain violently cut records better than
most pivoted arms. But, here again, intuition must
yield to careful measurement and calculation. The
skating force on a pivoted arm varies between about
7 and 15 percent of the vertical tracking force.
Adjusting the antiskating compensation for equal
distortion in the loudest passages of a special test
record-which is the best way to do it-will balance
the arm so as to produce even stylus pressure and
optimum cantilever deflection during the most dif-
ficult passages. The few remaining milligrams of
imbalance during softer portions won't produce sig-
nificant distortion.

The clincher in the skating -force argument is that
the best arms of either type will track the toughest
records about equally well, while inferior designs,
linear or pivoted, have trouble. There is something
else afoot, and to find out what we must turn our
attention from static properties to dynamic ones.

The tone arm's job is in principle a simple one: to
hold the cartridge in position over the groove with
just the right downward force on the stylus and to
move it across the record
inward spiral. Since the stylus assembly-meaning
the stylus itself and the little shaft, called the canti-
lever, that holds it-is small and delicate, it makes
sense that the bearings that support the arm should
have very low friction. At first glance, it might seem
that once this requirement is met, the arm design-
er's job is done.

But a closer look reveals-surprise!-various
complications. Since it is the relative motion of the
stylus with respect to the cartridge body that pro-
duces the electrical signal, we want the cartridge to
hold still while the stylus moves. Since the arm has
very low friction, it must be inertia that keeps it
from following the motion of the stylus and cancel-
ing out the signal. So the arm and cartridge need to
have a certain minimum weight-or, more accu-
rately, sufficient effective mass-to do their job
properly.

But real records and turntables suffer from warps,
eccentricity, and external vibration. The groove
over which the cartridge
is supposed to remain
"stationary" is doing a
dance of its own. Now it
appears that the mass we
were counting on to keep
things under control has
become a liability, be-
cause we want the car-
tridge to follow the cen-
ter -line of the groove like
a skillful partner in the
dance. We've got conflict-
ing requirements.

To find a way out of
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this predicament, we must first notice that the arm
and cartridge form a mass that sits on a spring
formed by the cantilever suspension. A mass sitting
on a spring will, if perturbed, tend to vibrate at a
certain resonant frequency. That frequency is deter-
mined by the mass and the amount of give, or com-
pliance (the opposite of stiffness), in the spring. The
higher the mass or the higher the compliance, the
lower the resonant frequency; the lower the mass or
compliance (that is, the stiffer the spring), the higher
the frequency.

This is the key to the system's behavior below the
resonant frequency, the cartridge, arm, and stylus
move together as a unit, producing no output; well
above the resonance, the cartridge holds still while
the stylus moves, producing an accurate replica of
the musical waveform; at the resonance, the arm
actually moves farther than the stylus, producing a
peak in the response.

Now, given that the arm and cartridge are going to
resonate at some frequency, where do we want it to
be? The resonance should fall below 20 Hz, to keep
the frequency -response peak from affecting the mu-
sic, and above the region from 2 to 5 Hz, where
record warps can cause serious flutter. Of the two
possible kinds of error, too low a resonant frequency
causes more obvious problems. A rise of a few deci-
bels at 20 Hz will matter little with most speakers,
but flutter and groove -skipping are always audible.

Cartridges themselves often contribute almost
enough mass for correct system performance, and
modern moving -magnet models tend to have very
high compliance for improved tracking. (Modern
low -compliance -coil cartridges are a special
case, requiring a slightly heavier arm for best
results.) In practice the arm designer generally
wants to minimize the mass of the arm as far as
possible consistent with adequate stiffness; a metal
arm tube that flexes too easily may be plagued by
internal resonances well into the midrange.

Now-finally-the straight -line -tracking arm's
true advantages emerge. Most regular arms are
about 9 inches long from stylus to pivot, but the
SLT arm can be 6 inches, the radius of the record-
or even shorter if the arm assembly can be lowered
over the turntable after the record is in place. (This
is one advantage of the "clamshell" type of turnta-
ble that has the entire arm mechanism mounted on
the inside of the dust cover.) A shorter arm can offer
a better combination of low mass and high rigidity.
The tracking of warps is good, the arm is free of
internal resonances, and it is relatively immune to
external vibration, allowing higher playback levels
without acoustic feedback. As we noted earlier,

however, short SLT arms
will have vertical pivots
that are higher than op-
timal. You can't have
everything.

When all is said and
done, you may well find
that an SLT arm works
best in your system-not
because it tracks the rec-
ord the way it was cut or
because it has no offset,
but because it is both light
and rigid without being
expensive.

Figure 3.
An SLT or
linear arm.



What volt need to know to minimize

RECORDWEAR

()wry or fifty years ago only
the most dedicated disco-
philes were much con-
cerned with record wear. In

fact, the highly abrasive shellac 78 -
rpm discs then in use could reduce a
steel or sapphire stylus to a stump in
very short order. Most users were
properly more concerned with sty-
lus wear than with record damage.

The introduction of the vinyl LP
in 1948 changed that situation radi-
cally. Since vinyl is a relatively soft
material, even though tracking
forces were lowered from several
ounces to several grams, serious lis-
teners began to be concerned with
disc wear too. Today, with the intro-
duction of the digital Compact Disc
system, LP record wear is more
important than ever. Few of the per-
formances now available on LP will
ever gain the permanence of a laser -
read CD pressing. You should be

by Julian Hirsch

concerned with record wear because
you may not be able to buy a
replacement copy for a worn or
damaged LP in the future.

There are many interrelated fac-
tors in record/stylus wear. These in-
clude the basic interaction between
a diamond stylus and soft vinyl
grooves, the stylus shape, stylus
wear, stylus tracking ability, and,
last but not least, tracking force.
Let's take them in turn.

The basic cause of record wear is
the work that must be done by the
groove to move the stylus. The sty-
lus is required to trace abrupt
changes in the direction of a wildly
undulating groove, sometimes at
such high rates that the stylus's
acceleration is on the order of sev-
eral thousand times the acceleration
of gravity, an acceleration compara-
ble to that applied to a high -velocity
shell or missile. Even the most ordi-

nary recorded material can subject
the stylus to accelerations of tens or
hundreds of "g's."

The power for this acceleration
ultimately comes from the turntable
motor, and the force to move the
stylus must be applied through the
soft vinyl groove wall. The vinyl
material is deformed by the pres-
sure of the stylus as the disc turns,
but the actual pressure on the
groove wall depends on many fac-
tors. Some of the deformation dis-
appears as soon as the pressure is
removed, so that one can visualize
the stylus as passing over the sur-
face of a jelly -like substance, caus-
ing a temporary depression that fol-
lows the stylus path like a ripple
along the groove surface.

If this were the only deformation,
and no permanent change resulted
from the passage of the stylus, there
would be no record -wear problem.
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Unfortunately, in practice the vinyl
is permanently (if only slightly) de-
formed by the pressure, even if the
stylus is ideally shaped and unworn.
A deformed groove results in an
increase in noise and distortion.
When this becomes audible, the rec-
ord can be considered worn even if
it is listenable.

About thirty-five years ago, Pro-
fessor F. V. Hunt of Harvard pub-
lished a paper in which he con-
cluded that the critical tracking
force, below which no
permanent vinyl de-
formation would oc-
cur, was about 0.25
gram. While I do not
recall his specific as-
sumptions concerning
stylus shape and di-
mensions, the message
is that all of today's
cartridges, even the
most refined, almost
certainly exceed the
elastic limits of the vi-
nyl and cause some
permanent deforma-
tion of the groove wall.
Since no cartridge
available will track
properly at 0.25 gram,
there's simply no way
around record wear.

Stylus Shape

area being narrower (than that for a
conical stylus) in the direction of
groove travel. This is desirable for
low -distortion tracking of high -fre-
quency signals. At the same time, an
elliptical stylus extends its contact
area upward along the side of the
groove, at right angles to the direc-
tion of groove travel, resulting in a
relatively large overall footprint.
Therefore, with an elliptical stylus
the actual force exerted per unit area
can be less than that of a conical -

contact surfaces relative to the two
groove walls is a potential problem
with any stylus shape other than
conical. If the two contact faces of
the stylus are not aligned along the
same record radius, they do not
simultaneously trace the corre-
sponding portions of the two chan-
nels. The result is a phase shift
between the stereo outputs of a car-
tridge, as well as a possible degrada-
tion of frequency response and
higher distortion. This condition

can occur if the stylus
is mounted incorrectly

Groove deformation
is proportional not just to the track-
ing force, but, more accurately, to
the total amount of pressure exerted
on the groove wall in the area of its
contact with the stylus. Because of a
groove's shape, the force exerted on
a groove wall is about 40 percent
greater than the total tracking force.
Furthermore, this force is applied
over a microscopic area whose size
is a function of the stylus shape and
the way it contacts the groove.

A groove may actually experience
a pressure in the range of tons per
square inch, even if the cartridge
tracking force is only a gram or two.
This effective force is greatly multi-
plied if (as is normally the case)
the groove is modulated. Picture the
stylus essentially "running into" the
undulations of the groove; the
points of greatest acceleration as the
stylus "turns a corner" are those
receiving the highest instantaneous
pressure.

A conical or spherical stylus has a
roughly circular contact patch (foot-
print) on the groove wall. The popu-
lar elliptical stylus shape applies an
ovaloid footprint, with the contact

Clean groove with one -channel test tone

shaped stylus having comparable
high -frequency performance.

A number of stylus shapes are
even more "extreme" than the ellip-
tical type. Many of these were first
developed in the days of CD -4 dis-
crete quadraphonic discs, which re-
quired a frequency response extend-
ing to 40,000 Hz or higher. Al-
though these advanced styli vary in
their specific dimensions and
shapes, and each carries the name of
its designer or manufacturer, they
share the quality of being extensions
or exaggerations of the basic ellipti-
cal shape. As a class they are often
referred to as "line -contact" styli.
All of them decrease the footprint
size in the direction of groove travel
(for better high -frequency perform-
ance) and increase it vertically over
the groove wall (for decreased pres-
sure on the groove).

Elliptical and line -contact styli,
though superior from a record -wear
and audible -performance stand-
point, do require careful attention
to manufacturing details and to
mounting in the tone arm. The
angular orientation of the stylus's

in its cantilever, if the
cartridge is mounted
incorrectly in the tone
arm so as to produce
an excessive lateral
tracking error, or if
there is a significant
vertical -tracking -angle
error from either de-
sign or installation. In
sum, for decreased rec-
ord wear, use an ellip-
tical or line -contact
stylus, but make sure it
is mounted properly in
the tone arm.

Stylus Tracking
In addition to the

shape of the stylus,
other factors of car-
tridge design can have
a significant effect on

record wear, though in these cases it
should be called record damage.
Chief among these is tracking abili-
ty, the ability of the stylus to stay on
and in the groove regardless of the
violence of its modulations. If the
cartridge has poor tracking ability, if
the vertical tracking force is too low,
if the antiskating force is set im-
properly, or if the pickup/tone-arm
damping is inadequate, the stylus
may not remain in continuous con-
tact with the groove. This "mis-
tracking" is-aside from scratches,
dust, and dirt-the most damaging
thing that could happen to a record
groove.

Bernard Jacobs of Shure Brothers
makes the distinction between two
different types of uncontrolled sty-
lus motion during mistracking. One
is where the stylus "bounces" from
point to point along the groove wall.
The other is where the stylus is
forced up and out of the groove, but
not necessarily into a neighboring
groove, because of a disc warp or a
low -frequency cartridge/tone-arm
resonance. Both situations can
damage the groove in two ways.
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First, a crashing, careening stylus
can actually gouge out deformations
in the groove walls. These can
sometimes be heard as a horren-
dous increase in distortion as the
damage is being done and afterward
as added clicks or pops. Second, a
stylus going its merry way along a
groove may alter the groove to suit.
This can account for a "mellowing"
of the sound of some records after
they have been played several times
with a poorly tracking stylus. All the
"hard parts" have
been smoothed out.
Mistracking damage is
irreversible.

The solution, of
course, is never to let
the stylus get out of
control. Aside from us-
ing a cartridge with su-
perior tracking ability,
the best way to keep
the stylus on and in a
groove is to use the
right amount of track-
ing force, but not too
little. Never operate a
cartridge below its
minimum recom-
mended tracking force
in the mistaken belief
that you are reducing
record wear. You are
simply inviting mis-
tracking. It's better to
err on the high side.
On the other hand, you
should also choose a cartridge with
as low a recommended tracking
force as possible. Below 2 grams is
good, and at or below 1.5 grams is
better still.

Groove damage can also stem
from a worn or chipped stylus. This
area also has some unexpected fac-
ets. For example, a stylus that has
been worn down by playing only
an "easy" unmodulated "silent
groove" is potentially more damag-
ing to a normal music disc than a
stylus worn down by a series of
music recordings. The former sty-
lus's "flats," the portions where the
diamond has been worn off by the
groove, have sharp edges. A stylus
worn by music recordings has had
its flats burnished and rounded by
the varying groove shape.

The best way to detect stylus wear
is by an examination of the tip
under a microscope (a 40 X model
will do). Unfortunately, it takes a
little training and experience to get
the stylus and light angles just right
to see any flats, and it takes even
greater experience to tell whether
the locations and degree of wear are

significant. The second best way to
detect stylus wear is to listen for
increased levels of distortion and a
greater tendency to mistrack. But by
the time you might notice some-
thing wrong, the damage has al-
ready been done.

Preventive maintenance is the
best solution here. If you play discs
for one hour each day (a higher -
than -average figure), you should
have your stylus checked by a com-
petent technician twice a year. You

record wear: the polish of the sty-
lus's diamond surface. Only under a
rather powerful microscope can this
be seen, and (as with stylus shape
and orientation) there is little the
consumer can do but take the word
of the manufacturer about the care
with which his styli are polished and
mounted in their cantilevers. If the
stylus surface pressing into the
groove has any roughness, it is cer-
tain to carve its initials (so to speak)
into the grooves of every record it

plays. In the .time
needed for vinyl to

A groove containing a complex music signal

should also consider replacing the
stylus assembly (or, if necessary, the
entire cartridge) after every 1,000 to
2,000 hours of playing time, wheth-
er you can actually hear any signs of
stylus wear or not.

Other Factors
Foreign abrasive material (dust,

dirt) on the record surface can be
ground into the groove wall by the
stylus pressures, which, as you re-
call, can be enormous. Once the
vinyl has acquired these foreign ob-
jects-and the noise and distortion
they contribute-it may not be pos-
sible to remove them by any clean-
ing method; the disc can be consid-
ered permanently damaged. Even if
you can get some of the dirt out, the
holes it leaves behind will be an
audible reminder of their presence.
The vast number of accessories
marketed to clean LP's should be an
indication of how important clean-
liness is for disc longevity.

A number of manufacturers of
high -quality phono cartridges em-
phasize another potential source of

wear off the imperfec-
tions of the stylus,
many records can be
prematurely aged. Af-
ter al:, one can hardly
imagine two materials
more unlike each other
in hardness than dia-
mond and vinyl!

The Bottom Line
It should be appar-

ent that if you play
your records you can't
eliminate record wear.
About all you can do
to minimize it is to use
a good cartridge from
a manufacturer who
takes the trouble to fin-
ish his styli properly
and mount them accu-
rately. Try to choose a

cartridge that can track at a force of
less than 2 grams, but never try to
operate it below the manufacturer's
rated minimum force.

Take care to install the cartridge
properly in the tone arm to derive
the benefits of the precision stylus
alignment the manufacturer has
presumably built into it (and for
which you have paid, often consid-
erably) Set the antiskating compen-
sation of the tone arm correctly
(failure to do this will create unnec-
essary wear on one side of the
groove). Have your stylus checked
periodically. Keep your records and
your stylus clean.

And, as a final note of optimism,
think about how many times you
are likely to play any given record. I
would guess that few discs are
played more than a couple of dozen
times, especially if you have a large
collect:on-who has the time with
only twenty-four hours in a day?
That means that you are unlikely to
wear them out in your lifetime. The
diamond of your stylus will certain-
ly wear out sooner. "Diamonds are
forever" applies only to jewelry. 0
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WI TAT ARE Yea" turesl
turntable

specialforsiresneedS

OPTYOUR IONs_ ? by William Burton

choices when you are
shopping for a turntable.
You must choose be-
tween belt drive and di-
rect drive, a pivoted or

linear -tracking arm, and manual,
semiautomatic, or automatic opera-
tion. And then you must select the
turntable that will work best in your
system, basing your selection on
features, specifications, and per-
formance. Test reports, manufac-
turers' literature, and directories
such as STEREO REVIEW'S Stereo
Buyers Guide can provide informa-
tion, but they can't make any of
these choices for you.

You don't have to do much re-
search on turntables to discover that
there are more ways to spin a record
and hold a cartridge than you might

have imagined. The options in turn-
tables include a wide range of sizes,
weights, tone -arm types, chassis de-
signs, and unique features.

The size and weight of a turnta-
ble, and particularly of the platter
that supports the record, are
important because greater mass in-
creases stability. A massive turnta-
ble can resist mechanical and acous-
tic feedback, and the inertia of a
heavy platter smooths out speei
variations. Thus we have turntables
with names that express their solid
substance, such as Entec's "Gran-
ite" and Elite's "The Rock."

Even when the tone arm comes
with the turntable, variations on th?..
basic theme exist. There are turnta-
bles with two or more tone arms (so
you can shift from one cartridge to
another in seconds), and the new

he granite platter and
the granite substructure of
Entec's Granite turntable
make this a heavyweight
contender in the high -end
arena. The gross weight

' of the floating substruc-
ture is 110 pounds, with
a total weight (including
stand) of 180 pounds.
The base measures 24
inches square, the turn-
table itself 16 x 20
inches. Price is $5,000
without tone arm, dust
cover, or any other
accessories.

Yamaha turntables have twin -tube
instead of single -tube arms. The
unique floppy tone arm on the
NAD 5120 turntable is designed to
flex at inaudibly low frequencies for
improved isolation.

Records are round, but the bases
of most record players are rectangu-
lar. As you might expect, round -
chassis turntables do exist. These
include the Walker 061, the Dun-
lop Systemdek II, and the Canadian
Ariston RD40. Denon's DP -80 and
DP -75 are also round, with bases
whose beveled sides make them re-
semble flying saucers.

If you are overwhelmed by the
range of options available in turnta-
bles, don't despair. Just think of the
even larger range of options you
have when you're choosing the rec-
ords to play on them.
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Called a
"fine, upstanding
turntable," the
Technics SL -V5
gives you a new
angle on playing
records. The verti-
cal design lets the-----

unit stand on narrow shelves or
ledges where other turntables fear
to track. To play a record, you
open the hinged front door, put the
disc on the platter, close the door,
and press PLAY. Except for its
orientation, the turntable is not ter-
ribly out of the ordinary, with auto-
matic operation, linear -tracking
tone arm, and compatibility with
P -mount cartridges. The direct -
drive motor has a combination ro-
tor/platter designed for stable rota-
tion, and the low -friction, low -mass
tone arm has a gimbal suspension.
The turntable determines the cor-
rect motor speed and where the car-
tridge should set down automati-
cally. The controls are mounted on
the slanted panel at the bottom of
the chassis. The turntable measures
about 120 inches wide, 145/8 inches
high, and 714 inches deep. Price is
$220.

he Sony PS -Q3 turntable
measures only 81/2 inches wide
and 24 inches high and weighs
8 pounds, 3 ounces, but it plays
full-sized LP's. It is also unusual
because it includes a phono-
preamp section and a volume
control for use with headphones

espite its unassuming
appearance, Sansui's direct -
drive XP -99 is quite un-
usual. Below the regular
drive motor and rotating
record platter there is an
identical second motor with
a flywheel that has the same
rotational inertia as the
platter but rotates in the op-
posite direction. The two
motors are synchronized-
thus the feature's name,

Silent Synchrotor System-
and the effect is to cancel vi-
brations caused by torque
variations as the main drive
motor's speed is changed in
response to commands from
the servo -control system.
The tone arm is dynamical-
ly balanced and controls vi-
brations in the arm itself
and in the cartridge. Price
of the XP -99 is $400. The
Silent Synchrotor System is
also available in the more
elaborate XR-Q7 turntable,
priced at $f 00.

or amps that have only line -level
inputs. The fully automatic belt -
drive turntable is available as part
of two of Sony's micro -component
systems or separately, with mov-
ing -magnet cartridge, for $150.
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orks in a drawer"-slip a
disc onto the platter in the sliding
drawer of this turntable, the Pio-
neer PL-88FS, touch a button, and
the record and platter disappear
into the chassis. The drawer -load-
ing design enables the turntable to

he SOTA Star Sapphire holds
an LP to its 11 -pound platter with
a low-level adjustable vacuum to
reduce the effects of warps, acoustic
feedback, and resonances. Three
access holes provide vacuum suc-
tion near the spindle to pull the
record to the platter mat. An outer
lip on the mat and a small spindle
cap over the center hole create a
seal that maintains the difference
between the air pressure above the
record and below it. The subchassis

be stacked with other components,
so you don? have to make space on
the top of your rack. Once the disc
is loaded, the turntable can be pro-
grammed for playback of tracks in
the order you want to hear them,
with index -scan and repeat func-

tions. The turntable also features a
quartz phase -locked -loop Stable
Hanging Rotor motor for wow and
flutter of 0.025 percent. Rumble is
rated at -78 dB (DIN -B weighted).
List price is $400, which includes a
moving -coil cartridge.

akamichi makes cassette
decks that turn the tape over for
you, but this turntable-the Drag-
on CT-does not play the flip side
automatically. Instead, it compen-
sates for center holes that are not
in the center of the record, elimi-
nating wow caused by eccentric ro-
tation. The turntable does this with
two platters-an aluminum main
platter, weighing 1.4 kilograms,
and a variable -position glass platter
on top of it that weighs 550 grams.
After you place a record on the
glass platter, pressing the Center
Search Start switch begins the
search for the absolute center of the
record. The Center Search Rod var-
ies the position of the Center
Search platter relative to the main
platter while a sensor arm meas-
ures groove eccentricity and deter-

mines when complete error correction has been
achieved, at which point the Absolute Center Search
Indicator lights up. The Dragon CT's price is $1,740.

weighs 22 pounds for maximum
isolation. Unlike many other high-

end turntables, the Star Sapphire
hangs the subchassis from the main

chassis from four, not three, sus-
pension points. With an oak finish,
price is 51,450; in koa wood, it's
$1,600.
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yocera (the name comes
from Kyoto Ceramic) makes the
platter and base of its PL -910
turntable from ceramic materials
for stability and isolation from
mechanical feedback. The dual -

suspension subchassis with the 11 -
pound platter rests on four points,
and the cutout for the tone arm is
on the back right of the subchas-
sis. The belt -drive manual turnta-
ble lists for $2,000.

he two tone arms in Sharp's RP -
117/C allow you to play both sides
of a record without having to re-
move it from its sliding drawer and
flip it over. The autoreverse linear -
tracking, belt -drive turntable fea-
tures an Automatic Programmable

Music Selector for up to fourteen
cuts on sides A and B or automatic
full play of side A, side B, or
both. The turntable changes sides
and sets the cartridges down
at the right points automatic-
ally. Price is $250.



JAUDIO FAIR

The recording
head drum of

a hi-fi VCR
played a large

role in the
display of one
exhibitor. The
costume of the

model, we're told,
shows "laser

consciousness "

AN
A special report from Tokyo by Bryan Harrell

THE largest annual exposition of au-
dio products on earth, the Japan
Audio Fair is where the big swords
of the Japanese electronics indus-

try battle for the favor of consumers in one
of the world's most sophisticated audio
markets. Despite attendance of more than
300,000 people at this year's thirty-third
annual fair, there was considerably less raz-
zle and dazzle than in previous years. As if
to say, "The future is already here," exhib-
its of developments in progress were rare.
Instead, manufacturers played hardball
with extensive "hands-on" displays to
pitch their popularly priced products just
appearing on the Japanese market.

Instead of the guest -of -honor status it has
enjoyed in the past, digital audio was
treated as a family member who could be
expected to help clean up after the fair. At
a special all -about -CD exhibit, Compact
Disc pressing equipment was on display,
and visitors could operate and listen
(through headphones) to about fifty CD
players. A huge panel that ran nearly the
width of the pavilion displayed the covers
of approximately 3,500 CD titles.

On the same scale, an exhibition of ana-
log record cutting occupied one end of the
opposite pavilion. A Georg Neumann rec-

ord cutter was shown in use, and an
Audio-Technica T-11 professional -use
turntable was on hand for auditioning the
freshly cut lacquer discs. This display
seemed to generate more interest than the
CD display, which indicates the Japanese
audiophile's continuing fascination with
analog discs of fine quality.

The Imported Audio Show, held last year
as a separate event, became part of the offi-
cial schedule this year. It featured displays
of equipment by such noted manufacturers
as Bose, dbx, Electro-Voice, Infinity, JBL,
Klipsch, Koss, Linn, Mark Levinson,
McIntosh, Nitty Gritty, Quad, Shure, Tan-
noy, Thorens, and others. Demand for
high -end audio gear in Japan is surprisingly
large. There is also much interest in designs
from the Fifties and Sixties.
.3°

CD Players
Though there were plenty of interesting

new developments in Compact Disc
players, this year's showstopper was Sony's
D-50 [identical to the D-5 tested for De-
cember's STEREO REVIEW], the world's
smallest and lightest CD player. Now
known as the Discman, the player is barely
larger than a CD's box and less than PA
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inches high. It requires a separate battery
pack or a.c.-to-d.c. adaptor for operation,
however. The D-50 was made possible by a
specially developed unitized, ultra -thin las-
er pickup, a floating damper said to be
resistant to shock and vibration, a flat
brushless, slotless PWM drive motor, and a
new IC that incorporates almost all the
player's electronics. Its most remarkable
asset was its tentative price of 50,000 yen,
or about $210. The world's smallest is also
(for now) the world's cheapest.

The component CD -player market seems
to be undergoing stratification into three
price categories: low (around 80,000 yen, or
$335), medium (around 140,000 yen, or
$535), and high (over 180,000 yen, or
$750). Price determinants are primarily the
number of playback features, the (per-
ceived) quality of the D/A (digital -to -ana-
log) conversion circuitry, and the type of
laser tracking system. [Prices are approxi-
mate, and we've used a rate of exchange of
240 yen to the U.S. dollar.-Eds.]

Hitachi's DAD -4000 and Sharp's DX -
100 were both priced at about $335 while
Yamaha undercut everyone (except Sony!)
with its $290 CD -X2, a compact model
(131/2 inches wide) with a three -beam laser
pickup. Other new low-priced models in-
cluded the Pioneer P-DX700 ($375), the
Sony CDP-102 ($375), the Luxman D-105
($410), the Technics SL-PJ2 ($415), the
Onkyo DX -20 ($415), the JVC XL -U3
($375), the Mitsubishi DP -105 ($415), and
the NEC CD -607 ($460).

At the other end of the scale, Nakamichi
introduced its first CD players, the OMS-
70 ($1,115), with remote control and ten -
key operation, and the OM -50, which has
fewer operating features. Both have that
distinctive clean, black Nakamichi styling
and are claimed to deliver improved per-
formance through the use of separate left
and right D/A converters, digital filters that
provide quadruple oversampling, and high-
ly simplified analog circuitry. Hitachi sug-
gested a possible trend in high -end players
with a prototype two -component system
consisting of the DAP -001 player and the
HDA-001 digital processor. The player has
a newly developed LSI for "5 -times (quin-
tuple) error correction," which is claimed
to be accurate to "one miss every 20 mil-
lion years."

However, there was still considerable ac-
tion in the middle price range. Sony's CDP-
520ES ($625) boasts a button -studded front
panel that includes a twenty -key track
selector, a wireless remote control (also
with a twenty -key track selector), and a
"shuffle play" function that plays the selec-
tions on a disc in random order until
stopped. Teac showed its new PD -500
($575) with a ten -key wireless remote con-
trol. The Technics SL -P3 ($540) comes
with a wireless remote control that boasts
twenty-four operation keys including vol-
ume control.

Several multiple -disc CD changers were
shown this year. Toshiba's XJ-1000 was the
only one that looked something like a juke-
box; the others resembled data-processing
equipment. Sharp's HK -500 holds 100
CD's and can be programmed to play up to
nine songs at a time. (:t's a coin -operated
machine, and the specs indicate it holds
approximately 1,000 coins, in case you
were wondering.) Aiwa, Denon, Hitachi,
and Sony also had models on display. They
are currently gaining popularity in Japa-
nese drinking places as "karaoke" (sing -
along) machines.

Nearly all makers showed prototype
players that team the CD system with com-
puters and video equipment for the display
of stationary images (such as song lyrics).
There were also some car CD players on
display, among them Sony's CDX-5 and
CDX-7 (with FM tuner) players and two
new models from Pioneer, the CDX-1 and
the smaller CDX-El (both $405). Of note
was Yamaha's new cartridge system for
Compact Discs, which uses a carrier with a
small opening (much like that on computer
floppy discs) through which the player's
laser "reads" the disc. Advantages were
said :o be ease of storage and protection
against dust and scratching. Alpine had a
prototype car CD player on display.

Digital Audio Tape
Digital audio tape recording, or DAT,

was the subject of two scheduled seminars
at the fair. Standards are being proposed,
various companies are now testing and
developing prototypes, and insiders predict
the release of the first wave of equipment in
1986. [Last year they said 1985-Eds.] One
proposed system, S-DAT, calls for station-
ary -head machines with a 48 -kHz sampling
rate, 16 -bit quantization, a tape speed of
either 4.37 or 4.76 cm/s, and twenty -track
recording on a cassette measuring slightly
larger than a standard audio cassette. R-
DAT is a system proposed for rotating -
head machines. With fairly much the same
specs (except for the number of tracks), it is
designed for use with a cassette that is
somewhat smaller than a standard audio
cassette. With Compact Discs and the colli-
sion of high -quality audio and video repro-
duction creating a multitude of new sales
possibilities, it seems the manufacturers
are in no hurry to confuse and fragment the
market further with DAT equipment.

A;
*ri The Audio Video Revolution

The audio industry's long and persistent
efforts at creating audio/video conscious-
ness among Japanese consumers are finally
getting results and have already started the
abacuses clicking in retail stores through-
out Japan. Hundreds of new outlets spe-
cializing in music -video "software" have
opened across the country. Nowadays, if
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you tell an average young Japanese you're
interested in "audio" without also saying
the word "video," he'll darkly suspect
you're an old codger who listens to classical
music through a dusty tube amplifier and a
set of ancient Electro-Voice speakers.

There was big news at the show in the
form of a new type of player developed by
Pioneer that reads normal LaserDiscs, La-
serDiscs recorded with digital sound, and
digital audio Compact Discs. The Pioneer
CLD-9000, Sony Lasermax LDP-250CD,
and Teac Lasermate LU-5000DS all cost
about $1,040 and look virtually identical,
leading many seasoned reporters in the
Japanese electronic press to "suspect" that
the players are all made by a single entity!

They have three -beam pickup systems, a
full array of playback features, wireless
remote control, and stepped loading draw-
ers that accept either type of disc. Of partic-
ular note are a subcode output and I/O port
on the back panel which will enable a per-
sonal computer to interface with the
players. Sony and Teac have also intro-
duced conventional video -disc players us-
ing the Pioneer/Philips LaserDisc format:
Sony's Lasermax LDP -150 and Teac's La-
sermate LU-1000, priced at $835.

A newcomer to the Hi-Fi VCR category
was Denon, which showed its new VA -75
($950), a handsome VHS deck with a built-
in stereo FM tuner (for simulcasts and
cable stereo), two heads for sound, five for
video, and a one-year/eight-program mem-
ory. Another newcomer in the VHS faction
was Teac, with its MU -1000 ($1,240). Oth-
er new VHS Hi-Fi models were the Hitachi
VT -87, with a built-in FM tuner and five
heads, the Akai VS -X10 ($950), with an
Interactive Monitor System that guides op-
eration right on the TV screen, the NEC
VC -N70 ($910), the Sharp VC -F2, and the
new Matsushita NV-870HG ($915). Both
Marantz and Harman Kardon of Japan dis-
played prototype models that were claimed
to have very high -quality audio circuits,
which could mark the start of "high -end"
VCR's.

On the Beta side of the ring were Aiwa's
new 13 -inch -wide AV -7M, with a built-in
tuner, Toshiba's V -L70, with a CCD comb
filter for clearer picture quality, and Sony's
SL-HF335 ($825) and SL-HF77 ($1,245).

NI Conventional Components
New developments were sparse in top -

end cassette decks, although the latest
"middle -price" models received a lot of
play. It seems that nearly every company
has at least one deck with dual transport/
head mechanisms for high-speed tape dub-
bing. The king of these models was possibly
the Technics RS-B66W ($395), which has
Dolby B, Dolby C, and dbx noise -reduction
systems and can copy tapes six times faster
than normal playing time. Frightening.

Alpine/Luxman's new "Brid" series LV-
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105 ($495) and LV-103 ($330) integrated
amplifiers are hybrid tube/transistor de-
signs. On both amplifiers, two small vacu-
um tubes are visibly mounted flush on the
front panel. Sansui went to considerable
expense in producing a glossy magazine -
style handout on the story of its X -balance
amplifier circuitry. And Akai's new SS -V20
($499) is an advanced audio/video control-
ler that has a 4.5 -inch color monitor on the
front panel and connections for three
VCR's and three other video sources in
addition to the usual audio sources.

Despite last year's big turnout of new
turntables and cartridges, things were oddly
quiet in those categories this year. Among
the exceptions were two new turntables
from Denon, the DP -59M ($330) and the
similar DP -59L ($375), which have liquid -
crystal speed displays, and the Technics
SL -M3 ($415), an unorthodox (in Japan,
anyway) model with a hefty wood cabinet
and a linear -tracking tone arm. It's interest-
ing to note that despite the company's huge
linear -tracking reputation, the top -of -the -
line Technics SL -1000 MK3D ($2,710!)
sports a pivoted tone arm.

There were several new phono cartridges,
including the deluxe Grace F-14, a moving-
magnet model that is constructed with such
materials as ceramic, ruby, sapphire, beryl-
lium, boron, aluminum, and more, making
it an ad copywriter's dream product.

4-1-F Speakers
Each of Aiwa's new AFBS mini -speakers

has a built-in microphone that sends a cor-
rective signal back to the amplifier input.
Aiwa claims surprisingly rich and full bass
reproduction as a result. Sony's low-priced
APM-22ES speakers ($330 a pair) put the
APM design in what Sony calls an "acous-
tically rounded enclosure" that's said to
deliver better sound linearity. Sawafuji
showed new flat -wave speakers with an
open -baffle design, and company chairman
Tadashi Sawafuji himself proudly manned
the display. Sawafuji also showed some
experimental SF -1 headphones, which in-
corporate special etched -coil flat dia-
phragms that are claimed to have a
response from 10 to 100,000 Hz (within 5
dB to 60,000 Hz).

Many of these products have already
been introduced in the United States or
soon will be, although some of the features,
names, and model numbers will change.
There are some products, such as karaoke
machines and the VHD video -disc system,
that will probably remain unique to Japan,
but sooner or later almost everything else
finds its way into the U.S. marketplace. An
overview of the Japan Audio Fair is, then,
something of a glance into American au-
dio's immediate future-and maybe, con-
sidering the air of settling down to business
that was evident at this year's fair, that
future is already here.



by Christie Barter
and Steve Siinels

REUNITED in the studio
for the first time in well

over a decade, we find song-
writer Burt Bacharach and
songstress Dionne Warwick.
The Bacharach and Warwick
team had one of the longest
(and most publicized) strings
of hits in contemporary pop,
starting with 1963's Walk On
By and including such by -
now standards as Al.fie and
Do You Know the Way to San
Jose? (those goodies, and
more, by the way, have just
been collected on a terrific
two -disc "Best of" anthology
on Rhino). Here, the duo is
working on a track for

Warwick-Bacharach: back

Dionne's forthcoming Arista
album. That's producer Lu-
ther Vandross and lyricist
Carole Bayer Sager, left. 0

Mosr symphony orches-
tras are lucky to have

one principal guest conduc-
tor, but the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic has two: the Ameri-
can Michael Tilson Thomas
and his British co -principal
Simon Rattle (shown at the
top of the page). Thomas has
often been honored in his
own land, and Rattle, who
has won a following here with
his Angel recordings, is be-
coming better known as he
makes more appearances east
of California.

In November, Rattle con-
ducted the Cleveland Orches-
tra, and in January he is con-
ducting some of the Los An-
geles Philharmonic's tour
concerts on the East Coast.
He makes his Carnegie Hall
debut on January 18, the eve
of his thirtieth birthday.

Rattle: on tour and carrying the field

Rattle's repertoire on the
tour includes two works with
which he is closely associated,
Mahler's Tenth Symphony
and the Sibelius Second, both
of which he has recorded for
EMI/Angel. Reviewing Rat-
tle's recording of the Mahler
Tenth with the Bournemouth
Symphony, David Hall wrote
in these pages that it "carries
the field in terms of dramatic
impact."

Principal conductor of the
City of Birmingham Sympho-
ny since 1980, Rattle has
molded that orchestra into
one of England's finest. His
new recordings with it in-
clude Mahler's Das klagende
Lied and Sibelius's Second
Symphony, both January re-
leases from Angel Records. 0

IN November, country
singer Hank Williams, Jr.,

celebrated his twentieth anni-
versary as a recording artist
by cutting his fiftieth career
album. A hunting expedition
in September could have
stopped him with only forty-
nine, however, when he slid
down the side of a 7,500 -foot
mountain while stalking
sheep on the Alaskan range.

Williams: lucky

Williams, 35, who had his
face literally torn off in a sim-
ilar accident on Montana's
Ajax Mountain in 1975, was
luckier this time, ramming
the fiberglass stock of his rifle
in the loose rock to break his
fall. "I was hanging from the
mountainside, and I thought,
'Here I am again,'" Williams
says. "I panicked for about
five minutes, and then I
prayed for about five more."
When calls for help went un-
answered, Williams rescued
himself by digging steps in the
cliff with his hunting knife.
Says the otherwise fearless
Williams, "I think I'll hunt
swamp creatures after this."

Meanwhile, Williams con-
tinues to bag gold and plati-
num albums. His latest al-
bum release, "Major Moves,"
quickly went to number one
on the Billboard country
chart. A.N

0 PERATIC soprano Rena-
ta Scotto and tenor Lu-

ciano Pavarotti have indulgeo
in some monumental squab-
bles, one of which, in 1979,
led to a public feud in San
Francisco when they sang to-
gether in a televised perform-
ance of La Gioconda.

When Pavarotti's autobi-
ography, My Own Story, was
published by Doubleday in
1981, Scotto's name was
mentioned only once in the
discography. But when Dou-
bleday brought out Scotto's
autobiography, More Than a
Diva, in October, Pavarotti's
name was nowhere to be
found.

That did not stop Scotto,
however, from detailing. her
difficulties with "a certain
Tenor" in the San Francisco
Gioconda. She also reports
that she was given an Emmy

Award for her Gioconda. "I
looked at that award not just
as a tribute to a fine opera
performance," she wrote,
"but as a reward for my pro-
fessionalism, for all the suf-
fering I had to put up with in
order to sing and act that
night. I deserved that
Emmy." 0

WHO'S the best-selling
classical recording art-

ist? Record companies tend
to guard their sales figures
carefully, but if you believe
the charts of best-selling rec-
ords published by Billboard
magazine, you could make a
good case that the top -selling
classical instrumentalist is
the French pianist and com-
poser Claude Bolling.

Billboard recently pub-
lished a chart of best-sellers in
the "classical crossover" cate-
gory, and the top two were
Bolling albums on CBS Mas-
terworks. Number I was his
recent "Suite for Cello" on
which he is joined by Yo Yo
Ma. Number 2 was an album
Bolling made years ago with
the flutist Jean-Pierre Ram -

Bolling: hot

pal, "Suite for Flute and Jazz
Piano." At the end of the year
the cello suite had been on
Billboard's regular classical
chart for more than forty
weeks, and the flute suite had
been there for a phenomenal
464 weeks, just shy of nine
years!

Although Bolling refers to
himself as a "jazzman," in
this country he is treated as a
classical composer and per-
former. And although his lat-
est album is titled "Jazz d la
francaise," it is being treated
as a classical record by CBS
Masterworks. Considering
Bolling's sales records, it is
sure to be treated as a very
hot property. 0
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by Christie Barter
and Steve Simels

THE five well-mannered
young people posed

against the simply lovely
wallpaper are, of course,
some of the members of
Talking Heads (that's leader
and conceptual honcho David
Byrne in the hat). The occa-
sion? A party celebrating the
dance -hall premiere of the
group's new concert film Stop
Making Sense at the Ritz, a

The Talking
Heads at film debut

Manhattan night club. Di-
rected by Melvin and How-
ard's Jonathan Demme, the
film has already been de-
scribed by more than one crit-
ic as the best thing of its kind
since Scorsese's The Last
Waltz. Sources close to the
band declined to comment on
when the flick will be avail-
able for home viewing, but
given the unseemly speed
with which Warner Brothers
rushed out Prince's Purple
Rain for home-vid formats,
our spies report it may well be
by spring. Stay tuned. 0

AWARD -WINNING music -
video clips in the first

International Music Video
Festival held late last year in
Saint-Tropez, were the Cars'
"You Might Think" (Elektra/
Asylum), Paul McCartney
and Michael Jackson's "Say
Say Say" (Epic/Gasp! Pro-
ductions), and, of course,
Jackson's "Thriller" (Epic). 0

N January 8 Elvis Pres-
ley would have been

fifty years old. To mark the
occasion, MGM/UA Home
Video is releasing a "collec-
tor's treasure" of Presley

films new to the home video
market. Titles include Double
Trouble, Harum Scarum, It
Happened at the World's
Fair, and Speedway. The spe-
cial suggested list price, effec-
tive through March 1, is
$39.95.

THE American folk singer
Bill Crofut and English

baritone Benjamin Luxon
have toured widely with a
program of songs sharing An-
glo-American traditions. The
popular entertainment, under
the title Two Gentlemen Folk,
will be aired as a one -hour
special on the PBS network
on Christmas Day. 0

VIENNA'S traditional New
Year's gala, a concert of

waltzes by the Strauss family
performed by the Vienna
Philharmonic, will again be
televised live, on January 1,
on an international hookup.
It will be carried in the U.S.
by the PBS network. Lorin
Maazel will once again con-
duct, despite the troubles he
has encountered with Vien-
na's music establishment dur-
ing the past year.

For a purely orchestral pro-
gram, live or not, the V.P.O.'s
New Year's celebration on
TV must set some kind of
record: in recent years it's
been known to reach an esti-
mated worldwide audience of
750 million viewers.

Domestic viewers can treat
themselves a couple of days
later (January 3) to a Live
from the Met/PBS telecast of
Verdi's .41da, with Leontyne

Price as Aida

Price in the title role and
James McCracken as Rad-
ames. James Levine con-
ducts. The Texaco Philan-
thropic Foundation under-
writes.

DO WYPOZYCZALNI
BUTUW z kYZWANII

Britain's Iron Maiden on an SRO tour of Eastern Europe

NO POLISH JOKES, PLEASE.
Yes, that's really Iron

Maiden, the veteran British
heavy-metal band, in War-
saw, at the beginning of their
recent tour behind the Iron
Curtain (shows in Poland,
Hungary, and Yugoslavia).
Although all the concerts
were completely sold out, in
venues ranging from 10,000
to 18,000 seats, the band
made little money from the
performances because of low
ticket prices controlled by the
various governments. Still,
lead singer Bruce Dickenson
apparently enjoyed the expe-
rience, noting, "Polish au-
diences are some of the best
I've ever seen. I think it's ,,
because they're so starved for
Western entertainment."
Some of you may not call -
what Iron Maiden does enter-
tainment, but for those who
do, the entire tour was filmed
for an hour-long documenta- ,
ry recently broadcast on
MTV and slated for home -
video release sometime this
year. 0

THE Huberman Festival
was a week-long series

of concerts held in Tel Aviv
in December 1982 to cele-
brate the 100th anniversary
of the birth of the violinist
Bronislaw Huberman, found-
er of the Israel Philharmonic.
"The Huberman Festival" is
a series of eight cassettes, be-
ing released by Pacific Arts
Video on a month -by -month
basis, documenting that ex-
traordinary event-extraor-
dinary for bringing together
several of the world's leading
violinists in performances of
repertoire classics. The Pa-

cific Arts tapes follow the re-
lease of a two -record album
produced by Deutsche Gram-
mophon and reviewed in
these pages exactly a year ago
(STEREO REVIEW, January
1984).

The first Huberman video
was released last fall and fea-
tured as violin soloists such
giants of the instrument as

Violinists in Tel -Aviv

Isaac Stern, Pinchas Zuker-
man, Shlomo Mintz, and Itz-
hak Perlman in a perform-
ance of Vivaldi's The Four
Seasons, with Zubin Mehta
conducting. The second re-
lease, offering the Tchaikov-
sky concerto and more Vival-
di with Henryk Szeryng and
Chaim Taub as soloists, ap-
pears this month. Subsequent
releases will present violinists
Ida Haendel and Ivry Gitlis
in works of the masters from
Bach to Bartok. The cassettes
are available in VHS Hi-Fi
and Beta Hi-Fi utilizing PCM
digital transfer, and the sug-
gested list price for each cas-
sette is $39.95. 0
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INTRODUCING RENAULT If you heard Renault Encore's perform -

ENCORE GS ante is impressive, get ready for a rave
review on Encore GS. A new 1.7 -litre

fuel -injected engine combined with a computer monitored ignition
and a 9.5 to 1 compression ratio turns out 41% more
horsepower and 32% more torque for '85. It's geared to a a I -3 15front wheel drive 5 -speed overdrive transaxle, sup-
ported by 4 -wheel independent suspension with gas a
charged pERFoRmANCE
shocks,
twin coaxial rear torsion bars and wide steel belted
14" radials for a mad hugging discipline. And the finely
tuned dual outlet exhaust system leaves behind a sporting
36 MPG HWY, 29 MPG CITY.* The European born and bred
Renault Encore GS. Built in America, with a price that's more
than sporting. It's affordable.
Use EPA est. lorComparison Vtxs results May differ
Buy at LOIN& From American Motors. a Safety Belts Save Live*.

THE ONE TO W.M111*



Introducing Karat -a
new generation of bookshelf

speakers from Canton.

With Karat, Canton leads
the way into the digital era
of sound reproduction. The

result is sound so natural and
free of colorntion you must

hear them to appreciate the
acoustic ach evement this

series represents.

Like the entire Canton product
line, from our mini -speakers to
our floor -standing speakers, the
Karat bookshelf series offers
value. Value in sound repro-
duction is first and foremost:
that's why every element in the
Karat series is designed,
engineered and manufactured
at the Canton factory in Ger-
many.

Value in terms of detailing
goes into every Canton
speaker as well. That's why
we offer our speakers in a
variety of fine finishes, like
walnut and oak veneers, rich
black, bronze and white lac-
quers and now a premium
finish, gloss mahogany. For at
Canton, we believe speakers
should look as good as
they sound.

Visit your local Canton dealer
today and leam the value of
a sound investment: Canton's
Karat series - products of
German quality and
craftsmanship

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

GiNrori
Die reine Musik

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 868
CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BEST OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

SILVERSTEIN'S
UTAH DEBUT:
FULFILLING

iiOSEPH SILVERSTEIN'S new re-
cording of Mendelssohn's E
Minor Violin Concerto is a
sleeper. Every top virtuoso

violinist in the business has re-
corded the work, of course, but Sil-
verstein, performing in the dual ca-
pacity of soloist and conductor of
the Utah Symphony in this Pro Arte
release, gives all those gilt-edged
versions a real run for the money.

For over twenty years the Boston
Symphony's concertmaster and for
thirteen its assistant conductor, Sil-
verstein recently became the Utah
Symphony's music director, and in
his first recording with the orchestra
he gives us a performance of the
Mendelssohn concerto that is just
about ideal. The opening theme is
meticulously articulated, leading
into a first movement that is beauti-
fully paced throughout. The same is
true for the slow movement, and the
finale, though set forth with a light
hand, has a compelling vigor and
vitality.

But the attractions of this disc
don't stop with the concerto. The
program is filled out with the over-
tures to Ruy Blas and A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream along with the
Hebridesconcert overture. And on
the evidence of Silverstein's read-
ings of this familiar music, his
prowess as a conductor is considera-
ble indeed. Anyone who can breathe
new life into that old chestnut Ruy
Blas has my utmost respect. It is
enough to say that Silverstein has
matched Beecham in this regard
(though Sir Thomas pulled off the
feat twice on records).

The overture to A Midsummer
Night's Dream is a delight. Silver-
stein does not allow the brass and
timpani to overwhelm the strings in
the expository passages for full or-
chestra, and in the slow bit just

Conductor/violinist Joseph Silverstein: a nearly ideal Mendelssohn concerto

before the recapitulation he adds a
delicious element of mock pathos.
The Hebrides may not have the
sweep here of Karajan's with the
Berlin Philharmonic, but the lyri-
cism of the score is set forth by Sil-
verstein with the utmost poetic feel-
ing, and the fanfare figures passed
about among the winds are spun out
deftly and to great dramatic effect.

Two factors seem to me to be
responsible for the astonishingly
lovely musical quality of this re-
cording. First, as a one-time session
producer myself, I sense that this
was a situation where everything
"worked," where there was the ut-
most rapport between Silverstein,
the Utah Symphony, and producer
Tom Frost-the sort of thing you

more commonly encounter in a
chamber -music recording. Second,
there is the modest scale of the
recording locale-a hall that I
would guess from the sound to be
about the size of the Leipzig Ge-
wandhaus, in which Mendelssohn
himself conducted. Add to these a
flawless job of microphone place-
ment and a beautiful DMM press-
ing, and you have a recording that is
in every way fulfilling. David Hall

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in
E Minor. Overtures: Ruy Bias: A Mid-
summer Night's Dream; The Hebrides.
Joseph Silverstein (violin); Utah Sym-
phony Orchestra, Joseph Silverstein
cond. PRO Min 0 PAD 187 $10.98,
PCD 187 $10.98; (15) CCD 187, no I,st
price.
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QEST OF THE MONTH

BLUES IN MANY
SHADES FROM
JOE WILLIAMS

HAVE heard Joe Williams sing
so badly that it made me cringe,
and I have also heard him give
superb performances. But rare-

ly have I enjoyed listening to the
former Count Basie vocalist more
than I have on a recording from
Delos called "Nothin' but the
Blues." Running a generous fifty-
nine minutes (on Compact Disc),
the set also owes much of its success
to the accompanying sextet of stel-
lar players. Led by saxophonist Red
Holloway, the group is magnificent-
ly enhanced by the presence of
altoist Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson
(himself a superb blues vocalist),
organist Jack McDuff, guitarist Phil
Upchurch, Ray Brown's solidly
swinging bass, and drummer Ger-
ryck King, a relative newcomer who
holds his own admirably in this
impressive company.

Digitally recorded, presumably
with CD release in mind from the
beginning, this fine album does full
justice to the technology, but that
would have little meaning if the
material weren't of equally fine cali-
ber. Holloway's robust tenor is par-
ticularly effective on Vinson's Hold
It Right There. The composer him-
self adds the vocal on this one, but
his alto shines elsewhere on such
numbers as Lowell Fulsome's
Please Send Me Someone to Love
and Sent for You Yesterday, the
album's rousing finale. Ray Brown

Williams: inspired

is, of course, featured on the Ray
Brown's in Town track, and guitarist
Phil Upchurch hits the proper
groove on Leroy Carr's In the Eve-
ning. Whether playing piano or or-
gan, Jack McDuff is a delight
throughout.

In short, the album is simply
crammed with a delicious assort-
ment of blues, in a variety of shades,
and Williams is clearly inspired by
his backing. Chris Albertson

JOE WILLIAMS: Nothin' but the
Blues. Joe Williams (vocals); Red Hol-
loway (tenor saxophone); Eddie "Clean -
head" Vinson (alto saxophone, vocals);
Jack McDuff (organ, piano); Phil Up-
church (guitar); Ray Brown (bass); Ger-
ryck King (drums). Who She Do; Just a
Dream; Hold It Right There; Please
Send Me Someone to Love; Going to
Chicago Blues; Ray Brown's in Town;
In the Evening/Rocks in My Bed; Al-
right, OK, You Win; Sent for You Yes-
terday; Mean Old World/Wee Baby
Blues; The Comeback; Tell Me Where
to Scratch. DELOS 0 DMS 4001 $9.98,
© DPR 4001 $9.98; DCD 4001, no
list price. (The last three titles above are
omitted from the LP.)

BAD MANNERS
ADVANCES U.S.
SKA REVIVAL

/N spite of the best efforts of the
American rock -music press, the
Ska revival has remained large-
ly a British phenomenon. Of

the two-tone (mixed -race) bands,
Madness has probably made the
greatest impact in the States, though
a decidedly modest one. The Spe-
cials and Fun Boy Three captured
the attention of America for about
half an hour back in 1981. And
that's been it. Bad Manners, one of
the best and funniest of the Ska
bands-a very amusing and enter-
taining lot-hasn't even had a U.S.
release until now, some four years
after the peak of the Ska movement.
But better late than never.

"Forging Ahead," with which Bad
Manners makes its album debut
here, is a raucous delight, a full -
steam -ahead blowout. Actually a
reissue of the group's 1982 British
album of the same name, with one
new song, That'll Do Nicely, it rep -

.4\

Bad
Manners: rude

resents Ska at its best-a pulsing
bass beat pitted against the frantic
counterpoint of rhythm guitars
stroked on the upbeat, all punched
to a frenzy by a chorus of heaving
saxophones. This smoking ensem-
ble is fronted by Fatty "Buster"
Bloodvessel, an immense, 240 -
pound mass of pink flesh whose
lead vocals are cockney -inflected
bellowings of irresistible charm.

"Forging" slips and slides from
reggae to r -&-b, all delivered with
maximum verve and minimum
fuss. Highlights include two racing
instrumentals-one a cover of an
obscure Van Morrison oldie,
What's Up Crazy Pup, and the other
a Ska-style version of the theme
from the movie Exodus. Listening
to both, you'll swear you're in some
vast, Fifties high-school gymnasium
scoping out the dance floor for a hot
pair of bobbysox. There's also a dub
version of Millie Small's bubble -
gum classic, My Boy Lollipop, and a
slew of feisty originals: Got No
Brains (the band's apt theme); Sal-
ad Bar, which sounds like the Ani-
mals meet Sam the Sham; and
That'll Do Nicely, a sort of dub
debate on the merits of capitalism
vs. socialism.

With its erratic British sense of
the offbeat, Bad Manners is a wel-
come breath of rude air you don't
have to be a skinhead to enjoy. I'll
say it one more time: Wise up,
America. Mark Peel

BAD MANNERS: Forging Ahead. Bad
Manners (vocals and instrumentals).
That'll Do Nicely; Salad Bar; Tonight Is
Your Night; Samson and Delilah (Bibli-
cal Version); Exodus; Got No Brains;
My Girl Lollipop; Falling Out of Love;
Seventh Heaven; Educating Marma-
lade; What's Up Crazy Pup; Your. POR-
TRAIT BFR 39413, ©BFT 39413, no list
price.

6
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CLASSICS on CASSETTES!

326983. Bach: Organ
Masterpieces -Toccata 8
Fugue in D Minor. etc Anth-
ony Newman (Sine Qua Non)
171504. Switched -On -
Bach -Moog versions of
Air on a G String. Wachet
Auf; etc. -played by
Wendy Carlos (Columbia)
317081. Bach: Goldberg
Variations -Glenn Gould
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
319434. Bach: Sonatas for
Viola De Gamba and Harp-
sichord -Yo -Yo Ma, cello,
Ken Cooper. harpsichord
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
273409. Beethoven: 3
Piano Sonatas -(Moonlight.
Appassionata. Pathetique)
Horowitz piano (Columbia)
321299. Beethoven:
Piano Sonatas Nos. 12 & 13
-Glenn Gould. pianist
(CBS Masterworks)
232496. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 3 (Eroica)
-Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)
323170-393173. Beethoven:
Symphonies Nos. 5 and 6

astoral)-Ashkenazy and
Philharmonia Orch. (Counts
as 2 -Digital -London)
252874. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Chorale)
-Ormandy and the Phila-
delphia Orch (Columbia)
325654-395657. Beethoven
Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 5
(Emperor)-Brendel. piano.
Mehta and Boettcher. cond
(Counts as 2 -Vox)
263293. Bolling: Suite For
Flute and Jazz -Piano -
Rampal. Bolling (Columbia)
307884. Brahms: Double
Concerto-Zukerman.
violin. Harrell. cello.
Mehta and New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)
328039. Brahms: Sym-
phony No. 3; Haydn Vari-
ations-Mehta. New York
Phil (CBS Masterworks)
246843. Chopin: Mazurkas,
Etudes, etc -Vladimir
Horowitz, piano (Columbia)
326439. Copland: Rodeo;
Dance Symphony; El Salon
Mexico; Fanfare for Com-
mon Man -Dorati. Detroit
Sym (Digital -London)
191874. Debussy's Great-
est Hits -Clair de lune,
Afternoon of a Faun,
Reverie. etc Bernstein.
Ormandy. etc. (Columbia)
326454. Dvorak: Cello Con-
certo; Bruch: Kol Nidrei -
Lynn Harrell, cello, Vladimir
Ashkenazy and Phiiharmonia
Orch (Digital -London)
187112. Gershwin's
Greatest Hits- Rhapsody
in Blue (Bernstein. piano):
An American in Paris
(Ormandy. Phila. Orch.):
many more (Columbia)
318295. Gershwin Livet-
Sarah Vaughan sings The
Man I Love, etc. Thomas.
Los Angeles Phil (CBS)
319004. Glass, Philip:
The Photographer --Some
of his best music to date'
-Time (CBS)

ALSO AVAILABLE ON STEREO RECORDS

BOLLJNG: SUITE
FOR CELLO&

JAZZ PIANO TRIO

YO-YO MA. CELLO
BOW NG. PIANO

316018. Glass. Philip:
Glassworks-- moving, ex -
citing and profoundr:-
The NY Times (CBS)

201665. Grofe: Grand
Canyon Suite -Ormandy.
Phila Orch (Columbia)
323543. Handel: Royal
Fireworks Music: Oboe
Concertos 1 -3 -Karl Mun-
chinger. Stuttgart Chamber
Orch (Digital -London)
326561. Haydn: 3 Favorite
Concertos -Cello in D
(Yo -Yo Ma), Violin in C
(Cho-Liang Lin), Trumpet
n E Flat (Wynton Mar-

sahs (CBS Masterworks)
321190. Liszt: Hungarian
Rhapsodies 1, 4.6: Rakoczy
March; etc.- Boskovsk y.
Phil Hunganca (Angel)
321208. Liszt: Hungarian
Rhapsodies 2,3,5; Mephisto
Waltz -Willi Boskovksy.
London Phil (Angel)
314369. Mahler:
Symphony No. 1 (Titan)-
Maazel. Orch Nat I de
France (CBS Masterworks)
305730. Mendelssohn:
Symphony No. 4 (Italian):
Overtures -Andre Previn.
London Symphony (Angel)
294264. Mozart: Piano
Concerto No. 21 (Elvira
Madigan) and No. 17-
Ashkenaz y plays, conducts
Philharmonia Orch (London)
325365. Mozart: Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik; Symph.
No. 40 -Casals. Marlboro
Festival Orch (CBS Portrait)
309492. Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibition;
Night On Bald Mountain -
Bernstein. New York Phil
(CBS Great Performances)
310698. Offenbach: Gaite
Pa nsienne; Saint-Saens:
Dan se Macabre; Dukes:
Sorcerer's Apprentice -
Maazel. Orch. National
de France (Columbia)
318246. Orft Carmine
Burana -Mut. Philharmonia
Orch 8. Chorus (Angel)
318691. Prokofiev: Love
For Three Oranges Suite;
U. Kiie Suite -Thomas,
L A Phil (CBS Masterworks)
245043. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concertos Nos. 1 & 2
-Ashkenazy. Previn.
London Symphony (London)
313767. Ravel: Sonatine,
La Valse, Miroirs, etc: -
all played by pianist Ruth
Laredo (CBS Masterworks)
324822. Ravel: Bolero; La
Valse; others -Lorin Maazel.
Orch National de France
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
324533. Respighi: Feste
Roman; Pines & Fountains
Of Rome-Dutoit. Orch. de
Montreal (Digital -London)
318436. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherazade-Svetlanov.
London Symphony (Angel)
325100. Saint-Saens:
Carnival of the Animals
-also works by Debussy,
Satie Philip Jones Brass
Ensemble (Digital -London)
le 1964 Columbia House

DVORAK
NEW WORLD
SYMPHONY

SIR GEORG SOL71
0CAGO 5 eePHON, ORO,

317677. Schubert: Sym-
phony No. 8 (Unfinished);
Rosamunde Overture and
Ballet Music - von Ka ajan.
Berlin Philharmonic (Angel)
225888. Smetana: Moldau,
Bartered Bride Overture,
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture -Bernstein.
NY Phil (Columbia)
310870-390872. Johann
Strauss' Greatest Waltzes
Ormandy. Szell. Bernstein
(Count as 2 -Columbia)
320424. Richard Strauss:
Ein Heldenleben-Dicterow.
violin. Mehta. NY Phil
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
281493. Stravinsky: Rite
Of Spnng. Zubin Meh:a.
NY Phil (Columbia)
308874. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1-
Gavnlov. K it aenko cond.
Moscow Radio/TV Sym.
Orch (Col /Melodiya)
329169. Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. 4 -Lorin
Maazel. Cleveland Orch.
(CBS Masterworks)
245399. Tchaikovsky:

No. 6 (Pat le-
tigue -Ormandy and
Phil rch (Columbia)
231563. Tchaikovsky:
Swan Lake and Sleeping
Beauty Ballet Suites
-Ormandy. Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia)
289207-399204. Tchaikov-
sky: The Nutcracker
(complete) -American
Ballet Theatre Production
directed by Baryshnikov
(Counts as 2 -Columbia)
293191. Tchaikovsky:
Violin Concerto; Medita-
tion -Stern. Rostropovich,
National Sym (Columbia)
321844-391847. Verdi:
La ltaviate-Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack.
Stars Domingo. Stratas
(Counts as 2-Elektra)
326447. Verdi: Overtures
-La Forza del Destino, I
Vespn Sicilian. Nabucco.
etc. Charily. National Phil-
harmonic (Digital -London)
324897. Vivaldi: The Four
Seasons -Lorin Maazel and
Orch National de France
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
324525. An Isaac Stem
Vivaldi Gala: Concertos
For 2 and 3 Violins; etc.
Stern. Zukerman. Perlman.
others (CBS Masterworks)
323733. Orchestral
Music from

Wagner:"The

Ring" -
Ride of the Valkyries. etc.
Mehta and New York Phil
(Digital -CBS Maste-works)

MISCELLANEOUS
COLLECTIONS
308890-398891. Be -n-
stein Conducts World's
Greatest Marches -

Pomp and Circumstance:
Washington Post, more
(Counts as 2 -Columbia)
325886. Uona Boyd -
Live in Tokyo. Works by
Dowland. Soler. Falls. etc.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

ANY 11
FOR 1 and handling;

it you join now and agree to buy 8 more selections
(at regular Club prices) in the next 3 years

311472. Placido Domingo
With John Denver -Perhaps
Love. Also, Annie's Song,
Yesterday. etc (CBS)
328856. Placid() Domingo
-Always in My Heart.
Spanish songs by Lecuona
Malaguena, more (CBS)
326553. Placid° Domingo
-Great Love Scenes. With
Kin Te Kanawa. Ileana
Cotrubas. Renata Scotto
(CBS Masterworks)
282582. Greatest Hits Of
1720. Includes Pachelbel:
Kamm; Mouret Rondo
(Theme "Masterpiece
Theater); etc. Richard
Kapp, Philharmonia Vir-
tuosi of NY (Columbia)
322347. Marilyn Home -
Live At La Scala. Music by
Granados. Handel. Copland,
etc (CBS Masterworks)
289520. Vladimir Horo-
witz Encores -virtuoso
fireworks' Rachmaninoff,
Chopin, more (Columbia)
323493. Mormon Tabernacle
Choir -Gloria) Vivaldi
Gloria; Faure. Sanctus, etc.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
311720. Luciano Pavarotti
Premieres Verdi Arias -
'Lost gems from I Vespri
Sicilian', etc (Columbia)
323097. Luciano Pavarotti
-Mattinata. Songs by Tosti.
Bellini. Gluck, etc. (London)
303453-394353. Pavarotti's
Greatest Hits. Works by
Bellini, Franck. Puccini.
Schubert. Verdi, others
(Counts as 2 -London)
280610. Jean-Pierre
Rampal Greatest Hits -
Debussy 's Girl With The
Flaxen Hair: Handel's
Largo: etc (Columbia)
319582. Jean-Pierre
Rampal Plays Scott Joplin.
The Entertainer etc (CBS)
311647. Isaac Stem 60th
Anniversary Celebration -
master violinist is joined
by Zukerman, Perlman.
Mehta. etc (Columbia)
316570. The Tango Prject
-La Cumparsita: Adios
Muchachos, etc William
Schimmel. accordion, etc.
(Digital -Nonesuch)
324772. Kin Te Kanawa-
Songs of the Auvergne (by
Canteloube) English Chamber
Orch (Digital -London)
320887. Kin Te Kanawa-
Verdi and Puccini Arias.
Pritchard. London Phil
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
319848. Andre Watts -Live
in Tokyo. Works by Ravel,
Brahms. Debussy. Haydn. etc.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
320895. Portrait of John
Williams -Theme from -The
Deerhunter. Fool On The
Hill, etc (CBS Masterworks)
320085. John Williams -
The Guitar Is The Song.
Folksong collection. Scar-
borough Fair. etc (CBS)
All applications subject to
review. Columbia House
reserves the nght to
reject any application.

Here's a wonderful opportunity to start or add to your
collection of the world's greatest music -on easy -to -
play. carefree tape cassettes, As a new member of the
Columbia Classical Club, you can get any 11 cassettes for
only $100. plus shipping and handling. (Or you may take
your 11 selections on stereo records) In exchange, you
agree to buy lust 8 more selections in the next three years,
at regular cub prices (which currently are $798 to $9.98.
plus shipping and handling. multi -unit sets and Double
Selections may be somewhat higher )
How the Club works: every four weeks (13 times a year)
youll receive our Music Magazine. It describes the -Clas-
sical Select on of the Month" plus scores of classical
releases. as well as selections from other fields of music.
In addition. up to six times a year we may send some
special issu.s of the Magazine with ext'a-special savings.
for a total of up to 19 buying opportunities
There is no obligation to accept the 'Selection of the
Month" -you order only the recordings you want when
you want them! A special response card will be enclosed
with each Magazine -mail t by the date specified to order
or reject any selection. And if you want only the "Selection
of the Month", do nothing -it will be shipped automatically.
And you II have at least ten 'ull days in which to make your
decision -if you ever have less time than that. feel free to
return the -Selection of the Month, at our expense.
You may cancel membership at any time after you've
purchased 8 selections or continue under our money-
saving bonus plan And if not satisfied fcr any reason, just
return your introductory snipment within 10 days -your
membership will be canceled and you w II owe nothing.
Special Start -Your -Membership -Now Offer: you may also
choose your first selection now -and well send it to you for at
least 60°0 of regular Club prices (only 52.99) This discount
purchase reduces your membership obligation immediately -
you then need buy lust 7 more (instead of 8) in the next three
years. Just check box in application anc fill in the number of
your first selection
Note: selection.. with two numbers are 2 -record sets or double -length tapes
Each of these Amble selections" counts as 2 -so write in both numbers

-COLUMBIA CLASSICAL CLUB
Columbia House, Terre Haute, IN 47811
Please accept my membership application under the terms
outlined in this advertisement Send me the 11 classical
selections listed here for only $1 00 plus shipping and
handling agree to buy eight more selections (at regular
Club prices) in the coming three years -and may cancel
membersIiip at any time alter doing so
Send my selections in this type of recording (check one):

TAPE CASSETTES STEREO RECORDS

Send me these
11 selections

viClassical

Mr.
Mrs
Miss Print F,rst Name !noel Last Name

Address Apt.

City

State ZIP
Do you have a telephone? (check one) D YES ONO 661/SS5
Do you have a credit card? Ocheck one)  YES D NO
IN, oiler ,s nor ava,latare in APQ FPO Alaska HaAA, Puerto Arco pleas,
Ante Or delsels ol aireFnaave oiler

I-1 Also send my first serections for at least a 60°C discount
for which I will be billed an additional 52 99 I then need buy

only 7 more (instead of 8) at regular
Club prices in the coming three years

XZJ/ME XD(/PAD



THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

Back to the Source

(THIN the audio com-
munity there is a his-
tory of home-brew
tape recorders that,

in some respects, is genuinely
thought -provoking. As recently as
the 1960's many hi-fi enthusiasts
bought tape recorders (open -reel, of
course) in kit form, and only a short
time before that you could buy
naked tape transports and combine
them with whatever electronics you
liked or could put together yourself.
The typical result would be embar-
rassed by the meanest of today's
cassette decks, but this hobbyist ac-
tivity inspired a fine and fearless
tradition of setting one's own stand-
ards as to how a tape recorder
should work and assembling a deck
accordingly.

Some of the latest fruits of this
tradition can actually be bought by
consumers, as in the case of the
Mark Levinson ML -5, and others
can at least be heard on releases on
several audiophile labels. Among
the latter, none is as radically dis-
tinctive as the brainchild of inven-
tor Keith Johnson, which is used
principally at present for many of
the offerings from Reference Re-
cordings (P.O. Box 77225-X, San
Francisco, Calif. 94107), an esoteric
record label that Johnson credits
with honing much of his sensitivity
for high -end concerns.

Johnson came to tape at the age of

seven, constructed a stereo machine
in junior high school, learned to
build heads at Ampex, taught at
Stanford, where he accrued live -
recording experience, and had his
recorder in essentially final form by
about 1960. It is a conspicuous
example of what professional -level
analog tape machines could have
been like today if industry thinking
had gone a little differently during
those critical years.

Johnson's first concern was equal-
ization, to combat noise at low
recording levels and distortion at
high ones. "As an experiment," he
recalls, "we put two ordinary re-
cording channels in series, operated
one at very low levels and the other
at very high ones, and listened criti-
cally to the combination of the two,
representing the worst of both the
noise and distortion worlds. Being
able to hear the problems clearly
and authentically, we adjusted
equalization independently on the
two channels until the combination
suggested a single characteristic that
seemed to sound best. It turned out
to be considerably different from
what has become the industry
standard, but it was what we elected
to use in the final machine."

To optimize results using this
equalization characteristic, the
Johnson team needed a hedge
against high -frequency tape satura-

The hobbyists' activity
inspired a tradition
of setting one's own
standards as to how a
tape recorder should
work and assembling a
machine accordingly.
Inifil0011111111111111111111r

tion. This took the form of a special
record head that focuses the very -
high -frequency bias (3.5 MHz at
present) in a tight field pattern,
enabling the tape to pass out of the
bias -influence region before the im-
pinging audio is weakened signifi-
cantly. Additional benefits include a
more strictly defined effective posi-
tion for the record gap and vastly
reduced sensitivity of the entire re-
cording system to bias -strength fluc-
tuations. Focused -field technology

was neither new nor completely
unutilized even in 1960, but John-
son's work appears to take it to its
most sophisticated form.

Cleaning up the high frequencies
naturally brought low -frequency de-
ficiencies to the foreground. "Fortu-
nately," says Johnson, "topologies
permitted by solid-state electronics
let us wrap feedback around the

"We adjusted equalization
independently . . . until the
combination suggested a
single characteristic . . .

considerably different
from what has become the
industry standard."

-Keith Johnson

heads themselves in a way that per-
mitted useful control of the dy-
namic range-particularly large for
low frequencies-the electronics
had to pass. Largely for preserva-
tion of phase integrity, we made the
present machine flat within 1 or 2
dB down to 3 or 4 Hz, and it is free
of noticeable head -contour effects
without resorting to resonant cir-
cuits."

There are other novelties in
Johnson's recorder-such as excep-
tionally narrow tape tracks ("Wider
tracks would bring on severe align-
ment headaches for, at best, a 3 -dB
S/N improvement more appro-
priately obtained elsewhere") and a
15-ips speed limit ("Faster only ag-
gravates head -contour effects")-
that have fascinating and intricate
implications. In sum, the device
brings many old and some new
ideas together in a machine that, in
detail, almost amounts to a new
species of tape recorder. And the
technology is, in general, also ap-
plicable to home recorders.

Listening to what this machine
can do is the only way of determin-
ing whether it represents what ana-
log tape recording should have
been. My own exposure to it has
given me great cause to wonder how
much better analog recording might
be today if it had evolved along the
same lines as Keith Johnson's ma-
chine did.
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HIGH TECH FORUM was created so that you
and the manufacturers could share the ideas,
concepts and philosophies behind their most
advanced products.

In HIGH TECH FORUM you'll get in on behind -
the -scenes manufacturing processes that make
for a superior audio component or line of com-
ponents. Learn from company engineers how
they achieved the desired sonic quality. In
short, learn what makes these products meet
your high standards of music reproduction.

R E V
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FORUM Mission...in the service of Music.

Mission Electronics is one of those
increasingly rare companies whose
technological expertise is totally dedi-
cated to the service of music. It is our
intention -our mission, if you will -to
raise the science of sound reproduc-
tion to the highest possible level. In
working toward that end, Mission has
in its short history become well estab-
lished as a manufacturer of truly
state-of-the-art products. Based in
Huntingdon, England, Mission has
achieved a formidable reputation in
Europe that is only now reaching the
United States.

DESIGN DIVERSITY
Most audiophile equipment manufactur-
ers have earned their reputations by con-
centrating their efforts on a particular
component. Mission's reputation, how-
ever, is based not only on our superb
loudspeaker systems, our phono car-
tridges, tone arms, turntables, and ampli-
fiers are held in equally high esteem by
knowledgeable audiophiles throughout
the world. It should be understood that it
was not merely the urge to have our
fingers in a multiplicity of technical pies
that drove us to such a wide range of
equipment.

It is our position that without an
in-depth technical and philosophical
understanding of the problems of music
reproduction, no single component can
be optimally designed...and in any case,
components are best designed as part of
an overall system. The full explanation of
our approach, which involves stage -by -
stage bandwidth optimization, imped-
ance matching, elimination of interface
distortions, and so forth, is unfortunately
more complex than can be covered in
the limited space available.

THE 70 MIC II SYSTEM.
An example of our special approach to
product design is provided by the new
Mk. II version of our smallest loudspeaker,
the Mission 70. Our design objective was
to produce a very compact system that
was capable of handling the frequency
range and dynamics of live music without
requiring an excessive amount of ampli-
fier power. Satisfaction of that goal auto-
matically assures the ability to reproduce
digital master tapes, while remaining lin-
ear at all listening levels.

It is not generally appreciated that, for
several reasons, it is far more difficult to
design an excellent small speaker system
than an excellent large one. A small
enclosure's limited internal volume and
high internal acoustic pressures demand
special construction techniques. These
are needed to suppress reflections or res-
onances occurring both in the air mass
inside the cabinet and in the cabinet
walls themselves

SPECIFICATIONS
MISSION 70 MK. II

Frequency range:
Frequency response:
Impedance, nominal.
Recommended power.
Sensitivity
Tweeter, dome
Woofer, cone
Crossover freq..
Cabinet (hxwxd)
Finish, grille

40 Hz 20kHz
60 Hz-20kHz ± 3db
8 ohms
20-75 w/ch
89d8 (1W/1m)
3/4" Polymer
7" Plastiflex
2.2 kHz
14x8'hx814"
Walnut. black

RESONANCE CONTROL.
If not properly controlled, enclosure reso-
nances blur transients and impart a nasal,
muddy, or boomy quality to upper -bass
notes and male voices. In the Mission 70,
internal resonances and standing waves
are absorbed by special Mission -devel-
oped open -cell acoustic -foam blocks that
occupy most of the enclosure's internal
volume. Special construction techniques
were employed in the 70's cabinet to
achieve the desired acoustical charac-
teristics without the need for heavy
panels and internal bracing. We used a
three -layer construction, thin panels of
high -density composition board sand-
wiching a specially developed visco-elas-
tic material. This arrangement provides
an optimum combination of structural

CIRCLE NO. 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD

rigidity, internal damping, and low mass.
Most manufacturers take their cabinet

construction for granted -with the expec-
tation that their customers will also. We
have discussed assembly details simply to
illustrate the depth of our concern for
every aspect of design that affects the
sonic performance of our products. But,
of course, the main determinant of a
speaker system's performance is the
quality of its drivers and crossover.

THE DRIVERS.
The 70 employs a 7 -inch woofer with a
unique Plastiflex cone crossed over at
2.2 kHz to a 3/4 -inch Ferrofluid-damped
polymer dome tweeter. The critically
designed six -element crossover network
operates in conjunction with Mission's
inverted driver geometry to provide a
startlingly realistic stereo sound stage.

Among the performance parameters
detailed in the specification chart at left
there is one whose significance is not uni-
versally appreciated. A loudspeaker's sen-
sitivity specification indicates its efficiency
in converting an amplifier's electrical
output into acoustic energy. Every 3 dB
increase in speaker sensitivity halves the
amplifier power needed for a given
acoustic output. The logical answer,
therefore, to the wide dynamics of digital
program material is not more powerful
amplifiers -although Mission is prepared
to supply them. Instead, we prefer to
design loudspeaker systems that can
deliver digital peak levels without requir-
ing enormous power inputs.

At this point, a critical listening session
at your Mission dealer is worth far more
than anything we could add. Of course,
there is much more to the Mission Elec-
tronics story, and we would be pleased to
make it available to you either by mail...or
better yet, at your nearest Mission dealer.
We would very much appreciate the
opportunity to demonstrate the qualities
that we've been telling you about.

I 115S1(111-1
LECTR011ICS

For Further Information
Call 416-673-3777
For Dealer Nearest You Call
TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 867
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Unique Flat Wave Speaker Systems from SFI

You may be reading about SFI for the
first time. Actually, SFI has been
involved in loudspeaker driver design
through its brother company in Japan,
Sawafuji, since 1922. SFI's continuing
research into transducer technology
has led to a number of international
patents and an enviable reputation
among equipment manufacturers as a
high -quality design and manufactur-
ing source. Sawafuji-produced ribbon
tweeters, flat -diaphragm headphone
elements, and other transduction
devices are found in respected high -
end audio components throughout
the world.

SFI recently successfully completed a
research program dedicated to the
development of a new generation of
flat wave loudspeaker transducers.
The result: a series of high- and low -
frequency drivers with dramatically
improved sound quality.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS.
To appreciate what SFI has achieved, it's
necessary to understand the essential
problems that have troubled conven-
tional loudspeakers for almost 60 years.
Conventional diaphragms tend to store
energy, buckle, and break up into reso-
nant modes under the impact of the large
forces applied in a small area by the voice
coil. This results in distortions in phase,
amplitude, frequency, and dispersion -
which covers just about everything that
goes wrong in a loudspeaker.

The solution to all these problems is a
driver with a very low -mass, non -resonant
diaphragm that is linearly driven over its
entire radiating surface. However, the
practical realization of such a planar
speaker system is certainly not easy -as
previous and current producers of such
designs have discovered. The challenge is
to combine the transient response, defini-
tion, and openness of an electrostatic
transducer with the reliability, dynamic
range, bass performance, and non -prob-
lematic drive requirements of a standard
electromagnetic cone transducer.

SFI'S DRIVERS.
In 1922, Sawafuji's engineers abandoned
the conventional cone and cylindrical
voice coil. Instead they developed a flat
voice coil etched on the entire surface of

a Polysolpon'" film diaphragm. The dia-
phragm, which is only a few thousandths
of an inch thick, is immersed in an intense
magnetic field. When used as a head-
phone elemert, the flat -wave ribbon
tweeter has a smooth response extending
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. And, as a tweeter
in a speaker system, its performance is
equally impressive.

Applying the distributed -drive, voice -
coil principle to a low -frequency trans-
ducer required an enormous amount of
engineering time. Bass reproduction
demands large air movements which, in
turn, require large diaphragm excursions;
a difficult task for a flat wave transducer
Sawafuji engineers perservered, and the
Dynapleats transducer emerged from
their laboratories.

SIGMA EDGE SPECIAL 'ILIA DIAPIGIAM
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Dynapleats-front view
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Dynapleats-side view

The diaphragm of the Dynapleats, 61/4 x
6'h inch, low -frequency driver utilizes a
PolysolponTM diaphragm that is aerody-
namically pleated with the voice coil
integrated into the entire surface of the
driver. (See side -view diagram.) An array
of high-energy strontium bar magnets set
within the ridges interacts with the dis-
tributed voice coil, and a unique high -
compliance, long -excursion Sigma edge
suspension supports the diaphragm
perimeter Th.s proprietary arrangement
ensures thermal stability and ruggedness,
wide dynamic range, and extended bass
response.
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SFI SYSTEMS.
The state-of-the-art SFI systems, the Digital
Reference, employs an array of sixteen
6'5" x 6'h", low -frequency drivers, four
6i'" x 6W' midrange drivers and eight rib-
bon tweeters installed on a handsome 35
x 56 x 3 -inch dipolar radiating baffle. The
low -frequency array has far more "cone"
surface than an 18 -inch woofar while
simultaneously providing the resonance -
'Tee fast rise time of light -weight dia-
phragms. Crossover is at 600 Hz to the
four midrange drivers arranged in a verti-
cal line -source configuration for wide,
out controlled, dispersion The eight
tweeters, crossed over at 5,000 Hz, form
another vertical array for erhanced dis-
persiol The SFI systems, with their flat
wave drivers, are inherently phase accu-
rate And the wide operating range of
the Dynapleats drivers allows the use of
simple, inductorless high-pass networks
as crossovers

For a demonstration of the range of SFI
systems currently available -all using the
state-of-the-art SFI flat wave drivers -visit
your SFI dealer. You will hear, for the first
time, tne solid bass and dynamic range of
the best of the conventional systems,
combined with the open, transparent
qualities and superb definition of the fin-
est electrostatics. This is achieved without
the limitations of electrostatics, i.e., spe-
cial amplifiers anc limited bass responses.
For more technical information on this
speaker and other products, along with
the address of your nearest SFI dealer,
write to:

IMIN116 Sim MI
41111MOW
SawalupAmorkaCorp.

23440 Hawthorne Boulevard
Suite I 30, Torrance, CA 90505



IF YOU'RE WHAT
OBSESSIVE

ABOUT
DIGITAL AUDIO,

WELCOME
TO THE CLUB.

It's the Sony Digital Audio
Club. The world's first club dedi-
cated to creating awareness and
understanding of the remarkable
technology behind compact disc
players-from the company most
qualified to provide it.

This year, to welcome you to
the club, you'll receive special
promotions on compact discs; dis-
counts on digital accessories; our
quarterly newsletter, "The Sony
Pulse"; The Sony Book of Digital
Audio Technology (over 300 pages
of facts and details); a 30"x 40"
digital audio poster; a digitally -

recorded compact disc; and ex-
tensive information about the
latest advances in digital prod-
ucts from Sony-the leader in di-
gital audio.

To become a member, sim-
ply mail the coupon below, along
with a check or money order for
$15 * to Sony Digital Audio Club,
PO. Box 161, Lowell, Mass. 01852."

And join the thousands of peo-
ple who are already well on their
way to satisfying their obsessions.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

* $3.00 additional for postage and han-
dling outside the U.S.** Please allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGI . AUDIO"

SRM 1/85

THEY'RE WATCHING

ALISON AMES
Vice President ofPolyGram
Classics; Head of Deutsche
Grammophon, USA

HEN I got my Sanyo
Beta Hi-Fi VCR, the
first cassettes I
bought were La Tra-

viata with Placido Domingo and
Teresa Stratas and 'Horowitz in
London,' " says Alison Ames. She
had seen the Traviata film in a
movie theater and knew the Horo-
witz concert from RCA Records,
but in some ways she preferred both
programs in home video.

"In the theater some of the Tray:-
ata performances seemed over-
blown, but they were just right on
the smaller screen. Both Stratas and
Domingo were superb. The Horo-
witz concert may not have been his
greatest performance as a pianist,
but video offers a very interesting
opportunity to watch this canny old
entertainer work his charm on the
audience-and on me.

"The sound on the Horowitz cas-
sette is clear, sharp, and wonderful.
It's very well done. Unfortunately.
the sound on the Traviata is quite
disappointing. If I can be excused
for promoting my own company,
I'd like to say that sonically the
soundtrack-on both film and vid-
eo-is far inferior to the Deutsche

Grammophon recording of Travia-
ta, which coincidentally also stars
Placido Domingo."

Ms. Ames's job requires that she
spend many evenings at the opera
or at concerts, but a VCR makes it
possible for her to keep up with
film, an art form she enjoys a great
deal. "When I do get a free evening,
I don't have the patience to stand in
line for a movie, so I rent a couple at
Tower Video on the way home. I'm
not up for buying many new mov-
ies. You take too many chances. For
example, The Big Chill is beloved of
Yuppies, but I hated it and was glad
I'd spent only $2.50 to rent it."

Classic movies are something
else, however, and Ms. Ames is
building a collection that includes
such things as The African Queen,
All About Eve, and Death on the
Nile. Recent acquisitions are Rainer
Werner Fassbinder's Despair and
Woody Allen's Zelig. "I don't care
for Allen as a rule," she says, "but I
liked him in this picture, which I
found subtle and entertaining.
Technically it's very well done."

Instead of taping movies off the
air, she prefers the commercial
product because the quality is so
much better. She uses taping off the
air toward completing her library of
the TV series The Honeymooners
("I'm about half way there") and for
timeshifting broadcast concerts
("Few are interesting enough to
keep for second viewings").

Ms. Ames does not yet have a vid-
eo -disc player. "Space is limited in
New York apartments," she says,
"and I'm waiting for a machine that
will earn its keep by playing both
Compact Discs and video discs."

Her next software purchase will
probably be the movie Jules et Jim,
a collaboration between the actor
Oskar Werner and director Francois
Truffaut, both of whom died recent-
ly. "I'm curious about the sound on
Video Arts International's movie of
Rosenkavalier conducted by Her-
bert von Karajan. It won't be as
good as the sound of his new DG
recording of that opera, of course,
but VAI thinks it's good enough to
release in Beta Hi-Fi. What I really
long for in video is Karajan's film of
Madama Butterfly with Mirella Fre-
ni and Domingo. I can't wait to get
my eyes on that-and my ears
too." William Livingstone
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Discs and tapes
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash
Mark Peel
Peter Reilly
Steve SinieIs

MUSIC

reviewed by

.-mummmir
THE ANIMALS: Rip It to Shreds/
Greatest Hits Live! The Animals (vo-
cals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. It's Too Late; House of the Rising
Sun; It's My Life; Don't Bring Me
Down; and six others. IRS SP 70043
$8.98, ©CS 70043 $8.98.

Performance: Uninspired
Recording: Sloppy

Friends of mine who made it to the
1983 concerts by the temporarily re-
united Animals came back raving, but
on the basis of "Rip It to Shreds" it's
hard to understand why. Mostly this
seems like halfhearted stuff. The occa-
sional updates of the arrangements are
pointless, lead singer Eric Burdon
shouts too much, and the band general-
ly sounds weak in the knees. It's only
fair to say, however, that this is a lousy
live recording job-over-echoey and
under-miked (guitarist Hilton Valen-
tine's parts could have been phoned
in)-so it's at least possible that the
group was as exciting as my pals seemed
to think. Or maybe you just had to be
there. In any case, even if you're an Ani-
mals fan from way back, I'd pass on this
particular party. S.S.

BAD MANNERS: Forging Ahead (see
Best of the Month, page 68)

CHARLES COCHRAN: Haunted
Heart. Charles Cochran (vocals); Rich-
ard Rodney Bennett (piano); Steve La -
Spina (bass); Teddy Tedesco (drums).
Street of Dreams; Make Me Rainbows; I
Love You Again; Maybe September; Our
Love Rolls On; and seven others. Au-
DIOPHILE AP 177 $7.98 (from Audio-
phile Records, 3008 Wadsworth Mill
Place, Atlanta, Ga. 30032).

Performance: Expertly stylish
Recording: Good

Charles Cochran is a new name to me,
but it is obvious that he's been around
the business for a while. The kind of
intelligent, direct, and graceful singing
on this album doesn't just happen. It is

Explanation of symbols:

0 = Digital -master analog LP
C) = Stereo cassette
po = Digital Compact Disc
e = Monophonic recording

TALKING
HEADS LIVE

N. one needs to tell head Head
David Byrne to "Stop Mak-
ing Sense," which is the title
of a new concert film by the

Talking Heads and also of the group's
second live album. Byrne is as bizarre
and energized as ever. During the
"event," he gives himself up to a series
of elaborate dances (a "duck dance," a
"jogging dance," a "knock-knee dance,"
a "wiggle dance," and so on) that are
blocked and timed with Broadway pre-
cision. He also wears a very large, stiff
white suit. Maybe it's a spoof on Gior-
gio Armani, I don't know.

Now, maybe you're getting a little
tired of this kind of gratuitous oddity
from the New Wave, but in this case,
believe me, it won't matter: "Stop Mak-

,nc ing Sense" happens to be a great live
performance. The recording is sharp
and close up, the playing intense, even

...... inspired. Byrne's vocals are characteris-
tically mannered, but then it wouldn't
be the Talking Heads if they weren't.

6 The song selection is wide ranging (all
,Er4 the Heads' albums are represented), yet
t the record manages to achieve a consist -
:co ent, unified feel. I think we could have

done without one more version of Take
Me to the River, but electrifying ver-
sions of Swamp, Slippery People, and
Burning Down the House more than
make up for that.

Jerry Harrison's keyboard playing
shoulders a terrific amount of the music
with virtuosic ease, and the arrange-
ments are given extra muscle by the
addition of Bernie Worrel on key-
boards. Alex Weir on guitar, and Steve
Scales on percussion. The seemingly
ubiquitous Scales, in particular, gives
the music real bite.

So forget the big white suit and
Bryne's contrived weirdness. "Stop
Making Sense" makes all the sense good
rock-and-roll has to make. It rocks.

Mark Peel

TALKING HEADS: Stop Making
Sense. David Byrne (vocals, guitar);
Chris Frantz (drums, vocals); Tina
Weymouth (bass, vocals); Jerry Harri-
son (guitar, keyboards, vocals); other
musicians. Psycho Killer; Swamp; Slip-
pery People; Burning Down the House;
Girlfriend Is Better; Once in a Lifetime;
What a Day That Was; Life During
Wartime; Take Me to the River. SIRE
25121-I $8.98, @ 25121-4 $8.98.

David Byrne:
as bizarre as ever
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the result of someone's studying and
learning his craft to near perfection and
then being able to relax within that
knowledge and concentrate on commu-
nicating, lightly and deftly. The best
example of this approach would have to
be Fred Astaire. Cochran's own song, I
Love You Again, is of particular inter-
est, but there isn't anything here that
isn't performed with enormous style
and taste. More, please. P.R.

PLACIDO DOMINGO: Always in My
Heart (Siempre en mi corazon). Placido
Domingo (tenor); Royal Philharmonic

Orchestra, Lee Holdridge cond. Sibon-
ay; Noche azul; Maria La 0; La com-
parsa; Siempre en mi corazon; and five
others. CBS FM 38828, © FMT 38828,
(§) MK 38828, no list price.

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Overdone

This recording by Placido Domingo is a
major disappointment, at least for me.
I've always been an admirer of Domin-
go and equally an admirer of Ernesto
Lecuona's music. Unfortunately, this
album serves neither of them well. Milt
Okun's production is garish, Lee Hol-

How To Improve A Winner:
The NAD 7155 Receiver,

We started with a winner: the NAD 7140. Heralded as one of the
finest receivers ever, this is the product Stereo Review ca/led
"unmatched at its price."

Using the 7140 as a foundation, NAD added a newly designed
phono preamp with 107 dB of dynamic range and independent
listen and record selectors. We then increased the power and
current delivery by more than 40%, resulting in peak power
output in excess of 110 watts per channel.

We packaged this formidable amplifier section with the cir-
cuitry of our separate 4155 tuner, which Len Feldman of Audio
magazine has described as "outperforming competing products
costing much, much more." The result is the new NAD 7155
Receiver - another winning combination from NAD.

As our toughest critic, you are invited to visit your local NAD
dealer and audition the 7155 for yourself. We're sure you will give
it a rave review.

For more mformation on the NAD 7155 and a list of dealers, send us the coupon below.

NAD
NAME
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CITY STATE ZIP

NAD (USA), INC., 676 Canton Street, Norwood, MA 02062

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 855
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dridge's arrangements are needlessly
gimmicky and elaborate, and Domingo
sings this insinuating, melody -drenched
repertoire as if he were in training for
his recent appearances in Lohengrin.
The only really satisfactory Lecuona re-
cording I've ever heard remains the
composer's piano run-through of sev-
eral of his songs on an ancient RCA
release. P.R.

MARK GRAY: Magic. Mark Gray (vo-
cals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. /t Ain't Real (If It Ain't You);
Wounded Hearts; Lean on Me; 'Til the
Heartache Is Over; Left Side of the Bed:
If All the Magic Is Gone; and four oth-
ers. COLUMBIA B6C 39143, © B6T
39143, no list price.

Performance: Sleep -provoking
Recording: Okay

Mark Gray is a former member of Exile
who left because he wanted to be a solo
performer. Judging from this album, I'd
say Gray apparently sees himself as a
sort of blue-eyed soul brother, but his
voice isn't very natural -sounding, and it
has artificialities and colorations all
through it. Like Exile, Gray comes from
a copy -band background, but unlike his
old pals, he hasn't moved much from it.
Gray was the co -writer (with Exile's
J. P. Pennington) of Alabama's big hits,
"Take Me Down" and "The Closer You
Get." But his lyrics on this album are so
predictable that you can easily guess the
next line. And as for the interpretations,
well, he does nothing for Bill Withers's
Lean on Me. He does hit all the notes
squarely, but that's about the only thing
that rings true on this debut LP. Other-
wise, "Magic" sounds more like sleight-
of-hand. A.N.

TOM T. HALL: Natural Dreams. Tom
T. Hall (vocals); instrumental and vocal
accompaniment. Famous in Missouri;
Before Jessie Died; They Captured the
Outlaw Last Night; P.S. I Love You;
Brand New Bartender; I See; and four
others. MERCURY 822 425-I $8.98, ©
822 425-4 $8.98.

Performance: Laconic
Recording: Very good

There's something reassuring about
most of Tom T. Hall's albums. Maybe
it's the authoritative timbre of his cor-
duroy -smooth baritone, or the familiar-
ity of the dobro and the jingle -jangle
guitar. The thing is, such amenities-
combined with Hall's folksy, yet novel-
istic observations of life-tend to ob-
scure the occasions when Hall is just
bluffing. First, you're disarmed by the
now -I'm -going -to -tell -you -a -story tone,
and then by affecting word portraits ("A
little dog on the side of the road/Long
been dead and long been cold"). But
when you start adding up the plots and
the actual stories here, you come up
with pretty slim pickings.

Every album doesn't have to be a full
harvest, of course, but Hall's also start-
ing to run the risk of formula on his
albums-a couple of sensitive, forgot-



ten -character songs, a song about get-
ting drunk, and at least one or two iro-
ny -filled social -commentary tunes.
Even when he's only running at half -
speed, though, Tom T. is far more fasci-
nating than most. And that dog image
sure gets stuck in your mind. .4.N.

CHRIS HILLMAN: Desert Rose.
Chris Hillman (vocals, guitar, mando-
lin); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Why You Been Gone So
Long; Somebody's Back in Town;
Rough and Rowdy Ways; Running the
Roadblocks; and six others. SUGAR HILL
SH-3743 $8.98, © SH-C-3743 $8.98.

Performance: Sweet and simple
Recording: Good

On first listening, Chris Hillman's
"Desert Rose" sounds like a picker's
album without much picking. The pres-
ence of such sidemen as Byron Berline
on fiddle, Glen D. Hardin on piano,
and James Burton on guitar suggests
long -stretch, showcase solos, but as on
his last album, "Morning Sky," Hill-
man opts for ensemble sound most of
the time, keeping the flash to a mini-
mum. The record could have used a lit-
tle more passion and raw energy, I

think, but in the long run Hillman prob-
ably made the right choice, considering
his mission-preserving the flavor and
the authenticity of the old style through
a contemporary blend of country, coun-
try/rock, and bluegrass. Overall, "Des-
ert Rose" is a thoroughly satisfying mix
of country and bluegrass classics and
modern tunes done up in offshoot
styles. The instrumental riffs don't
stand out quite as much as I'd like, and
the vocals are a little too far back to suit
me, but this is still a honey of an album,
the musical equivalent of bluebird wine
on a warm afternoon. A.N.

HUSKER DU: Zen Arcade. Husker Du
(vocals and instrumentals). Something I
Learned Today; Broken Home, Broken
Heart; Never Talking to You Again;
Chartered Trips; Dreams Reoccurring;
Indecision Time; Hare Krsna; Beyond
the Threshold; and fifteen others. SST
027 two discs $10.

Performance: Mostly compelling
Recording: Okay

Husker Du has developed a reputation
as the thinking person's hard-core band,
and after listening to "Zen Arcade,"
which for sheer ambition and variety
recalls nothing so much as the Beatles'
"White Album" (without sounding like
it, of course), it's fairly obvious why. A
lyrically bitter, instrumentally stunning
collection of songs ranging from the
political to the personal, the album is a
genuine tour de force.

I'm unconvinced by the concluding
track here, a fourteen -minute instru-
mental that makes suitably industrial -
strength noises but verges on Maha-
vishnu Orchestra territory, and the al-
bum's no-nonsense (read: cheapo) pro-
duction comes off more as an affecta-
tion than a valid aesthetic or political

decision. Still, there's an astonishing
amount of superior music here, and like
the early Clash, which this stuff also in
some way resembles, most of it should
have a genuinely cleansing effect on
ears polluted by the pabulum currently
dominating the American airwaves.
Passionate, raucous, great stuff, and
highly recommended. S.S.

JEFFERSON STARSHIP: Nuclear
Furniture. Jefferson Starship (vocals
and instrumentals). Layin' It on the
Line; No Way Out; Sorry Me, Sorry
You; Live and Let Live; Connection;

and six others. GRUNT BXLI-4971
$8.98, BXKI-4971 $8.98.

Performance: Pretty good
Recording: Very good

Nearly twenty years after forming the
Jefferson Airplane, Paul Kantner re-
mains one of rock's great cranks, a fiery
orator and passionate promoter of so-
cial and political upheaval. If his partic-
ular brand of proselytizing seems dated,
all the more reason that I'm glad he's
still around. "Nuclear Furniture" is by
no means a great album. It is, in fact,
quite standard, heavy-metal fare, a di -
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IS SOMETHING MISSING
FROM YOUR LIFE?

1'414114110M -

If performance audio equipment stereo system.

is important to you, it stands to There simply isn't enough room

reason that you're probably fussy here to detail Henry Kloss' develop -

about your video components. ments over 15 years that resulted in
Especially with all the video options Novabeam TV, the state-of-the-art in
available these days from tapes to projection television. It's something

cable TV. you're got to see for yourself. And
So why are you still watching you won't know what you're missing

your tiny TV? You're missing out on until you do.

the most incredible television viewing For complete information

experience ever. Novabeam television. (including specific installation details

It's so exciting and involving, you'll on over 20 Novabeam variations) and

feel like a participant in whatever the name of your nearest Novabeam
you're watching, instead of just an dealer, call the toll -free number listed

observer. below. Or write Kloss Video Corpor-

And if it's quality you're after, ation, 640 Memorial Drive, Cambridge,

you won't find a better picture. It's MA 02139.

what Video Review magazine called
"by far the most impressive projec-
tion TV we have ever seen." For
matching sound, all Novabeam
monitors hook up easily to your WHAT TELEVISION SHOULD HAVE BEEN ALL ALONG.
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"...the equal of any power amplifier in transparency,
focus and smoothness and, of course, far ahead of
any other we tested in sheer gut -shaking power and
dynamic range. We especially enjoy hearing spatial
detail, instrumental definition and completely natural
dynamics on familiar records to a degree we did not
know was extractable from the grooves when we lis-
tened through lesser amplifiers. At this level of sonic
performance, the astoundingly small size and cool
operation of the M -15t become the icing on the cake,
rather than the main attraction."
Peter Aczel The Audio Critic Winter 1982-83

Recent advances in analog and digital disc recording
technology have made source material with full, real -
life dynamic range a reality.

But, if you want to hear this improvement in sound
quality, your high fidelity system must include an
amplifier fully capable of reproducing all of the music ...
the CARVER M -1.5t Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.

350 watts rms/chan. into 8 ohms, 20-20 kHz with
less than 0.5% THD. And most importantly, the
rating that is musically significant: 600 watts/
chan. Long -Time -Period Reserve Power with 750
watts/chan. Dynamic Headroom. Weight: 16 lbs.
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For more information please write to.
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rection the Starship has followed for
nearly ten years behind the histrionic
guitar of Craig Chaquico. This version
of the Starship also features European
synthesizer maven Peter Wolf, who
contributes a couple of forgettable songs
but some powerful, end -of -the -world
electronic fireworks.

"Nuclear Furniture" aims to be a
polemic against nuclear weapons, but
every time Kantner and Grace Slick
warm up to their subject, along comes
Chaquico or Pete Sears to dowse it in
some pedestrian, heavy-metal paean to
love. Given half a chance-or a whole
side-this could have been another
"Blows Against the Empire." As it is,
there are still some incendiary mo-
ments, especially on side two, much of
which traces the entwined tales of man's
nuclear destruction and of a woman
named Rose, who seems to be part
flesh -and -blood heroine and part a sym-
bol of the human will to survive. It's
more convincing than I would have
thought possible from the Starship and
carried off with the anarchistic bra-
vado-shouting, sloganeering, obsceni-
ties-that marked earlier diatribes like
"Blows" and "Volunteers."

Unfortunately, most of side one and
big chunks of side two are given over to
the heavy-metal part of the show and,
as such, can pretty much be written off.
Still, how telling now to hear the Star-
ship do a song, No Way Out, a guilty
admission of infidelity that implies real
despair and contrition, and then re-
member the skewed morality of Triad
from "Crown of Creation" ("Why can't
we go on living as three?"). Which goes
to show that not only have the Star -
ship's political values survived pretty
much intact, their moral ones actually
seem to be improving. M.P.

BARBARA MANDRELL & LEE
GREENWOOD: Meant for Each Oth-
er. Barbara Mandrell and Lee Green-
wood (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. To Me; I'll Never Slop
Loving You; We're a Perfect Match; It
Should Have Been Love By Now; Soft
Shoulder; Held Over; and four others.
MCA MCA -5477 $7.98, MCAC-5477
$7.98.

Performance: Energized
Recording: Good

Lately, record company executives have
been putting duet teams together faster
than Chicagoans have been buying lot-
tery tickets, so it's not surprising that
Barbara Mandrel! and Lee Greenwood
have decided they're "meant for each
other." Oddly enough, as a duet team
they probably are. Greenwood may be a
newcomer next to the veteran Mandrel!,
but as an entertainer he's really her
male counterpart. They both have an
inherent huskiness to their voices, and
in concert both performers beam a
souped -up kind of energy, of the sort
transferred to their performances here.

I imagine the egos involved were so
big that the two singers had trouble fit-
ting into the recording booth, but what -CIRCLE NO 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 859



ever it took to make it, this is a fairly
good, very commercial album. Man-
drell and Greenwood aren't exactly in
competition here, but neither of them is
about to let the other get the upper
hand. Overall, "Meant for Each Other"
turns out to be something extra, and
quite possibly an award winner in next
year's CMA awards. A.N.

BOB MARLEY AND THE WAIL-
ERS: Legend. Bob Marley and the
Wailers (vocals and instrumentals). Is
This Love; No Woman No Cry; Could
You Be Loved; Three Little Birds; Buffa-
lo Soldier; I Shot the Sheriff Exodus;
and seven others. ISLAND 90169-1
$12.98, © 90169-4 $12.98.

Performance: Classic
Recording: Good

I don't envy the person who has to put
together the "best" of anybody, espe-
cially someone like Bob Marley, whose
career spanned more than a decade. But
if I were putting together such a collec-
tion, this isn't the one I would have
chosen. There are fourteen songs-in
itself an indication of how hard it was to
keep this project on a single disc-but
five are from "Exodus," by no means
Marley's best record, and there are none
from what arguably was his best, "Natty
Dread." (The version of No Woman,
No Cry is from "Live.") Two other
songs-Stir It Up and I Shot the Sher-
iff-were popularized by other artists
(Johnny Nash and Eric Clapton, respec-
tively). Altogether, I think the collection
could have used a little more politics
and a little less romance. M.P.

HAROLD MELVIN AND THE
BLUE NOTES: Talk It Up (Tell Every-
body). Harold Melvin and the Blue
Notes (vocals); instrumental accom-
paniment. Don't Give Me Up; I Really
Love You; I Can't Let Go; This Is the
Love; and four others PHILLY WORLD
90187-1 $8.98, © 90187-4 $8.98.

Performance: Shallow
Recording: Very good

Harold Melvin is generally acknow-
ledged to be the man who first peppered
the acts of singing groups with dance
routines. He formed the nucleus of the
Blue Notes in the late Fifties, but the
group did not really catch on until the
pre -dawn of the disco era, the early Sev-
enties. "Talk It Up" bears witness to the
durability of the group that spawned
Teddy Pendergrass, but it lacks the
excitement of earlier productions. Still,
sentimental fool that I am, I find it hard
to resist repeated plays of Time Be My
Lover and What We Both Need (Is
Love), the two real tear-jerkers in this
album. C.A.

YOKO ONO: Every Man Has a Wom-
an. John Lennon, Harry Nilsson, Eddie
Money, Rosanne Cash, Roberta Flack,
others (vocals and instrumentals).
Every Man Has a Woman Who Loves
Him; Silver Horse; I'm Moving On; No-
body Sees Me Like You Do; Goodbye
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Sadness; and seven others. POLYDOR
823 489-1 $8.98, © 823 489-4 $8.98.

Performance: Pointless
Recording: Okay

Yoko Ono's inadequacies as a songwrit-
er are so deep and intractable that not
even the combined forces assembled for
"Every Man Has a Woman" can sustain
the illusion that she has any business in
a recording studio. Ono's music goes
beyond primitivism to simple-minded-
ness. It is droning, aimless, and just
plain ugly. Her lyrics are as banal and
awkward as poems in a high-school lit-

erary magazine. Even an adolescent
could be expected to do better than
"Today is the first day of the rest of
your life," yet, incredibly, there it is, in
Wake Up. Indeed, Yoko's most persis-
tent theme is "Get out of bed," a call to
action so mundane and spiritless that
you can easily believe that getting out of
bed is a major problem in the Ono
household.

Words and music both suffer from
Ono's remarkably short attention span.
Silver Horse, for instance, begins as
greeting -card self-analysis, wanders into
a fairy tale that goes absolutely no -
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where, and winds up with the resound-
ingly inconclusive and unjustified "And
that's the story of a dreamer." No, that's
the story of an undisciplined mind that
can't complete a thought. M.P.

RED ROCKERS: Schizophrenic Cir-
cus. Red Rockers (vocals and instru-
mentals); Ralph Shuckett (organ); other
musicians. Just Like You; Blood from a
Stone: Shades of '45; Another Day; and
five others. COLUMBIA BFC 39281, ©
BFT 39281, no list price.

Performance: One great track
Recording: Suitably big

This is a modest little album by a band
that, in Winston Churchill's phrase, has
much to be modest about. A perfectly
respectable but essentially faceless
melange of everything from the Who to
the Clash to the (gasp) Grass Roots, it's
been beautifully produced by Rick
Chertoff but fails to make much of an
impression. There are two notable ex-
ceptions: Burning Bridges, which con-
tains the ultimate trite Sixties rhyme
("change" and "rearrange") and thus
earns points for nerve, and an absolute-
ly astonishing remake of Eve of Destruc-
tion, a song I had never dreamed could
be anything more than low-grade period
camp. Here, however, with ringing gui-
tars and haunting vocals, it sounds like
the apotheosis of every great single the
Byrds ever made, and I could listen to it
forever. S.S.

RICKY SKAGGS: Country Boy. Ricky
Skaggs (vocals, guitars, mandolin, fid-
dles); instrumental and vocal accom-
paniment. Country Boy; Something in
My Heart; Patiently Waiting; Two
Highways; Wheel floss; Rendezvous;
and three others. Eric FE 39410, C)FET
39410, no list price.

Performance: Energetic
Recording: Good

While Ricky Skaggs's last album,
"Don't Cheat in Our Hometown," re-
flected his strong bluegrass background,
his new LP, "Country Boy," almost
shouts its musical orientation in the
title. "Country Boy" doesn't disavow
Skaggs's bluegrass heritage (Bill Monroe
joins him on mandolin for a train -stop-
ping version of Monroe's Wheel floss),
but it is definitely played down in favor
of the beehive -hairdo side of country
music, as were Skaggs's first two Epic
albums when he was trying to get a toe-
hold in the country market.

As an album, though, or as just good
rural music, Skaggs's new LP suffers not
in the least. In fact, it is, as expected, a
delightful, high-energy sampler of what
smart country music can sound like-
just old -fashioned -style country music
delivered by one of the most dignified
backwoods musicians going and ac-
cented by some of the most imaginative
and deft pickers in the business. Bruce
Bouton's steel playing on Baby, I'm in
Love with You, for example, and Gary
Smith's piano -noodling on I'm Ready
to Go are pure, unadulterated joy. A.N.
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This latest version contains everything you need to
get the fullest, most realistic reproduction from
your stereo equipment. You can actually perform
complete stereo system checkup by ear alone.
A test lab in a record jacket

Employing the most advanced recording, master-
ing, and pressing techniques, the Stereo Review
SRT14-A is produced to strict laboratory standards.
Engraved in its grooves are a series of precisely
recorded test tones, frequency sweeps, and pink
noise signals that enable you to accurately analyze
and check your stereo system for:
 Frequency response.  Wow and flutter.
 Stereo separation.  Optimum speaker
 Cartridge tracking placement.

ability Cartridge Tracking
balance. Force Anti -skating. Channel

 Hum and noise.  Musical Instrument
Including turntable Tuning Standards, and
rumble. more . . much more.

Step-by-step instructions
Included with SRT14-A is a detailed Instruction

manual, complete with charts, tables, and dia-
grams. It explains the significance of each test. It
tells you what to listen for. It clearly describes
any abberations in system response. And it details
corrective procedures.

For professionals too
Included on the record are a series of tests that

call for the use of sophisticated measuring instru-
ments, such as oscilloscopes, chart recorders, and
distortion analyzers. These tests permit the ad-
vanced audiophile and professional to make precise
measurements of transient response, recorded sig-
nal velocity, anti -skating compensation, IM distor-
tion, and a host of other performance characteristics.

SRTI4-A record contents
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING. HIGH FREQUENCY
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20 kHz to 25 Hz
 SEPARATION. LEFT -TO -RIGHT / RIGHT -TO -LEFT
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, LOW FREQUENCY
 CHANNEL BALANCE  LOW -FREQUENCY NOISE
 TURNTABLE FLUTTER  TONE -BURST
 CARTRIDGE AND SPEAKER PHASING
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 TO 20.000

Hz, LEFT AND RIGHT CHANNEL
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION

 ANTI -SKATING ADJUSTMENT
1000 -Hz REFERENCE TONES

 FLUTTER AND SPEED ACCURACY
 STEREO SPREAD  CHROMATIC OCTAVE
 STANDARD "A"  GUITAR TUNING TONES

The tinI step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system.
Make the SRT14-A your next record purchase. Just
complete the coupon and mall it along with your
remittance .. today!

CHARGE ORDERS-tor your convonlonco
PHONE TOLL FREE 800-526-0790.
IN NEW JERSEY ONLY 201-540-0445.

Test Record, Dept 30013
CN 1914. Morristown. NJ 07960

Please send SRT14-A Stereo Test Records
0 $9.95 each (S11 95 outside U S A )

Enclosed is
0 CHARGE 0 Visa

0 MasterCard
0 American Express

Account tl Exp Date
Signature

Print Name

Address

City/State/Zip

'Residents of CA. CO, CT. DC, FL. IL. MA. MI, MO, NJ and NY
\...State add applicable sales tax



VIDEO

HEIFETZ/PIATIGORSKY. Wien-
iawski: Polonaise. Gluck: Melodic. An-
ton Rubinstein: Romance. Prokofiev:
Romeo and Juliet: Masques. Other se-
lections. Jascha Heifetz (violin); Gregor
Piatigorsky (cello). KULTUR V 1101
VHS and Beta $59.95 (from Kultur,
1340 Ocean Ave., Sea Bright, N.J.
07760).

Performance: Curious
Recording: Period black and white

"Heifetz/Piatigorsky" combines several
black -and -white films from the late For-
ties and early Fifties. The first alternates
between Heifetz rehearsing, perform-
ing, and doing such mundane chores as
changing a tire; the second has him and
piano accompanist Emanuel Bay play-
ing Wieniawski's Scherzo-Tarantelle
and one of Paganini's Caprices in con-
cert A third features Heifetz and Bay in
an impromptu recital that forms the
major body of music on this release:
compositions by Brahms, Wieniawski,
Gluck, Prokofiev, and Mendelssohn,
concluding with the bravura Nora Stac-
cato. The film devoted to cellist Gregor
Piatigorsky has a perfectly awful story -
line designed to accommodate several
musical selectionsby Bach, Chopin,
ProKofiev, Tchaikovsky, and others-
that save this part of the release from
total disaster. C.A.

RUBINSTEIN. Chopin: Waltz in C -
sharp Minor; Polonaise in A Major;
Polonaise in A -flat Major. Mendels-

sohn: Trio in D Minor. Other selections.
Arthur Rubinstein (piano); with Jascha
Heifetz (violin) and Gregor Piatigorsky
(cello) in Trio. KULTUR V1102 VHS
and Beta $59.95 (from Kultur, 1340
Ocean Ave., Sea Bright, N.J. 07760).

Performance: Dated, but . .

Recording: Period black and white

This ninety -minute collection of three
films is at times unintentionally hilar-
ious. No date is given, but they were
clearly made thirty or forty years ago,
when makers of commercial short films
seemed to aim their work at simpletons.
You'll love the scene where Arthur Ru-
binstein is approached by a film execu-
tive who wants to make the very footage
you see here. And who can forget the
dramatic moment when the man hired
to write the film throws his script on
Rubinstein's floor because he suddenly
realizes that no script is needed? Unfor-
tunately, his realization is but a part of a
particularly awkward script that wasn't
discarded on the floor.

So what are we left with? A lot of fine,
if somewhat hackneyed music in a
charmingly dated setting, making this
more of a historical oddity than a
musical experience. I love it. C.A.

DONNA SUMMER: A Hot Summer
Night with Donna. Donna Summer (vo-
cals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. MacArthur Park; Love Is in
Control (Finger on the Trigger); Uncon-
ditional Love; Romeo; Don't Cry for Me
Argentina; On the Radio; Forgive Me;
and eight others. PIONEER ARTISTS La-
serDisc EP PA -84-083 $24.95.

Performance: Slick
Recording: Excellent

Originally broadcast on HBO, this 1983
concert finds the Disco Diva in average
form, running through a selection of her
hits with somewhat less enthusiasm
than you or 1 might give to dramatic
readings from our tax returns. The
package does, however, confirm that

Summer is now a certifiable Star, in the
Ross/Streisand sense, which doubtless
has something to do with the overpow-
ering miasma of Big -Time Show Biz
that hangs over this disc like a shroud.
Yes, Summer's a great singer, and yes,
she's capable (on record, at least) of
making emotionally involving music.
But here she seems much more inter-
ested in her costume changes than in
the songs she's singing.

Some relief is offered by Musical
Youth (reggae's answer to the original
Jackson Five), but "A Hot Summer
Night" is mostly just the usual Las
Vegas Wax Museum stuff masquer-
ading as entertainment. L.M.

TWISTED SISTER: Stay Hungry.
Twisted Sister (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Introduction; The Kids Are Back;
We're Not Gonna Take It; I Wanna
Rock; Under the Blade; and seven oth-
ers. PIONEER ARTISTS LaserDisc EP PA -
84 -093 $24.95.

Performance: Silly
Recording: Fine

Yet another made -for -MTV rock con-
cert achieves home -video immortality.
This cultural event by Long Island
heavy-metal mavens Twisted Sister is
sure to gladden the hearts of teenage
headbangers everywhere. Splitting hairs
about the merits of heavy-metal bands
is, of course, an exercise in futility akin
to bailing out the English Channel with
a teaspoon, but in fairness to these guys,
it should be noted that their stuff is as
good as the genre gets. They're fine
players, with showmanship to burn,
and, on the basis of the staged videos
intercut with the live footage that forms
the bulk of "Stay Hungry," they have a
sense of humor.

The photography is nice, and the
LaserDisc sound is, as usual, terrific.
But, although the band goes through its
routines with genuine aplomb, this kind
of calculated adolescent silliness has
long since outlived its usefulness. L.M.

Full Ste,
Soungl

Only 3.3

Ounces!

/

New ATH-20 Stereophones
w,th

more sound -per-ounce than you

can imagine.
Enloy the full, r.ch

bass missing
from the ultra -

lights. With perscoalized
bass

damping
contro', to match

east- ear. Ounce-for -ounce the

best sound is at your Audio-

Technica
dealer now.

0, write

for latest catalog today.

ATH-20
$54.95

audio-technica
1221 Commerce

Dr. Stow.ON
L4224

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext 858
CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Parasound. A taste of the
new working class.

For three

years we've been

quietly redefining ideas
of value with a whole new class
of audio and autosound products.

A sparkling example: The ITd900, a fully
automatic direct -drive turntable v.iith 0.1° linear -
tracking accuracy. Priced under $200.

A great reason to celebrate.

Parasound. For people who pursue value. And when
you're savvy enough to spend less - to get more -

that's working class.

Parasound"
Parasound Products, Inc.

680 Beach Street, San Francisco

CA 94109 (415 ) 673-4546

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE B00-633-2252 Ext. 862
CIRCLE NO 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

McIntosh
STEREO CATALOG

and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In
addition you will receive an FM station directory that
covers all of North America.

SEND

TODAY!

r
McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

SR

STATE ZIP
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JAZZ

THE GEORGIA GRINDERS: A Tri-
bute to Roy Palmer. Jim Snyder (trom-
bone, vocals, whistle); the Georgia
Grinders. Nancy Jane; Sweet Feet; En-
durance Stomp; Tiger Moan; Dirty Doz-
en's Cousins; South African Blues;
Pleasure Mad; Shanghai Honeymoon;
and eight others. STOMP OFF S.O.S.
1068 $9.98 (from Stomp Off Records,
P.O. Box 342, Dept. L, York, Pa.
17405).

Performance: Echoes
Recording: Excellent

Chicago trombonist Roy Palmer never
became as well recognized as, say, Jack
Teagarden or Kid Ory, but no moldy fig
worth his or her copy of King Oliver's
"Zulu's Ball" hasn't heard and thrilled
at the sound of Palmer's earthy horn.

I won't say that I got the same thrill
from listening to the Georgia Grinder's
Stomp Off release, "A Tribute to Roy
Palmer," but it is nevertheless a skillful,
pleasant set of selections that are hardly
ever performed. The sound, as good as
you are ever likely to find on an analog
disc, is characteristic of this small, dedi-
cated label. C.A.

KEITH JARRETT: Changes. Keith
Jarrett (piano); Gary Peacock (bass);
Jack DeJohnette (drums). Flying;
Prism. ECM C.) 25007-1 $9.98, © 25007-
4 $9.98, 25007-2 $15.98.

Performance: Vocal pollution
Recording: Excellent

The phenomenal success of pianist
Keith Jarrett's solo improvisations
seems to have peaked, but the beat-or
lack of it-goes on. Actually, there is an
occasional beat to "Changes," a new
album in which Jarrett is joined by
bassist Gary Peacock and drummer
Jack DeJohnette. The music is fine, but
the extraneous noises generated by Jar-
rett, not unlike a pig's squeals, soon
become annoying. The album's thirty-
seven -minute running time is about a
half-hour short of a CD's capacity, so
some buyers of this format may feel
short-changed, but there is clear com-
pensation in the clean quality of the
sound. Well, nearly clean. The standard
vinyl issue just might obscure some of
Jarrett's sound effects. C.A.

CAROL LEIGH/JIM DAPOGNY: If
You Don't, I Know Who Will. Carol
Leigh (vocals); Jim Dapogny (piano).
Slow and Easy Man; St. Louis Gal; My
Papa Doesn't Two- Time No Time;
Adam and Eve Had the Blues; Sweet

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Man; He Likes It Slow; Changeable
Daddy of Mine; and six others. STOMP
OFF S.O.S. 1064 $9.98 (from Stomp Off
Records, P.O. Box 342, Dept. L, York,
Pa. 17405).

Performance: Considerate
Recording: Excellent

The so-called "classic" blues singers of
the Twenties recorded an enormous
amount of material in, roughly, a ten-
year period that began in 1921. It wasn't
all blues, and not every song was worth
repeating, but many a good tune has
lain more or less dormant since then. If
Carol Leigh and Jim Dapogny have
their way-as they do on "If You
Don't, I Know Who Will"-many of
these little gems will be polished up and
displayed again. This album blends the
truly obscure with material that has
been kept alive by the mere fact that
Bessie Smith recorded it, and there is
not a dull measure in the forty-three-

inute program. Leigh is appropriately
zesty, and Dapogny, who has done so
well with Jelly Roll Morton material,
p ays the way I wish Clarence Williams
had played when he accompanied the
likes of Bessie and Clara Smith. C.A.

JUNIOR MANCE/MARTIN RI-
VERA: For Dancers Only. Junior
Mance (piano); Martin Rivera (bass).
Summertime; Harlem Lullaby; Come

On Home; Prelude to a Kiss; Run 'Em
'Round; and two others. SACKVILLE
3031 $9 (from Sackville Recordings,
Box 87, Station J, Toronto. Ont.).

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

You don't hear much from pianist Ju-
nior Mance these days, at least not on
records, so this new Sackville release is
welcome. "For Dancers Only," on
which Mance teams up with bassist
Martin Rivera, shows the pianist off to
great advantage. His playing is still a
robust exercise in the ABC's of jazz, and
his blues -drenched Chicago background
remains an asset. To hear their tightly
interwoven collaboration on Summer-
time is to understand why Mance and
Martin have proved to be so durable.
Let's hope for more. C.A.

ABBEY LINCOLN: Talking to the
Sun. Abbey Lincoln (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. The Riv-
er; You're My Thrill; You and I; Prelude
(A Wedding Song); and three others.
ENJA 4060 $9.98.

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Very good

Abbey Lincoln claims full responsibility
for "Talking to the Sun," her latest
album. It is, she says, "finally my
music." I am sorry to hear that because

it is a rather boring set and, more than
any other I have heard, it reveals Lin-
coln's vocal limitations. You're My
Thrill becomes You're My Shrill, and
her own compositions are a disaster. I
wish Abbey Lincoln would concentrate
on her abundant acting talent or, at
least, have someone with greater objec-
tivity and musical taste supervise her
recordings. C.A.

OREGON. Oregon (instrumentals).
The Rapids; Beacon; Taos; Arianna;
and four others. ECM CO 23796-1 $9.98,
(§) 23796-4 $9.98, 23796-2 $15.98.

Performance: Delicate
Recording: Excellent

I have always found Oregon's music
pleasing, but it is not the kind of music
that sustains my interest for much more
than a half hour. Now this carefully exe-
cuted fusion of contemporary acousti-
cal jazz and chamber mood -music has
found its way onto a digitally recorded
Compact Disc, and the sound is, of
course, sensational. This quartet is the
perfect candidate for CD release, with
its little tinkles and all. And, since the
performance also happens to be one of
the group's finer sets, it can be enjoyed
equally in its black -vinyl edition. C.A.

JOE WILLIAMS: Nothin' but the
Blues (see Best of the Month, page 68)

Rave reviews for
the Micro -Ridge
Stylus.
"This time Shure has really come through...What
you get is...detail, especially at high frequencies.
There's a wonderful bloom around the music, and
it's natural, not hyped:' Stereophile Magazine

"The MR Stylus...should silence the nitpickers.
Highs are slightly more extended; bass is tighter,
better defined: distortion is lower; clarity is further
increased..." Sensible Sound Magazine

The world's toughest audio critics agree.
Our Shure Micro -Ridge Stylus Tip sets the
standard for distortion -free sound reproduction.
The MR Tip's revolutionary design gives it
uncanny tracing ability in your record groove.

The MR Tip is now available as an upgrade
replacement stylus for the Shure V15 Type III,
IV, and V cartridges. Dollar for dollar, there
is no more effective way to improve the per-
formance of your stereo system.

SHURE
You'll hear more from us.



KLIPSCH kg'' PICTURED ABOVE

One KLIPSCH® Method Of Getting Closer To Original Sound
It may surprise you that Paul

W. Klipsch, famed designer of KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers, seldom listens to records
or compact discs. But he listens to a
lot of music.

You see, Paul is one of the
few among us who truly practices
what he preaches. All of us know the
real purpose of stereo high fidelity is
to come as close as absolutely possible
to the original performance. "Store
bought" recordings are just a bit too
far removed from the original perfor-
mance for Paul.

So when he wants to seriously
listen and truly enjoy his music, he'll
most likely pull out a reel-to-reel
recording with dates, times and dia-

grams drawn all over the box.
He'll thread the machine and

turn it on. Then he'll move to his
favorite listening chair, sit and close
his eyes. The music, almost always
classical, will begin.

He will have personally re-
corded that music in one of America's
symphony halls. It will be the master
copy and only copy in the world.
And, in theory, it will be as close as
possible to the original performance.

Some describe Paul as an
eccentric. Others as a purist. Both
descriptions are reasonably accurate.
But neither is the real point.

Given that Paul Klipsch goes

to so much painstaking effort just to
have a recording to play, you can
imagine the effort that goes into the
design and making of the speakers
that bear his name.

Compare KLIPSCH Loudspeak-
ers to any others at any price and
you'll discover what a true value
KLIPSCH offers. To find your nearest
authorized KLIPSCH dealer, look in
the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

klipsch
A Legend In Sound:
P.O. Box 688  Hope, Arkansas 71801
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Richard Freed
David Hall
Stoddard Lincoln

BARTOK: Piano Concerto No. 1. Vla-
dimir Ashkenazy (piano); London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti
cond. Sonata for Two Pianos and Per-
cussion. Vladimir Ashkenazy, Vovka
Ashkenazy (pianos); David Corkhill,
Andrew Smith (percussion). LONDON 0
410 108-1 $11.98, 0 410 108-4 $1 1.98.

Performance: Stunning
Recording: Demonstration quality

A few years ago Vladimir Ashkenazy
and Georg Solti gave us a wonderful
record of Bartbk's Second and Third
Piano Concertos. Their cycle has now
been completed with an account of the
First that is on the same high level and
even more impressively recorded. In
comparing this performance with that
of Pollini and Abbado (DG 2530 901), I
found more steely brittleness and sheer
drive coming from the latter team,
more warmth and a greater sense of folk
roots from Ashkenazy and Solti, who
benefit from a digital recording that is
more vividly detailed and puts the
orchestra more fully in the picture.

Still more impressive, perhaps, is the
overside sonata, in which Ashkenazy is
joined by his son. Although Solti is not
listed as a participant in the perform-
ance of the sonata, he has contributed a
reminiscence of his own early perform-
ances of the work-first as page -turner
with Bartok and his wife as pianists and
Ernest Ansermet conducting, and later
as pianist with Geza Anda. In any case,
this performance is one of the strongest
the work has yet received, and it is
unarguably the most splendidly re-
corded. It is demonstration quality on
LP, and should be even more impres-
sive when it appears on CD. R.F.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in E-
MU Major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"). Cleve-
land Orchestra, Christoph von Doh-
nanyi cond. TELARC 0 DG- I 0090
$12.98; 0 CD -80090, no list price.

Performance: Fleet
Recording: True to life

When Christoph von Dohninyi, the
Cleveland Orchestra's new music direc-
tor, was on hand in the early fall of
1983, the Telarc team managed to slot

Explanation of symbols:
= Digital -master analog LP
= Stereo cassette

0 = Digital Compact Disc
0 = Monophonic recording

MEDEE: REVIVAL OF A MASTERPIECE

LTHOUGH
Lully has

justly
been

dubbed the "fa-
ther" of French
opera, his unfath-
erly monopoly
on the genre and
the fanatical per-
sonal cult he fos-
tered made it next to impossible for his
talented contemporaries to break into
the field. Upon his death in 1687, the
doors of the Royal Opera were finally
opened to other composers, and the sur-
pressed dramatic genius of Marc -
Antoine Charpentier came into full
flower with M&Ee, his only tragedie
lyrique.

Working with the librettist Thomas
Corneille, the talented younger brother
of the more famous Pierre, Charpentier
produced an opera that is the equal if
not the superior of any by Lully. But it
was coldly received by Lully's followers,
who considered it too Italianate, and it
quickly fell into oblivion. The superb
recording of this magnificent work by
William Christie and Les Arts Floris-
sants proves how mistaken Charpen-
tier's contemporaries were and affords
us the opportunity to savor its many
beauties for ourselves.

Les Arts Florissants is an ensemble of
experienced singers who are well versed
in the early French vocal style and a
group of instrumentalists who are
equally experienced in the playing of
early instruments. The result is a homo-
geneity of style and ensemble that is
often breathtaking.

On first hearing Jill Feldman's light
soprano voice in the title role, you won-
der how she will manage the fury of the
denouement, but she does. Without
forcing, she imbues the text with an
underlying passion that moves from
tenderness to rage in a slow, calculated
crescendo of hate. The high point of the
opera occurs in the last scenes of Act III,
where Med& laments her fate, plots her
cruel revenge, and invokes her demons.

Conductor William Christie

Equally remark-
able is Gilles Ra-
gon as Jason. His
voice is high and
supple, capable
of the tenderest
love scenes with
Creuse and snarl-
ing taunts to Me-
dee. Agnes Mel-
lon, as Creuse, is

sweetness and light, seemingly innocent
of the havoc she raises. Even the final
agony of her death is expressed in
whimpers rather than the shrieks one
would expect from being mortally
burned by a poisoned robe.

Rage and madness are left to Creon as
he is driven to suicide by Medee's
spells. Jacques Bona portrays this con-
niving villain with all the virility and
wiliness the part demands. The many
lesser parts are also well handled, espe-
cially Catherine Bagnalet's melting per-
formance of the Italian Air in the final
divertissement of Act II.

The many divertissements with their
dances and choral music are a repeated
delight, and the orchestra's perform-
ance of the "angry" music is the em-
bodiment of Baroque rage. The contin-
uo of theorbos and harpsichords sup-
ports the recitatives with constant in-
ventiveness. Finally, leader William
Christie deserves the utmost praise for
his tremendous work of editing and
bringing to life this masterpiece of the
French lyric theater. Charpentier's
Med& cries out to be staged. Nothing
could be more inspiring to that end than
this recording. Stoddard Lincoln

M. -A CHARPENTIER: Medic. Jill
Feldman (soprano), Medee; Jacques
Bona (bass), (Creon); Agnes Mellon (so-
prano), Creuse; Gilles Ragon (tenor),
Jason; Philippe Cantor (baritone), Or-
onte; Sophie Boutin (soprano), Nerine;
others. Les Arts Florissants, William
Christie cond. HARMONIA MUNDI HM
1139/41 three discs $35.94, HM
40.1139/41 three cassettes $35.94; 0
HM 90.1139/41 three CD's $51.
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ON
DL -110 AND DL -160
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES.

DENON USED HIGH OUTPUT vi
TO LOWER THE PRICE. '',//

To make the high performance of their
MC -Series Moving Coil cartridges highly affordable,
Denon took into account the other equipment in your system. Most
value -oriented electronics do not feature MC pre-preamp stages. The high
output of the DL -110 and DL -160 eliminates the need for costly head ur its
or transformers and are thus compatible with virtually all phono inputs.

Now, systems of all prices can benefit from Denon MC technology
(one -point suspension systems; two-piece tapered cantilever; cross -coil
armature and high density samarium cobalt magnet structure) to deliver
unprecedented accuracy and inner detail.

Denon products share more than name alone.

Denon America. Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield. New Jersey 07005

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 852
CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE

FRE
details

A DIFFERENT KIND

OF RECORD CLUB

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...

on every record and tape in print-
no "agree -to -purchase" oblication of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 20% TO 73%
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two days of recording at Severance
Hall for the Schubert Unfinished and
Beethoven's Eroica and Eighth Sym-
phonies. The Eroica was done on the
second day and seems to have benefited
from adjustments made on the basis of
playbacks from the earlier session.

For my taste, Dohnanyi's reading of
the Eroica falls just short of greatness.
The pacing throughout is essentially the
same as Toscanini's, but Dohnanyi fails
to bring to the opening movement the
pointing of crucial phrases and sharp-
ness of accent that made the Italian
maestro's interpretation so revelatory.
The music flows much too easily to
achieve its intrinsic heroic stature. Mat-
ters take a far better turn in the Mar-
cia funebre. The opening pages unfold
in an atmosphere of hushed eloquence,
and the later dramatic sequences are
brought into sharpest relief. The scher-
zo is beautifully paced, with the horns
in the trio sounding gorgeously brazen.
The very opening is marred, however,
by a slight but quite audible rhythmic
boggling in the strings as they set the
pulse. The finale goes with brilliance
and brio through its variation patterns,
and in the slow peroration Dohnanyi
achieves a true sense of summation.

Hearing the work uninterruptedly on
CD, I was impressed by the way the
recording captures the Severance Hall
acoustics. The ambience is a mite
plushy, but it provides impressive tran-
sient impact and tonal body. D.H.

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D Ma-
jor, Op. 77. Uto Ughi (violin); Philhar-
monia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch
cond. RCA 0 ARC1-5185 $12.98, C)
ARK1-5185 $12.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Among the eighteen or so readings of
the Brahms Violin Concerto currently
listed in Schwann, this one has very
much its own character. It lies chiefly in
the contrast between the lyrical, Italian -
ate tonal quality of the soloist and the
decidedly middle -European, Romantic
quality of the orchestral accompani-
ment. There is no fundamental incom-
patibility, but Uto Ughi's luminescent
fiddling is set in sharp relief against the
orchestral fabric.

Ughi displays his finest musicianship
in the most lyrical passages, such as in
the first -movement coda and through-
out the slow movement, which sounds
as achingly lovely here as I've heard it
anywhere. Not that he is lacking in vir-
tuoso fire: there is plenty of that in the
rugged episodes of the first movement
and in the dashing cadenzas.

As in the earlier RCA issues of his
Mendelssohn and Bruch concerto per-
formances, Ughi is spotlighted here by
the engineering, but not obtrusively so.
The Philharmonia's sound is properly
full-bodied and bright. D.H.

BRAHMS: Clarinet Trio in .4 Minor,
Op. 114; Horn Trio in E -flat Major, Op.
40. Peter Schmidl (clarinet); Gunter



Ho5gner (horn); Andras Schiff (piano);
Erich Binder (violin); Friedrich Dolezal
(cello). LONDON al 410 114-I $11.98, C)
410 114-4 $11.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Likewise

Five or six years ago Andras Schiff
recorded the Brahms viola sonatas with
Pal Lukacs for Hungaroton. This
launch of Schiff's chamber -music activ-
ity for London/Decca confirms the hap-
py affinity for Brahms suggested on that
earlier disc and encourages a hope for
further recordings with his present col-
leagues, who are members of the New
Vienna Octet and first -chair players in
the Philharmonic. While both of these
works have been given some distin-
guished presentations on records, I

don't think either of them has come
through more persuasively than here.
The performances themselves are
breathtakingly beautiful, in the most
truly Brahmsian sense, and the record-
ing is a model of clarity and balance. In
short, superb on every count. R.F.

COPLAND: Our Town, Three Pieces;
Rodeo. Four Episodes; Piano Varia-
tions; Four Piano Blues; Danz6n Cuba -
no. James Tocco (piano); Lukas Foss
(piano, in DanzOn). PRO ARTE CD PAD
183 $10.98, © PAC 183 $10.98.

Performance: Fluent
Recording: Excellent

S,nce only two titles-the Variations
and the Blues-are duplicated, this
package might be considered a sort of
supplement to Leo Smit's otherwise
definitive two -disc set of Copland's
"Complete Music for Solo Piano" on
CBS. James Tocco, who has already giv-
en us Bernstein's piano arrangement of
Copland's El Sal6n Mexico in his col-
lection of Bernstein's piano music on
Pro Arte, fills out a whole side here with
Copland's own transcriptions of other
familiar orchestral fare. No matter how
brilliantly played (and the playing here
has brilliance to burn), the Our Town
and Rodeo excerpts seem pale substi-
tutes for the well-known orchestral orig-
inals. The two -piano version of the
DanzOn Cubano, which happens to be
that work's original form, is given a per-
suasive reading with Lukas Foss on the
second instrument. The really lifelike
recording is further enhanced by the
superb DMM pressing.

More for piano fans than Copland
fans, I would think, but definitely first-
rate in every respect. R.F.

DEBUSSY: Chansons de Bilitis; Fetes
galantes. RAVEL: Histoires naturelles.
Jan DeGaetani (mezzo-soprano); Gil-
bert Kalish (piano). NONESUCH 78025-1
$8.98, © 78025-4 $8.98.

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Excellent

Jan DeGaetani and Gilbert Kalish are
noth consummate artists, and when the
two work together, focusing on a single
body of work, the result is perfection.
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French art songs, especially the songs of
Debussy and Ravel, require particular
awareness of style and exquisite tech-
nique, and this remarkable team has
both. Here is an album to cherish. S.L.

DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor.
Edita Gruberova (soprano), Lucia;
Kathleen Kuhlmann (mezzo-soprano),
Alisa; Alfredo Kraus (tenor), Edgardo;
Renato Bruson (baritone), Enrico; Rob-
ert Lloyd (bass), Raimondo; Bruno Laz-
zaretti (tenor), Normanno; Bonaventu-
ra Bottone (tenor), Arturo. Ambrosian
Opera Chorus and Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Nicola Rescigno cond. AN-
GEL 0 DSCX-395I three discs $35.98, C)
4D3X-395 I three cassettes $35.98.

Performance: Convincing
Recording: No-nonsense

Like Joan Sutherland, Edita Gruberova
possesses a voice of stronger, more dra-
matic quality than the average coloratu-
ra soprano, and she throttles it down
judiciously to achieve a degree of shad-
ing and an emotional palette that do not
come spontaneously with such an in-
strument. Unlike Sutherland, she enun-
ciates her lines in a forward enough
manner that one can usually under-
stand them, even though she is not a
native Italian.

In this recording, Gruberova offers a
middle -of -the road Lucia, neither flut-

tery nor unduly hefty. Though her voice
lacks natural softness and sweetness,
she is able to approximate these quali-
ties by using it with skill, intelligence,
and insight. The phrasing and rhythm
are consistently alive, and, over the long
haul, the interpretation is a very satisfy-
ing one.

Alfredo Kraus remains one of the
wonders of the tenor world. Stylish,
noble, and personable, he delivers an
Edgardo who is at once a romantic hero
and a musical paragon. The perform-
ance is close to the written text, with
none of the traditional cuts and few tra-
ditional liberties. Nor is the final scene
transposed down from the published
key. Renato Bruson, more comfortable
in be! canto repertoire than as a Verdi
baritone, spins out Enrico's lines with
haughty aplomb, and Robert Lloyd's
ample bass makes the most of the hypo-
critical Raimondo, showing how so self-
assured and pontifical a man can be a
menace.

Nicola Rescigno surpasses his usual
standard in pacing this performance,
which has an ebb and flow and an evoc-
ative orchestral color that vibrantly en-
liven the score. Nothing sounds per-
functory; the supporting cast is as com-
mitted and capable as the principals,
and the choral and orchestral forces
likewise enter into the spirit.

Though there is nothing flashy or sin-

gular about it, this Lucia is one of the
most solidly achieved and thoughtfully
inflected be! canto operas on records.
Angel -EMI's digital sound matches it
for ease and atmosphere.

John W. Freeman

HAYDN: Quartet in F Major, Op. 74,
No. 2; Quartet in G Minor, Op. 74, No.
3 ("Horseman"). Salomon String Quar-
tet. HYPERION 0 A66124 $13.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

The Salomon String Quartet is one of
the finest ensembles performing today.
Their keen sense of phrasing and their
sure tempos, use of rubato, and control
of dynamics bring a clarity and feeling
of warmth to whatever they play. The
fact that they perform on authentic
instruments only heightens their uner-
ring devotion to authentic style. True,
you must get used to the "white" sound
those instruments produce as well as
what seems like a lack of brilliance on
the part of the first violin, but once you
do you'll hear Haydn's music as he
would have heard it himself. Let us
hope the Salomons will record all of
these fabulous quartets. S.L.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 26, in D
Minor ("Lamentation'); No. 41, in C
Major; No. 43, in E -flat Major ("Mer-
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cury"); No. 44, in E Minor ("Trauer");
No. 48, in C Major ("Maria Theresa");
No. 52, in C Minor. L'Estro Armonico,
Derek Solomons cond. CBS 0 I3M
39040 three discs, C) I3T 39040 three
cassettes, no list price.

Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Splendid

Here's a wonderful album exploring
Haydn's Sturm and Drang period with
six powerful works that drive home the
master's forward -looking originality.
This is not the mellow old "Papa"
Haydn, but the titanic youth out to
change the world. Violinist Derek Solo-
mons leads a group of some twenty
musicians playing early instruments in
strongly profiled performances that re-
veal Haydn's mastery of form and de-
tail and re-create the somewhat spiny
sound of the eighteenth -century orches-
tra with its "white" strings, penetrating
woodwinds, and barking horns. Each
instrument is strongly timbred, contrib-
uting to a tonal fabric in which the
threads seem to pull in all directions
only to prove their strength. This is real,
no-nonsense Haydn, gruff, strong, and
fascinating under Solomon's skillful di-
rection. And the recorded sound is
absolutely first-rate. S. L.

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto
(see Best of the Month, page 65)

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3,
in A Minor, Op. 56 ("Scottish"); A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Overture,
Op. 21. Bavarian Radio Symphony Or-
chestra, Sir Colin Davis cond. ORFEO 0
S 089841 $13.98.

Performance: Impressive
Recording: Very good

The Mendelssohn Scottish Symphony
has not lacked for fine recorded per-
formances; I would single out those by
Karajan, Maag, and Bernstein from the
currently available crop. Also in the top
rank is the new one by Sir Colin Davis,
who more than anyone I have heard
thus far manages to bring something of
an epic dimension to the work.

The opening pages are treated virtual-
ly as ballad narrative, and this tone per-
sists throughout, reaching its apogee in
a singularly gripping reading of the slow
movement, followed by an Allegro guer-
riero that packs tremendous muscle.
The solemn processional epilogue that
concludes the work, and which is so
often pompously anticlimactic, comes
off here with utter conviction.

Davis recorded the overture and oth-
er excerpts from the Midsummer
Night's Dream incidental music with
the Boston Symphony back in 1976,
and that performance, paired with the
Italian Symphony, is still available on
Philips. His new digitally recorded ver-

sion offers the same measure of verve
and fantasy.

The recording as a whole is brilliant
and full -bodied -a real asset for the
symphony. I did have a small problem,
even after a careful calibration check of
my equipment, with an over -resonant
timpani "E" in the allegro episodes of
the overture, but this is a really minor
reservation. Overall, the performance
and recording are outstanding. D.H.

MOZART: Piano Concertos No. 17, in
G Major (K. 453), and No. 21, in C
Major (K. 467). Andrea Nemecz (pi-
ano); Budapest Symphony Orchestra,
Arpad Job cond. SEFEL 0 SEFD 5020
$12.95, 0 5020 CS $12.95; 0 5020 CD,
no list price

Performance: Cultivated
Recording: Very good

The young Budapest -born New York
pianist Andrea Nemecz and conductor
Arpad Jo6 deserve a lot of credit for
boldness and derring-do in invading the
Mozart piano -concerto territory staked
out for recording by the likes of Murray
Perahia, Vladimir Ashkenazy, and Ru-
dolf Serkin. The musical result of their
collaboration is thoroughly creditable if
not blazingly inspired.

The solo -piano entry at the opening
of the G Major reveals Nemecz's execu-
tion as elegant and precise, yet with

K.1.:61
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'539 95
'099 95
'799 95
'549 95
959 95
'71995

599
9 99
5 49
599
749
699
6 99
6.99
999
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ample warmth of phrasing and touch.
She fares best in the slow movement,
where Job shapes the all-important
wind parts lovingly. The final move-
ment is taken a bit deliberately for my
taste, but the concluding presto is a
delight.

The C Major Concerto begins at an
easy (perhaps too easy) pace and could
use more edge in the attacks. The slow
movement, fortunately, is not mooned
over but flows with restrained elo-
quence. The finale crackles with the
soloist's taut articulation of the main
theme: a shade more poise might have

been in order, but such reservations are
to a large degree matters of taste.

One point on which there can be no
reservations is the virtually ideal re-
corded sound-clear and warm in sur-
round, with flawless balance between
piano and orchestra. No obtrusive spot-
lighting here. Kudos to producer Ha-
rold Lawrence. D.H.

MOZART: Violin Concerto No. 4, in D
Major (K. 218); Rondo in C Major (K.
373); Adagio in E Major (K. 261); Ron-
do Concertante in B -flat Major (K. 269).
Pinchas Zukerman (violin); St. Paul

THE BRYCE

To 110110
CHECKLIST

Before You Buy Stereo Equipment,
"Check Out" Bryce Audio for.

FijJ
OF RELIABILITY

33 YA
LLRS

ji
EXPERTSPROFESSIONAL`1

AFASTEST FA IN-DEPTH
DELIVERY ' INVENTORY

yl DAZZLING PRICES

JUST CALL
TOLL -FREE

We Carry Top Names in State-of -the -Art Audio Equipment

Including These and Many More..

O AKAI AIWA 0 ADVENT Li SHURE 0 JVC

O TECHNICS 0 AUDIO TECHNICA 0 JENSEN

O SANSUI 0 PANASONIC 0 SONY 0 MARANTZ

O TEAC 0 TASCAM __..
KOSS 0 SANYO 0 GRADO

O SENNHEISER
0 NEC 0 MAXELL 0 RECOTON

All Merchandise
is Factory Sealed &

Mastercard & Visa Accepted Prices wood for mail order are

Warranteed; Shipping
is Fully Insured

No Sales Tax Out -of -State
for mail order purchases only

BRYCE AUDIO
TURNING TECHNOLOGY
INTO ENJOYMENT

115 West 40th Street, New York, New York 10018

IN NEW YORK CALL
0

to 5:00212-575-860
HOURS: Monday thru Friday 8:45 to 5:45 Saturday 10:00

In the heart of the Electronicse 1
Dtri1 ct

sinc
is95

Chamber Orchestra, Pinchas Zukerman
cond. CBS M 37839, © MT 37839, no
list price.

Performance: Crisp and clean
Recording: Intimate surround

This disc completes the cycle of Mozart
violin concertos that Pinchas Zuker-
man has been doing for CBS with the St.
Paul Chamber Orchestra, of which he
has been director since 1980. A decade
and more ago he recorded the same
repertoire for Columbia with Daniel
Barenboim conducting the English
Chamber Orchestra.

Zukerman as violinist now seems a
bit more chaste tonally than he did in
his earlier recordings, but the more inti-
mate acoustics in St. Paul may contrib-
ute to this impression. The general
atmosphere here is one of music mak-
ing tailored for a spacious living room
rather than a large concert hall, and thus
the performance is in the Mozartian
manner.

As for overall interpretation, I might
question the deliberate pacing at the
opening of the D Major Concerto's
finale, though it could be justified as a
more effective contrast in tempo be-
tween the slower and faster sections of
the movement. It is good to have the
three shorter concerted pieces laid out
on the disc as a kind of miniature "con-
certo." There is a bracing briskness in
Zukerman's pacing of the K. 373 Ron-
do, and, after extracting every bit of

the K. 261 Ada-
gio, he brings a joyous bounce to the
brilliant K. 269 Rondo Concertante. As
noted, the sonics are intimate but crys-
tal clear and full-bodied. D.H.

MOZART: Die Zauberfinte. Margaret
Price (soprano), Pamina; Luciana Serra
(soprano), Queen of the Night; Peter
Schreier (tenor), Tamino; Kurt Moll
(bass), Sarastro; Mikael Melbye (bari-
tone), Papageno; Robert Tear (tenor),
Monostatos; Maria Venuti (soprano),
Papagena; Theo Adam, Speaker; others.
Rundfunkchor Leipzig; Staatskapelle
Dresden, Colin Davis cond. PHILIPS 0
411 459-1 three discs $35.94, 411
459-4 three cassettes $35.94; 411 459-
2 three Compact Discs, no list price.

Performance: Beautifully molded
Recording: Crystalline

My intimate association with Mozart's
Die ZauberfiOte dates from the summer
of 1955 when 1 assisted Herbert Graf in
staging the work at the Salzburg Festi-
val. Wilhelm Furtwangler was to have
conducted the performances, but he
died the previous fall; his place was tak-
en by Georg Solti. The settings and cos-
tumes were by Oskar Kokoschka.

Now, thirty years later, 1 have en-
joyed the experience of studying the
new Philips recording of this lovely
score. The purity of the music, which
illuminates the fairy-tale/allegory, is ri-
valed only by certain works of Handel
and Bach. You feel, somehow, that you
are a bigger person for having listened
attentively to it.
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HOW TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD
Simply call us toll tree order your purchases...
and glee us your credit card number name and
billing address

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL
Simply write to us listing your purchases then
call us toll free for shipping 8 handling
charges Send cashiers check or money order.
Allow 4 weeks clearance on personal checks

(COD orders accepted) Call for info.

Sand $1 for our catalog

TECHNICS 36-450 $209.95
50 Watts per Channel Receiver
AM/FM,TV Digital Tuning 16 Presets

Inn
AM -FM RECEIVERS

Scott 379RS 170 watts) $289.95
Scott 359RS (45 watts) $239.95
Scott 339 RS (25 wafts) $169.95
Pioneer SX50 (50 watts) :CALL
Pioneer SX6O (80 watts) I CALL
Pioneer SXV90 (125 watts) !CALL
Technics SA120 (35 watts) $119.05
Technics SA150 (25 watts) $139.96
Technics SA350 (40 watts) $1118.115
Technics SA550 (70 watts) $3311.16
Marantz SR940 (100 watts) 942925
Marantz SR840 (20 watts) 9729.95
Marantz SR640 (45 watts) $249.95
Marantz SR440 (30 watts) 1199.95
Akai AA-RIS (22 watts) $inus
Akai AA -A25 (32 warts) $190.95
Akai AA -A35 (48 watts) 1829.69
Akai AA -A45 (65 watts) $299.96
JVC R -K100 (25 wafts) $119.96
JVC R -K200 (40 watts) $159.16
JVC R -X300 (55 watts) $219.95
JVC R -X350 (55 watts) $239.96
JVC R -X400 (70 warts) CALL
JVC R -X500 (100 watts) CALL

CONCORD'

011D1111t$

!ABELE
CAMERA & STEREO OF MAI NE

PRICES AND PRODUCTS IN EFFECT DEC 26 TO JAN 25

ALL TOLL FRE E1-1300-341-07831017.clitraraii
AKAI GX-7
Computer Controlled 3 Head
Cassete Deck / Dolby B $25995
and C NR

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai HX-Al $99.95
Aka, HX-A2 $109.95
Akai HX-3 $149.95
Aka, HX-R44 $199.95
Akai GX-R803 $399.95
Akai GX-R99 $519.95
Scott 659 DA $169.95
Scott 639 DC $139.95
Pioneer CT -50R CALL
Pioneer CT -1040W $ CALL
Pioneer CT -70R $ CALL
Pioneer CT -90R $ CALL
JVC KD-V100J 99.95
JVC KD-V300J 149.95
JVC KD-V6J 229.95
TECHNICS RS -B12 109.95
TECHNICS RS -B14 129.95
TECHNICS RS -B18 139.95
TECHNICS RS -B50.. 169.95
TECHNICS RS -1361311 229.95
TECHNICS RS-B78R 269.95
TEAC V-703 295 95
TEAC V -800X 37995
TEAC V-909115 42995
TEAC R -777X 409.96

BLAUPUNKT BLAUPUNKT

TECHNICS SH-8055
 24 Band Graphic Equalizer with
Spectrum Analyzers PinknoiSe
Generator $229.95

EQUALIZERS/MIXERS
ADC SS115 $134.95
ADC SS215 $174.96
ADC SS33 $249.95
TEAC EOA-10 .. $99.95
TEAC EOA-20 ... $139.95
Pioneer SG -90 I CALL
Pioneer SG -60 MALL
Pioneer SG -50M MALL
Pioneer SG -540 $CALL
Technics SH-8025 09.45
Technics Sh-8044 $149.95
Sams SE -77X CALL
Sansui SE -8X $249.95
Sansui SE -9 $usis
Numark DM -500 $99.90
Numark DM -1150 $139.95
Numark DM -1550 $179.95
Numark DM -1800 $299.95
Akai EA -A2 . $109.95
Aka, EA -A2 $179.95

PIONEER

o
4

LL
0
z

z

111111111
HPL-502
HPL-516
HPL-1228
HPL-520..
HPL-532
HPL-550
HPO-89
HP0-90

-CLARION
CAR STEREO

169.95
239.95
239.95
309.9S
349.95
479.95

59.96
WOO

CAR STEREOS

06

SEATTLE 174.96
RICHMOND . 219.95
MANHATTAN. 219.95
ASPEN SOR 24 239.95
SACRAMENTO 279.95
TUSCON 349.95
HOUSTON . 469 95
BPA-260 209 95

CAR STEREOS

MEI
Washington Sqr 42996
New Yorker Sqr 51996
Chicago Nom
BEO 60 119.95
BEA 40 89.95
BEA BO 129.95
BPA 415 89.95
BPA 430 209.95

t,AR STEREOS

KPA 400 CALL
KPA 500 CALL
KPA 600 CALL
KPA 700 CALL
KPA 450 CALL
KPA 750 CALL
GMA 200 CALL
KP 2000 CALL

Panasonic
CAR STEREO

 SANYO
CAR STEREO

MITSUBISHI'
CAR STEREOare-Ticellat

"ILA'
8500R .159-95
8100R 139.95 _Z-757 95

COS -884 219.95,AOOR 169.95 FTE-15 159 95 RX-737 239.95
6.3430R 119.95 COS -934 269.95 FTE-20 179 95 RX-73511 209 95
4,'50R 114.96 COS -793 189.95 FTE-25 . 199 95 RX-733 179.95

z 4100R 79.95 COS -958 309.65 FTED6 199 95 RX-726 129.95
'a) EOB-2 99.96 COS -747 110A6 FTED7 219 95 RX-724 . 99.95
8550 RIn 6700 R

164.95
139.95

COS -834
CYSG-100 .

20896
130.95

FTU-35
PA -6100

99.95
119.95

GX-103
RX 711 .

99.95
119.95

6100 R 119.9S CYSG-50 .. 89.95 PA -6050 99.16 CV -251. 99.95

0
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SONY Walkman WMF8
with stereo cassette playe

8 AM -FM reception $691.6

STEREO
TO GO

Sorry WMF-10 $915.9S
Sony WM-10 $88.95
Sony WMD-6C $259.95
Sony WMD-6 $209.95
Sony WMD-C2 CALL
Sony WMF-5 $99.95
Sony WM-16 $69.95

Sony SRF-5
Sony SRF-22

$59.95
$44.95

Aiwa HSJ-300 . $124.95
Aiwa HSJ-400 $139.95
Aiwa HSF-07 $119.95
Aiwa HSP-07 $99.95
Aiwa HSP-06 $109.95
Toshiba KTV-200 $74.96
Toshiba KTAS-1 $99.95
Toshiba KTRS-1 $114.95
Toshiba KTAS-10 1114.95
Toshiba KTV-500 $99.95
Sanyo MG -41 $44.95
Sanyo MG -55 $39.95
Sanyo MG -80D $59.95
Sanyo MG -95 $94.95
Sanyo MG -98D SWAN
Panasonic RX1930 $4916
Panasonic RX1960 $119.16
Panasonic RF11 $39.96

TECHNICS N. 0200
Semi -automatic
direct drive quart S76"

TURNTABLES
Technics SLB-200 WAS
Technics SLO-300 $1111.95
Technics SLOX200 811996
Technics SLOX300 $139115
Technics SLJI $99.96
Technics SLJ2 $1011.95
Technics SLJ3 $139.95
Technics SLOL-15 $179.95

66

$154.95
Akai APA 2 $67.96
Aka, APD-3 $69.96
Akai APM- 33S $119.86
Pioneer PLS 30 IP MSS
Pioneer PLS-40 .

Pioneer PLS 70 9109.96
Pioneer PL 707 $199115
Pioneer PL -44F5 $199%Pioneer

PL-138FS $280 95
Pioneer PL -L800
JVC LA -200 112:5: 9595

JVC OUA-220 $74.95
JVC LF-210 $79.95
JVC OLF-320 $94.95
JVC LE -22 $119.95
JVC LL -1 910016
JVC OLL-2 5129.95

Technics SLM-2
Technics SL1200MKII
Akai APA-1

Cartridge of the month

Pickering
XP15
$59.95

Frequency response 10 tO
22 000 channel separation, 32
decibals Fits all P mounts
Conventional turntable

audio-
technica

HR -101 EU $39.95
MR -201 EU $59.95
HR -301 EU $74.95
HR -401 EU $99.95

gramron
PRO 3000 $29.95
PRO 4000 $59.95
P110 5000 $76.95
PRO 96 $8996

SHURE
DT -15P
DT -25P
DT -35P
V-15VMR
M94L T

$59.96
$7995

5149.95
521.96

PICKERING
XP -1 $19.95
XP -10 $39.95
XP -25 $109.95

ZENITH VR-2000
 VHS 4 head cable ready  wireless
remote control  14 day sari

$399.95
429.95
49995

$919.95
CALL
78996
43195

. 63995
SNL95
94995
CALL

SONY BETA SL30 439%
SONY BETA SL-SFR30 . 449 95
SONY BETA SL -1-1F303 hi-fi 640.95
SONY BETA SL -2300. .. 309.96
T120 TAPES 6 hour 4.79 as.

VIDEO RECORDERS
Panasonic PV1225 VHS $369.95
Panasonic PV1231R VHS atm
Panasonic PV1530 stereo VHS 56996
Panasonic PV1630 stereo VHS 1648.95
Panasorad PV1730 hrh

stereo VHS. 995E6
Panasonic PV 6500 portable CALL
Panasonic PV portable
JVC HR -7100 U -VHS.
JVC HRD-120-VHS
NC HRD-220-VHS .

JVC HRD-225-VHS
JVC HRD-725-VHS
JVC HRS-100-VHS portable
RCA VKT-300 VHS
RCA VKT-1 portable VHS
RCA VKT-170 portable VHS
RCA VKT-900 portable VHS
RCA VKT-950 portable

PIONEER
A., sTEREu`

KEA 330 CALL
KEA 430 CALL
KEA 630 CALL
KE-7200 CALL
KEA 880 CALL
GMA 120 CALL
GM 5 CALL
BP 720 EO CALL
BP 520 CO CALL

JENSEN
CAR SPEAKERS

1-2001 3 -WAY
BOOKSHELF

J-3033 99.95pair 79.95
J-3023 pair 74.95
J-3003 pair 49.95
J-1045 pair 44.95
J1077 pair 44.95
J1365 pair 59.95
J1401 parr 99.95
PEO 1 pair 8915
PEO 2 pair 99.95

IN MAINE 155 MAIN ST
BIDDEFORD. ME 04005
CALL 1-207-283 1401

IN NEW YORK 220 W JERICHO TPK
SYOSSETT LONG ISLAND. N.Y 1179'

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS AND
CHECKS TO

155 Main St Biddelord. ME 04005

OPEN SUN THRU FRI
10 A M TO 3 P M.

Calf for siwpong and
Modifies ~des

SCOTT 939 -DA $379.95
compact disc player  23 track
programmable  search system

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Technics SLP- t 269.95
Technics SLP-2 369.95
Pioneer PD -70 Call
Mrsubishi DP103 $309.95
Sansui PCV-1000 CALL
TEAC PD -11 369.95
Hitachi DA -3500 399.95
Marantz CD -73 549.95
Marantz CD -54 CALI

maxe
UDXLII-C90
UDXLIIS-C90
MX -90
T-120
T-120-HGX

TDK
SA -C90
SAX -C90
T-120
T-120EHG

$1.99
$2.49
$4.99
$5.99
$7.95

$1.99
$2.49
$4.99
$7 95

JENSEN JENSEN
.0 10 1. :rout

ATZ 500... 339.95
ATZ 400 30995
ATZ 300...279.95
ATZ 203 .... 249.95
ATZ 100 219.95
EOA 5000 99.95
EOA 2500. 69.95

RE 380 209.95
RE 960 189.95
RE 940 ' 169.95
RE 920 154-95
RE 900 13995
R 220 149.95
A-35 44.95

PIONEER

CAR SPEAKERS
TS -6907 pair CALL
TS -6905 pair CALL
TS -1655K pair CALL
TS -1635K pair CALL
TS -1200K pair CALL
TS -1030 pair CALL
TS -X8 pair CALL
TS1890K pair CALL

CAR STEREO
SPEAKERS

CALL FOR OTHERS....
PHILIPS/KRICKET

YAMAHA
ADS/EPI
INFINITY

BOSTON/ACOUSTICS
CERWIN VEGA

and Mon

Panasonic
KXT2130

Integrated teephone with
automatic dialing, tone/pulse
settings recital 8 speakerphone
$79.95

Telephones/Dialers
Panasonic KXT -3130 139.95
Panasonic KXT-2211 74.95
Panasonic KXT-2133 134.95

Panasonic KXT-3203 79.95
Unidert MOO 13995
Linden 4803 17995

Answering Machines
Panasonic 10(T-1415 $99.95
Panasonic KXT-1420 11416
Panasonic 10I7-1430 13995
Panasonic KXT-2415 14996
Panasonic 100%2425 19996
Code -a -phone 2530 13186
Code -a -phone 2570 20916
Fhonemate 10-940 109.95
Fhonemate 10-2845 1251.96
Fhonemate 10-2646 179.95
Sanyo TAS-1100
Sanyo TAS-30C0
Sanyo TAS-50 189.95
Sanyo TAS-3 149.9S
Sanyo TAS-30 119.96

CANON Typestars 5
dome $179.95

TYPEWRITERS
Canon Typestar 6 $229.96
Canon -ypernat, 10 $189.95

SMITH -CORONA
TYPEWRITERS

200 5279.95
300 $322.95
400 $309.95
Electra XT $179.95
Sterling Cartridge . $199.95
Coronet XL $229.95
Super Correct XT $239.95

Canon
CALCULATORS

TP-7
PIO
P90
P5D
P21D
P35D
P121D

$29.95
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$79.95
$69.95
'29.96

FOX XK Radar
Detector S79.95

Radar Detectors
Fox Super -Het....
Fuzz Buster III ..
Fuzz Buster FS -04
Whistle" 01200 .
Whistler 02000 .
Whistler Spectrum
Spectrum Remote.
Bell 861
Bell 860..
Bell 834
Bell 83'

$179.95
$159.95
$159.95
$119.95
$159.95
$199.9!
$209.95
$109.95
$149.93
$189.95
$209.95

SONY COLOR TV
KV4000 4' portable $439.95
KV1222RS. 12- remoie$359.95
KV1357R. 13- remote $349.95
KV1515. 15" 1309.95
19578. IV remote $4119.95
CASH FOR OTHER MODELS

Send $1 for Labelle's
220 page catalog

Name

Street

City or Town

Stale 6 Zip

155 Main St.,
Biddelord, ME 04005

20 day return policy All returns must be phoned in for prior authonzabon and must be received w ihin 20 days ',urn receipt of onginal shipment All
products must be returned in onginal factory packaging clean and unisr ratched and blank warranty card Do not tape or deface manufacturers original
cartons Shipping 8 handling charges not refundable CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Sir Colin Davis, with superior forces,
has here achieved a "complete" Zauber-
flOte. Each role is strongly cast, and the
singing throughout is of unusually high
calibre. German actors substitute for
the singers in the spoken dialogue, and
they deliver their lines with conviction
and humor. Together the two casts
create the illusion of a live performance.
The program notes are refreshingly in-
formative and interesting; the English
translation of the text by Robert A. Jor-
dan is admirable.

Sir Colin's attention to details of
orchestration, to balance, to bits of mel-
ody that are sometimes glossed over
makes this performance a particularly
rewarding one. Under his sensitive di-
rection, the Staatskapelle Dresden plays
not only with graceful accuracy but also
with obvious dedication and devotion
to the work at hand. The same may be
said for the Rundfunkchor of Leipzig,
which sings its passages with eloquence
and fervor.

Among the fine soloists, Peter
Schreier, Kurt Moll, and Mikael Melbye
deserve, I feel, special praise. Luciana
Serra sings her two impossibly difficult
arias with precision and bravura, but I
wonder (quibbling) if there exists today
a voice of the weight and mobility we
imagine Mozart wanted for the role.
Last, Margaret Price sings with a tonal
purity and an effortless line that remind

me of Elisabeth GrOmmer, the nearly
ideal Pamina of the 1955 Salzburg Zau-
berfldte.

By all means, for the continuing plea-
sure it will give you, add this recording
to your library. Robert Ackart

OFFENBACH/ROSENTHAL: Cake
Parisienne. Pittsburg Symphony Or-
chestra, Andre Previn cond. PHILIPS 0
6514 367 $11.98, © 7337 367 $11.98,
411 039-2, no list price.

Performance: A little tame
Recording: Smooth

OFFENBACH/ROSENTHAL: Carte
Parisienne. GOUNOD: Faust-Ballet
Music. Montreal Symphony Orchestra,
Charles Dutoit cond. LONDON 0 411
708-1 $11.98, © 411 708-4 $11.98, (§)
411 708-2, no list price.

Performance: Fizzy
Recording: Big and bright

Both of these new recordings offer Gate
Parisienne absolutely complete. Andre
Previn is stylish and persuasive in the
sections that call for an insinuating sort
of charm and sheer voluptuousness, but
rather underanimated in the frothy
overture (not so frothy here) and the
other sections that call for sparkle and
fizz. These are qualities Charles Dutoit
supplies in abundance, with no shortage
of voluptuousness or polish, and Lon-

don's big, bright recording suits the
music better than Philips's clean but
dryish and rathe' bottom -heavy one.
Between the two, I'd certainly choose
Dutoit.

The Ballet Music from Act V of Faust
may remain a gooey bore, even in
Dutoit's tasteful hands, but it is a sub-
stantial filler. Philips offers no second
work, but does list the headings of the
respective sections of Gaitt5 Parisienne,
London doesn't even indicate how
many numbers there are in either
work. R.F.

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto
No. 3, in D Minor, Op. 30. Dimitris
Sgouros (piano); Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Yuri Simonov cond. ANGEL
0 DS -38105 $11.98, © 4XS-38105
$11.98.

Performance: A bit wild
Recording: Luscious

Boy wonder Dimitris Sgouros made his
London debut at the age of thirteen in
this most formidable and sophisticated
of the Rachmaninoff concertos. A year
later, at the ripe old age of fourteen, he
undertook the present recording.

Speed and brilliance, verging on the
hectic, characterize the opening move-
ment working up to the larger of the
Rachmaninoff cadenzas, which young
Sgouros milks for all it's worth. Given

WE DELIVER SAVINGS 1011#D6
WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO

241/ * badge' id madison 53/13

tl'EAC X- I 00OR
Black

it' 7 $688
10"
Auto -Reverse
with dbx

Oual
CS5 I 5-64

Special
Purchase

CALL
With ULM
Tone Arm

and Cartridge

TAPE SPECIALS
TDK SA -90 $1.90
Fugi FR -1190 $1.90
SONY UCXS90 $2.50
NEL L-500 $5.00
JVC T-120 $5.00
Call For Other Tape Specials

Stets Ui
S-300

New 1985
Model

LARGE
3 -Way Floor

Standing
Speaker $49

TEAC V-909RX

$319

Auto Reverse
with dbx
Disc Decoder

maim aim wierva mmi .1Mr.

SR -840 Brand New

CALL

Wireless Remote
70 Watts RMS

AKAI HX-IC
Special Christmas

Purchase

taiiikuo $98
Dolby B & C

JVC RC -880

$149
Dolby,

- Portable
Reverse

0 SANYO 4650

$289

Wireless Remote
BETA VCR

WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY FROM WDS

Professional Audio and Video
Consultants
Lowest DELIVERED Prices on
Stereo's, VCR's, TV's, Tapes,
and Accessories

Over S10,000,000.00
Inventory
All Factory Fresh with U.S.
Warranties
We Ship Complete C.O.D.
All Products Carry Our
Famous Buyer Protection Plan
We Dare You To Compare

JENSEN J-3033

$39
each

Triax
100 Watts
Power

SONY XR-65
uncial CALL

Jrchase

Digital with
Pre-sets & Scan

Quasar 5041

$369

7 Function
Remote VHS VCR

Studiocraft 3
by __ElISISE-

$119
Limited Quantity
3 -Way Floor
Standing

* These are just a few of our Monthly Specials. Call!!
* One of the oldest mail orders in the country.
* Best consultants in the business
* Most orders shipped within 48 hours
* Call about our famous Buyer Protection Plan
* CALL FOR PRICES ON OTHER SPECIALS. CALL

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514

or Call 608 271-6889
Weekdays 9-9 Saturdays 10-6

E9. C.O.D.
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Find out in Stereo Review.
Subscribing to Stereo Review makes sense. Whether you're
shopping for your first stereo system, upgrading your
present one, looking for maintenance tips or trying to sort
through the hundreds of new recordings released every
month, Stereo Review has answers you can rely on.

Our world-famous Equipment Test Reports help you
select new audio equipment. Explanations of features,
laboratory test results and comments from our expert tech-
nicians make it easy for you to select components for a great
audio system.

If you already have a terrific sound system, Stereo
Review can help you care for it and upgrade it. With hints on
getting four -channel sound from your stereo discs ...how to
care for your tape deck's heads ...how to handle records to
preserve them ...and much more.

Stereo Review also helps you select the music to play
over your sound system. We cover every category of record-
ing on disc or tape, to help you steer away from uninspired
performances or mediocre recordings.

Stereo Review. When you subscribe you'll Oil the
group of people who enjoy music on their own terms-and
truly know what to buy.

Use the coupon to subscribe
-and save 50%!

r

Half Price
Subscription Certificate

Stereo Review P.O. Box
, 27 71Colorado 80322

YES! Please emer my subscription to Stereo
Review at 50% off (based on the full one-year
subscription price of $9.98).

O One year (12 issues) for $4.99
0 Two years for $9.98
E Three yeas for $14.97

CHECK ONE : Payment erclosed Bill me later.

Mr /Mrs /Ms
(please print full name)

Address

City

State Zip

Apt
8H77

Foreign postage: Add $1 a year for Canada. Add $5 a year (cash
payment in U.S currency only) for other countries outside U S and
possessions Please allow 30 io 60 days for delivery of first issue
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this approach, it's not surprising that
the slow movement should lack the nec-
essary poise. To the finale Sgouros
brings a prickly, nervous quality rather
than the sense of fulfillment implicit in
its musical substance.

Here, then, is "wow" technique in
excelsis, fully aided and abetted by con-
ductor Yuri Simonov and accorded lux-
uriant, digitally recorded sound. It's a
fascinating record, but it will be inter-
esting to see whether in ten years, say,
Sgouros can match the musicianship
and poise of an Ashkenazy in this work.
For the present, one thing is sure:
nobody needs to worry about this lad's
technical prowess! D. H .

RAVEL: Histoires naturelles (see DE-
BUSSY)

SCHUBERT: Sonata in A Minor (D.
821, "Arpeggione"); Introduction and
Variations on a Theme from Die Schtine
M011erin (D. 802); Serenade (D. 957).
James Galway (flute); Phillip Moll
(piano). RCA 0 HRC1-5303 $11.98, C)
HRK1-5303 $11.98.

Performance: Suave
Recording: Good

There have been recordings of the Ar-
peggione Sonata on every instrument
but the arpeggione, and collectors can
now add a flute version to their hold-

ings. It works very well, as well it
should, because the melodies are indes-
tructible. The piece based on Trock'ne
Blumen from the SchOne Mallerin cycle
is legitimate flute music and one of the
few major nineteenth-century works for
that instrument. In both these works
and the famous serenade (Standchen),
James Galway offers his usual silver
tone and suppleness of line. There are
many beautiful moments, but I would
have preferred a little more articulation
to the constant legato, which can be
cloying. Phillip Moll is an excellent
Schubert player and shines forth in his
accompaniments, especially when the
music allows him to take the lead. A
fine album. S. L.

SCHUBERT: Winterreise, Op. 89 (D.
911). Hermann Prey (baritone); Phi-
lippe Bianconi (piano). DENON
38C37-7240 $17.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Outstanding

SCHUBERT: Winterreise, Op. 89 (D.
911). Martti Talvela (bass); Ralf Go-
th6ni (piano). His a/ LP -253/254 two
discs $25.96.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Hermann Prey's recording of Winter-
reise with Karl Engel, made by Electrola

more than twenty years ago, circulated
here briefly on Vox; the one he made
later for Philips, with Wolfgang Sawal-
lisch as his pianist, was apparently nev-
er issued here. His accompanist in this
new recording, made by Denon in
Hamburg in April of last year, is a very
young French pianist, Philippe Bian-
coni, whose name will not be familiar to
many of us but who has an obvious feel-
ing for Schubert and proves to be a
superb partner for Prey.

For his own part, Prey gives a distin-
guished account of these songs, mostly
as straightforward and unhistrionic as
Ernst Haefliger in his splendid recent
recording for Claves. Prey's voice is a
richer instrument, and he exploits a
broader range of colors, but his empha-
sis, like Haefliger's, is always on mu-
sical values and textual sense. The emo-
tional impact of the twenty-four songs
gains appreciably in the cumulative ef-
fect made possible by having the entire
seventy -four -minute sequence uninter-
rupted on Compact Disc. The docu-
mentation is especially fine, too: the
CD, in its own container, shares a slip-
case with a forty -four -page booklet con-
taining readable texts, a substantial es-
say on the music by Karl Schumann,
and biographies of the artists, all in Ger-
man, English, French, and Japanese.

Haefliger's pianist, JOrg Ewald
DAhler, plays an 1820 Viennese instru-
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ment; both Bianconi and Ralf Gothoni,
who accompanies Martti Talvela in the
Bis recording, favor modem Bttsendorf-
ers and sound no less idiomatic. Talve-
la's approach is in the same general
style as Prey's. Both are a bit more
expansive than Haefliger, but this was
probably determined, at least in part, by
the different nature of the voices them-
selves. Talvela uses his dark bass light-
ly, keeping it agile and limpid, avoiding
ponderousness. This is another truly
distinguished recording of Winterreise,
beautifully realistic, as we would expect
from Bis, and enhanced further by Di-
rect Metal Mastering.

After listening to Prey, Talvela, and
Haefliger, and sampling again the sev-
eral recordings of Winterreise by Fisch-
er-Dieskau and Hotter, the wonder of
these songs is only magnified. All of
these fine singers and pianists do honor
to Schubert and draw us into his world.
Consideration of sonic as well as mu-
sical excellence would have to give first
place to Prey on CD, but I should not
want to be without the unique poignan-
cy of Haefliger's clearly articulated, al-
most understated peformance on LP -
and all the others mentioned here
would be more than welcome for alter-
nate listening. R. F.

WEILL: Quartet in B Minor; Quartet
No. 1, Op. 8. Sequoia String Quartet.

NONESUCH 0 79071-1 $11.98, 79071-
4 $11.98.

Performance: Strong
Recording: Fine

Those familiar with Kurt Weill's Three-
penny Opera, Mahagonny, or The Seven
Deadly Sins will be pleasantly surprised
to hear these two early string quartets.
The B Minor Quartet of 1918 reveals a
Weill well versed in the late -nineteenth-
century Romantic idiom. The nominal
First Quartet, Op. 8, of 1923, is more
tightly woven, more stringent in its
idiom, showing the composer's growth
in mastering his craft. Both are fascinat-
ing works that deserve a place in the
chamber -music repertoire.

The Sequoia String Quartet turns in
strong performances, dramatically con-
trasting the long, sinuous chromatic
lines of the music with its short, jabbing
motivic passages. A welcome addition
to the catalog. S.L.

Collection
CHO-LIANG LIN: Bravura. Falla:
Suite populaire espagnole; La vida
breve, Danse espagnole. Kreisler: Lieb-
eslied; Liebesfreud; Tambourin chinois;
Tempo di minuetto. Mozart: Serenade
in D Major, Rondo. Schumann: Ro-
mance in A Major. Rachmaninoff: Vo-
calise. Wieniawski: Capriccio- Valse.

Sarasate: Introduction and Tarantella.
Cho-Liang Lin (violin); Sandra Rivers
(piano). CBS 0 IM 39133, @ IMT
39133, 0 MK 39133, no list price.

Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Very good

Cho-Liang Lin offers us here a widely
varied collection of musical lollipops,
with the Spanish and Polish providing
the most substance. The Falla comes off
with great elan and color, and the Sara -
sate and Wieniawski pieces are played
as the true dazzlers they are. The rather
less -known Wieniawski is a consider-
able piece and well above the lollipop
category.

While Lin plays the Schumann Ro-
mance with fetchingly lovely tone, the
special magic in Fritz Kreisler's music,
except the stately Tempo di minuetto
and the picturesque Tambourin chinois,
seems to elude him. Both Liebesleid
and Liebesfreud, as well as the Mozart
rondo transcription, need a kind of

tasteful schmalz" that is lacking here.
That aside, Lin shows himself to be a

brilliant executant in total command of
his technique and his instrument. It
remains to be seen whether his musi-
cianship will mellow as he attains ma-
ture years. The violin sound is crystal-
line in clarity and brilliance, and the
piano is handsomely recorded within an
appropriate perspective. D.H.
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DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER,

A

IF YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE LAST TIME
YOU CHANGED YOUR STYLUS
MAY ALREADY BE TOO LATE"

We Are The Factory Authorized Original
Cartridge & Replacement Stylus
Specialists!.

D C

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL FREE FOR

VISA/MCiC 0 D OPDERS
N Y State (718) 871 3303

FREE PRICE QUOTES

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR Box 69 Brooklyn, N.Y 11218

Phones Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 8pm

2:1

ortofon :Hum ma
te reoal-IVAtxpressr (714) 594 5749

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA. ADS. BOSE. HAFLER HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY, AR. ALTEC, SONY. DBX, JBL. JVC, AIWA.

TECHNICS, AKAI SAE. MICRO SEIKI. ADCOM.
TEAL. STAX. ADVENT, AUDIO SOURCE.

AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS, ALPINE. BLAUPUNKT CONCORD. SONY.

KENWOOD. PIONEER. CLIFFORD ALARMS

VIDEO
SONY. JVC. RCA. PANASONIC

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91789

FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on

Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the
home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other
"high quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 1798A
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122,

1-6, M-Th.

QUALITY. USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT, Newsletter.
hundreds of listings, items for sale, items sought, pub-
lished 6X annually. $8 one year subscription. Hard to find
audiophile records! Play it Again Sam, 12611 -SR, Madi-
son Avenue. Lakewood. Ohio 44107. (216) 228-0040. MC,
Visa.

DISCOUNT PRICES on woofers, mtds, tweeters, cross-
overs, grille cloth, plans, much more. Send $1.00 for infor-
mation packed catalog. UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept SR, P.O.
Box 36052. Sarasota, FL 33583. (813) 953-5363.

HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers and auto speaker
systems from the world's finest manufacturers. For begin-
ners and audiophiles. Audax, Fried. Dynaudio, Dalesford,
Jordan. JVC, SEAS. Morel. Siare, Peerless. Free price list.
A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462S, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-
8609.

CLEARANCE SALE! FONS MARK I turntables. As Is Where
Is. $75.00 each, 2/$130 00. Lot prices available. Colorado
residents add tax. Lord Brothers. P.O. Box 6430. Denver.
CO 80206. (303) 534-7590.

FREE! 1984 CATALOGUE. 1001 bargains. Speakers -parts -

tubes -video cassettes -record changers -tape re-
corders -kits. EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS. Write:

McGEE RADIO & ELECTRONICS, 1901 McGee Street.

Kansas City, MO 64108-1891.

AUDIO DISCOUNTS offers quality audio equipment in-
cluding esotencs and car stereo at DISCOUNT PRICES'
Monday thru Saturday call: (301) 593-8833. AUDIO DIS-
COUNTS, 1026 McCeney, Silver Spring, MD 20901. VISA,
M/C. C.O.D. for your convenience.

PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO BUY THEIR SOUND DI-
RECT. Now YOU can buy the finest in hi -fidelity compo-
nents, including esoterics and auto sound, at unheard of
prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING provides sensible,
expert advice, INHOUSE SERVICE FACILITIES and fac-
tory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discover
Americas best kept audio secret. Send $1.00 for our in-
formative catalogue to: DIRECT SOUND MARKETING,
Dept. S. 3095 Bolling Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30305 or call
(404) 233-9500. M/C, VISA, AMEX accepted. Sales tax
charged to Georgia residents only.

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS. FOCAL. AND DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and compe-
tent service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8982 Table Bluff. Box 4283,
Madison, WI 53711. (608)767-2673

HARMAN/KARDON, Nakamichi, Crown, Revox, Tand-

berg, DBX, Hafler, Carver, Luxman. NAD DCM, Electro-

quality components. Best prices -
Professional Consultation. East: (904) 262-4000: West:

(213) 840-0878.

BEST PRICE & IN STOCK! Perreaux, Bedini, Acoustat,
ARC, Thorens, RGR, Hafler, Onkyo, Technics, B&W, Me-
ridian, Vandersteen, Dynavecter, Snell, Tascam, Spen-
dor. Video . . Paul Kadair's Audio Video, 11420 Airline
Highway, Baton Rouge, LA 70816 (800) 331-9853.

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD. Thorens, Ky-

ocera. Reasonable prices. Soundcrest Inc., (201) 756-
4858.

UP TO 40% SAVINGS: Nakamichi, Denon, Grace, Teac
Series Z, Alpine, Quad, etc. VISA/MC, C.O.D. (206) 323-
4987.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS, MITSUBISHI.
SAE. HAFLER. NAKAMICHI, KLIPSCH, THORENS.
GRADO, MIRAGE. FRIED, ADCOM, PROTON, more. Im-
mediate, FREE shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593-
B King Street, Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, CROWN OWNERS. We build
new higher performance circuits in Haller, Dyne, Crown
audio components. Not "modifications", but new PC
cards and stable, non-slewing circuits that drive real
world loads with music signals. Write or call for free cat-
alog and sample of Audio Basics, our monthly newslet-
ter. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Dr., Burnsville,
Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.

Speakerkit Catalog -45 proven designs for home. cars 8
(and) pro. Over 60 pages of JBL, Audax. Hafler, polypro-
pylene drivers, & (and) crossovers $2. Gold Sound. Box
141 SR. Englewood. CO 80151

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DOI GET LOW PRICES
on ALL types of audio equipment -including high -end
and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now
we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY
WANT. Extensive selection -no need to settle for sec-
ond choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nation-
wide. Call us for price quotes or friendly, expert advice.
Catalog Si. (616) 451-3868. VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO
ADVISOR, INC., BOX 6202, GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49506.

HIGH -END SPEAKERS' Save 40% on esoteric speaker
systems. Time aligned. Phase coherent, Transient per-
fect, Fast service. RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield. IL
62703

SMALL AD BIG SAVING
- PLUS PROFESSIONAL ADVICE -
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rhotens i'i' . is ue ViSOOlk Walker and more

 RETAIL  MAIL ORDER  EXPORT 
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ichi, NAD, Ortofon, Panasonic, Proton, Pioneer, Quad,
Robertson, Sanyo. Signet, Thorens, Walker. Pioneer Video,
Mitsubishi Video. Will ship prepaid. SOUNDS INCREDI-
BLE, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield. CT 06804. PHONE
QUOTES ONLY CALL: IRA, (203)775-1122.

Amplifiers  Preamplifiers
Signal Processing

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BOULEVARD  TARZANA. CA 91356
(818) 345-2851

PAY DEALER COST
On Home E. Car Stereo....Video Equipment also
Satellite T.V. All top brands. No deposit, same day
shipping, no lemon guarantee. Full lifetime ser-
vice. Call 9am to 9pm daily. 'til 5pm Saturday.
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INTERNATIONAL HI Fl DISTRIBUTORS
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Baltimore. Maryland 21206
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DISCOUNTED
America's Largest Selection 8
OVER 100 CARTRIOGES, 50 TONE...WAS,

30 TURNTABLES, 100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE
AO ;MOE CATALOG - 3 00

JAPANESE STEREO
930 N Le Cer.Rya Blvd.

Lon ARRelea,CA 90009  (2131889.9580
ITJAC_LJTIORRRONIC RON V ER  ESPRIT ENTRE .1./. XL .

NOTICE TO REVOX BUYERS: Unauthorized dealers are
selling Revox products not designated for sale in the USA.
STUDER REVOX AMERICA CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY WARRANTY SERVICING OF PRODUCTS SOLD
BY THESE DEALERS. For the location of your nearest au-
thorized Revox dealer, call or write: Studer Revox Amer-
ica, 1425 Elm Hill Pike. Nashville, TN 37210. (615) 254-5651.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, Police Radar Detectors and

Scanners. Send $1.00 for catalog. Great Lakes Commu-

nications Inc., 0-2026, Chicago Drive, Jenison, MI 49428.
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DIU
D1SCIUT 33 95
SYSTEM 9.99
rape Care Set 11 IS
16 ciz lull 9.99

CALL NOW 71/04.34-3417 OR ORDER SY WAIL
in Continental USA add $3 50 for snipping on orders Lip to 570 Over
$70 add 5% of total circler Elsewnere in USA add $7 on orders up to
$70 Over 570 add 10% Outside USA write MC VISA additional 3%

QUALITY TAPES
864 East 7255 Street. Dept SP 12 Orootlyn N 11230

NAKAMICHI. BX150 $399-. RX 202 $515-, RX 303 $725-.
RX 505 $889-, Z x9 $1165-. Dragon $1395. TD 1200 $995.
TASCA 244 $895. 32 $899. 34 $1099. M 30 $929. M2A $349.
YAMAHA: R100 $579. T 100 $259. T700 $199-, A1000 $499.
A700 $349-. SONY. TCD 5M $455. WMD6C $259 CDP 501
es $729- 24 hours (206)361-2455 TASKAMICHI I AUDIO.

LOWEST PRICES. BOSE, DBX, JBL. NAKAMICHI and
more. Dynamic Sound, Box 168, Starkville, MS 39739.
(601) 323-0750. 2 PM -9 PM.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

4114 f .12 7

S E

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave the background!

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record.
LT Sound, Dept. SR P.O. Box 338,

Stone Mountain GA 30086 404 493.1258

CALL USI Conrad -Johnson, Hatter, Perreaux, PS Audio,
Audio Pro, dbx, Ohm Acoustics, Infinity, Monster Cable,
Harman/Kardon, SAE, Step, Amber, Denon, NAD, VSP
Labs, Adcom. DCM, ADS, KEF, Pyramid, Tandberg, Thor -
ens. Grace, Grado, Dynavector, Nitty Gritty, VPI, more.
AUTOMOTIVE: Concord. Kenwood, Zapco, Ungo Box,
more. Friendly expert consultation. Fast, free shipping.
MC/VISA. REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS, 18214 Dalton
Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

Ertrifini

203-937-0106
Lowest Possible Prices !!

MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANOSII

CO'S - HI -END AUDIO - CAR PRODUCT

COMPUTERS - (HARDWARE -SOFTWARE) - VIDEO

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGS!'

OD 1
996 ORANGE AVE

NSA
WEST HAVEN, CT. 065161

HAFLER. CARVER. YAMAHA BOSE. MCINTOSH, etc., in
stock. Trades welcomed. Audio Exchange. 57 Park Place -
SR, NY, NY 10007 (212) 964-4570.

 Noise Reduction  Stereo Synthesizer
 Ambience  Four Input Stereo Switcher

Bring new life to TV or FM Audio with this fabulous pr )duct,
Order yours today - comes complete with all cables irstruc
lion two-year warranty 30 day money back guarantee Send
check MO Visa or MC s to below address or call he tree
literature Also available at better dealers The TE-600 Teedap-
ter $14995 4 Needed Features In One Audio Processor

Toll Free 1-800-251-8608
P.O. Box 1316. Dept. 123

NATIONAL CORPORATION Columbia, TN 38402
RHOADE/

Luxman
Harman Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics
Audio Control
Sherwood
Infinity
Denon
Revox
Kenwood Car
Ortof on
Hafler
Thorens

Ge
.1. lit

ADS eel
AIWA
GRACE
M & K We Deliver
B & 0 Free
SME Anywhere
Ana Morel In The U.S.

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke , Commack, NY V 725
Charge It ... CALL (516) 499-7680

SAVE UP TO 75%1 Esoteric loudspeaker kits, acoustic
foam. drivers. enclosures, capicitors etc. Catalog $2.00.

Refundable Audio Concepts, 1631 Caledonia St.. La
Crosse. Wisconsin 54602 (608) 781-2110

NEW JERSEY AUDIOPHILESIII Grado, B&O, DCM. ADS,
Jensen Video, Dahlquist, Denon Hailer, Signet, many more.
CALL: (201) 744-0600 CSA AUDIO. 193 Bellevue. Mont-
clair, New Jersey 07043.

MONSTER CABLE at LOWEST PRICES cut to ary length.
We carry all Monster Cable accessories. Hatter. Ken -
wood, Systemdek. Thorens, Grado, DCM. JBL, N Sty Gritty,
Tweek. Maxell UDXL II C90 $1.89 each minimum of 12. Call
or write for other great prices. $4 00 shipping charge MC/
VISA. Trolley Stereo, 364 Trapelo Road Belmont, MA
02178 (617)484-7847

$99 SPECIAL (Original retails 5250-5300): #8851 50/50W
integrated amp: #8841 digitally synthesized tuner. #8871
direct drive/auto turntable with cartridge 1 year Teknika
warranty. SCC. Box 551SR, Dublin. Ohio 43017..;614) 889
2117, VISA/MC/COD.

La

model 4 000-X2 4 Im-
proves bass perform-
ance (2 4 dB'cctave
slope) FREE CATALOG.

lial ACE5thstAUEDal
Northport.

NY 11731-2399

New Subsonic Filter

DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 lbs parts/manuals/tubes/
drivers/accessories/kits. FREE BARGAIN CATALOG. SCC,
POB 551 SR. Dublin, Ohio 43017.

,117 Pti,,nrvirapt, & Cartt

leaturtng the needles and cartridges 01

0 YAMAHA
Send for a free catalog.

Needle in a Haystack. Inc.
P.O. Box 17435  Washington. DC 20041

Needling the World"'

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826-0520 for NAD Dahlquist,
Hafler, Denon. Proton, dbx, 3D. Tandberg, Belles, M&K,
Monster Cable. Nitty Gritty, Oracle. Grado, Snell. B&W,
Thorens. CWD, Sota, Duntec, Audioquest, NEC. VSP. Stax,
Grace, Astatic Dynavector, DCM, Talisman. THE SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-
9002

0,_D TIME RADIO -original broadcasts on quality tapes
Free catalog. Carl R Froelich. Route Ore. New Freedom,
Pennsylvania 17349.

OPEN REEL TAPES. Prerecorded. Cataiogue $1.00 Bar-
clay-CrocXer. 313-S Mill Street, Poughkeepsie. NY 12601.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS Beats Television', Tapes.
$1 00 Howl Established esteemed dealer. Informative 275
page catalog. $1.25 AM Treasures, Box 192SR, Babylon,
N.Y. 11702.
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AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quaity open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7' reels. used once.
Case of 40. $45.00 101/2 x 3600' and cassettes MC/VISA
Valtech E lectronics, Box 6 -SR. Richbcro, PA 18954 (215)
322-4866

OPEN REEL TAPE -Mostly Ampex 641/871. used once,
unspliced, unboxed. 7- 1800' or 2400' 50 Reels, $60 00.
Sample: $2.00. Ten 3600' 101/2' Reels: $37,50. Sample:
$3.50. New, high Bias cassettes. Sample: $1.00. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584-K, Alexandria. VA 22304, (703)370-5555.
VISA/MC.

OPERAS AND CONCERTS LIVE on tape. Cassette/video/
reel -reel. Visa/MC/AMX. Free catalog. Tardoin, PO Box
210-255. San Pancisco, CA 94121-0255

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOPS

AUDIOF HILES/VIDEOPHILESI We have the widest se-
lection of audio/video equipment available. Kyocera,
Allison, Adcom, Harman-Kardon, Infinity, NEC, Thorens,
Jensen Audio/Video, SAE, Haller, Klipsch, Luxman. VHS
Hi -Fit Cell for information. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77
Queens Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (212) 459-7507. Im-
mediats delivery. MC/VISA/AMEX.

AUDIO ACCESSORIES

WHAT 30 YOU THINK about curious minds playing with
your Stereo System? Resolve this situation with our
specie chrome applique "Do Not Alter The Controls 01
This System.- Send 53.29 to: EFFECTIVE LABEL CO.,
1302 S Parker, Suite 329, Denver, CO 80231.

RECORDS

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $1 (refundable).
Jemm s. P.O. Box 157. Glenview, III. 60025

RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS. all kinds, mostly mint 5000
list $2.00. refundable. Carl. Box 828. Princeton. NC 27569.

ORGAN AND CHORAL. RECORDS. For free catalog write
Gothic Records. PO Box 1576-F. Tustin, CA 92681

OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES ON DISC. Most
comprehensive selection anywhere. Send $1 00 for cata-
log -refundable. LYRIC. 162 B Cabot St.. West Babylon,
NY 11'04.

FREE STEREO ALBUMS. For entry lorm send $1 00 SASE,
Music and Music, Inc., POB 6698. Birmingham. Alabama
3521C.

RECORDS BY GASPARO. Chamber music, solo. ba-
roque -We have something for you. Write for free cata-
log. PO Box 120069. Nashville. TN 37212

JAZZ. BLUES, ROCK. Below list. VISA. MC. Free cata-
log.RUTABAGA RECORDS, 437 North 5th St., Strouds-
burg, PA 18360.

FREE issue of GOLDMINE. world's largest record collec-
tors' publication, Thousands of records for sale. All music
types. eras. Plus historical articles, columns. Sample free.
10 issues. $9.95.GOLDMINE, Dept. ALG. 700 E State
Street. Iola. Wisconsin 54990

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Rec-
ords you should've been looking for us' DISContinued (213)
846-9192

JAZZ' RECORDS. Big Bands. Mainstream, Dixieland, Dis-
cographies. Imports. Craig Recording, PO Box 943, El
Dorado. AR 71731-0943

ELECTRACRAFT features Aiwa, Audio Control. B&O.
Dahlquist, DCM. Grado. Hailer, Linear. Mitsubishi, NAD,
NEC. Signet, Revox. Tandberg, Thiel. ELECTRACRAFT, 212
North First Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864 (208) 263-9516.

UNPRESSURED, PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION and
lowest price on a variety of superb components. COM-
MUNITY AUDIO. 318 West Duval. Philadelphia, PA 19144.
(215)843-9918.

WE BUY AND SELL like -new Stereo LP's. prerecorded reel
tapes and cassettes. Thousands in stock, Catalog $2 50
Protect your LP's -poly. paper, cardboard Jackets. Low
pric-ss, FREE catalog RECORDCARE, Hillburn, NY 10931.



FREE RECORD, CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC CATA-
LOG: Features a tremendous selection of remaindered LP
and cassette values in all musical categories. Compact
disc, cassette and LP new releases at discount prices.
Many imports and smaller labels offered. Prompt deliv-
ery. Rose Records, Dept. SR, 214 SO. Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60604.

FREE SOUNDTRACK LP. Send $2.50, refundable with

order, for soundtrack catalog subscription and free
LP. Star, Dept. SR -10, Box 7, Quarryville, PA 17566.

Phone (717) 284-2573.

COMPACT DISC

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE

1(800) -ALL -DISC, (in CT. 1 452-0203), for FREE CATA-

LOG M -F 10.8, Saturday 10-7, Sunday 10-4. ALL DISC

MUSIC INC., 133 Wheeler Road, Monroe, CT 06468.

LARGEST SELECTION ON COMPACT -DISC available'
Select from all titles and artists released and receive our
gigantic catalog of audiophile laser -disc product. Lowest
prices on earth in a flawless mailorder service. EAMS-Ex-
port Department, Postfach 1525/Grafinger Str. 226, D-8360
Deggendorf /West -Germany

COMPACT DISCS, Most $11.99-$13.99. 2000 plus titles in
Stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates. 02 RECORDS,
5246 Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083.
(404)292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS! Over 1900 titles priced from $10.49
Send $1.00 for catalog. DISC HAVEN. Box 16B, Storrs, CT
06268.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS exclusively -in -stock -catalog
$1, refundable with orders. Ethel Enterprises, Box 3301,
Dept. SR, Falls Church, VA 22043.

COMPACT DISCS! Over 2000 titles available -immedi-

ate delivery -FREE catalog. LAURY'S RECORDS, 9800

North Milwaukee Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60016. CALL TOLL

FREE 1 (800) CD -DISKS -outside Illinois. (312) 296-
0420 in Illinois.

COMPACT DISC CENTER

P 0 Box 616S Clifton Perk. NY 12065

15181 664 2550

Many Discs S13 99

Quantity 10 and over only S12 99

S2 00 Cont. U S shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
Southeast's CD Headquarters. Free Catalog. Cat's Rec-
ords and Tapes, PO Box 22773, Nashville, TN 37202.

COMPACT DISCS! Import and Domestic. Whatever is
available is available to you at discount prices. CD MA-
CHINES TOO. Call the CD STORE, to place an order. (617)
762-6777.

COMPACT DISCS-Import/domestic labels -thousands
of titles in stock -low, low prices. Comprehensive CDcat-
alog available for $2.00. applicable to your first order. Bi-
monthly newsletter covering new releases for CD's/LP's/
tapes free upon request -Serenade Record Shop, Dept
SR85, 1713 St. N.W.. Washington, DC 20006. (202) 638-
6648.

BEST COMPACT DISC PRICES WORLDWIDE! Low as
$8.99. Send $2.00 for greatest CD catalog, $25.00 of dis-
count coupons. CLASSIC DIVERSIONS, P.O. Box 1923.
Evanston, IL 60204.

COMPACT DISCS AND LASER VIDEO DISCS. Nice
prices -free lists. MC/VISA. SIGHT & SOUND INC., 18
Bennett St.. Boston, MA 02135. (617)787-4465.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth!
Details FREE-WealthKit, No. DD1, Billings, N.Y. 12510.

BORROW $300-$30.000 INTEREST FREE! Keep indefi-
nitely! Free Details. Write: American, 1601 Main, Plain-
field, Indiana 46168.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information free.
Mail Order Associates. Dept. 535, Montvale, NJ 07645.

INSTRUCTIONS

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable, licensed,
unlicensed, low-cost transmitters! Free information:
Broadcasting. Box 130-R1, Paradise, CA 95969.

GOV SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the US gov-
ernment/ Get the facts today' Call (312) 742-1143 ext. 4670.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS
,et The most complete wet -

Send S1 for sample copy.

"P.O. Box 3087, Fortuna, CA 99541)
$00-358.9'9'97 (U.S )  800-5564717 (Calif.)

707-725-2476 (all others)

Interested in home satellite TV?
Learn ho, it works, what services are available, how to

buy a system and more through the new booklet
To Satellite TV. Clip out this coupon and send it with your
name and address, and SI IX) for postage and handling ti.

Tuning In To Satellite TV
CommTek Publishing Company

P.O. Boa 2228, Dept. l
Bailey, ID 83333

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS 2.000
titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton, Box 15-D, Fes
Village, CT 06031

MOVIE FILM/VIDEOTAPES

GREAT ARTISTS VIDEO. The exciting alternative for op-
eratic video collectors. Box 797. Bronx, New York 10469

COLLECT HOME VIDEO MOVIES! Everything imagin-
able! All ratings. VHS. Beta. Catalog $2.00. Tower. Dun-
kirk, MD 20754-0213.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details,
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion. Box 24-ZD, Olym-
pia. Washington 98507.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS' IDEAS HAVE VALUE'

Ever think of an idea. forget it and see it later on the
market? Many people don t forget. act quickly and
are rewarded by American Industry Write down
your idea' We offer free disclosure registration and
initial consultation regarding your idea s potential
value Call or write without delay for your free infor-
mation package

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION
82 Broad St . Dept SR
Westfield. MA 01086

413-568.3753

A Fee Based Marketing Company
Offices Coast to Coast

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international cor-
respondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag,
Box 10660/Z. D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

BEAUTIFUL PHILIPPINE LADIES -Desire Friendship,
Correspondence, Marriage!! Photos. Descriptions. $1.00.
Transcor-D, Box 2321, Manila, Philippines 2801.

ORIENTAL SINGLES seeking cultural exchange. friend-
ship, sharing, marriage. WRITE: CHERRY BLOSSOMS,
Box 1021 P, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727.

HAVE MANY A-1 TAPES of Met Opera broadcasts etc. to
be given away for a donation to the Gladys Fissel Memo-
rial Fund. Contact: Bob Fissel, 3902 Columbia Pike. Ar-
lington. VA 22204.

TAHITI'S WOMEN want to meet caring, upscale individu-
als. Maeva Club International, Box 1370, New York. NY
10268.

MEET ASIAN LADIES! Send $2.00 for photo album. DE-
TAILS: Friendship, 4959CE Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood CA
90027.

INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES -Friends for sports, hobbies,
travel, vacations, correspondence -nationwide, world-
wide. ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE, Box 68-S41, Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266.

CORRESPONDENCE TO ASIA FOR LASTING RELA-
TIONSHIP. Free information. AAWS-SR, Box 2777. Orcutt.
CA 93455-0777.

SINGLE?! Want to feel special? Call SINGLES DATE -LINE!
It Will Change Your Life! (916)944-4444. XSINGLESTEREO.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
AND CIRCULATION (Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)

1. Title of Publication: Stereo Review.
a. Publication No. 00391220

2. Date of filing: October 1, 1984

3. Frequency of issue: Monthly
a. No. of issues published annually: 12
b. Annual subscription price: $9.98

4. Location of known office of publication (not printers):
3460 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010.

5. Location of the headquarters or general business
offices of the publisher (not printers): One Park Av-
enue, New York, New York 10016.

6. Names and complete addresses of the publisher,
editor, and managing editor Publisher, William T.
Lippe, One Park Avenue, New York, New York
10016. Editor, William Livingstone, One Park Av-
enue, New York, New York 10016. Managing Editor,
Louise Gooch Boundas, One Park Avenue, New
York, New York 10016.

7. Owner: Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, One Park Av-
enue, New York, New York 10016: Ziff Corporation,
One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

8. Known bondholders, mortgagees. and other security
holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities:
None.

10. Extent and Nature of Circulation:

Actual No.
Average Copies of

No. Copies Single
Each Issue Issue

During Published
Preceding Nearest to
12 Months Filing Date

A. Total no. copies printed
(net press run) 679,798 691,731

B. Paid circulation
1. Sales through dealers

and carriers, street
vendors and counter
sales 61,424 61,150

2. Mail subscriptions 516,086 513,692

C. Total paid circulation
(sum of 1081 and 1082) 577,510 574,842

D. Free distribution by mail,
carrier or other means,
samples, complimentary,
and other free copies 19,386 18,303

E. Total distribution
(sum of C and D) 596,896 593,145

F. Copies not distributed
1. Office use, left over,

unaccounted, spoiled
after printing 2,522 2,236

2. Returns from news
agents 80,380 96,350

G. Total (sum of E, Fl and
2 -should equal net
press run shown in A) 679,798 691,731

11. I certify that the statements made by me above are
correct and complete.

WILLIAM L. PHILLIPS,

Assistant Treasurer
BE A RECORDING ENGINEER! New classes quarterly. In-
stitute of Audio/Video Engineering. 1831 Hyperion, Dept
L. Hollywood, CA 90027, (213)666-3003.

LOVELY CULTURED ASIANS desire correspondence/
marriage. Educated/Faithful. ISCC. 3857 Birch, Suite 596 -
PR, Newport Beach, CA 92660.



EDITORIAL INDEX, 1984

Prepared by David Stein

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
(Hirsch -Houck Laboratories)

Amplifiers and Preamplifiers
Adcom GFP-I A (preamplifier), Mar. 28
Mark Levinson ML -3 (power), Jun. 46
Luxman L-430 (integrated), Oct. 37
Revox B 251 (integrated), May 36
Soundcraftsmen PCR800 (power), Aug. 32
Yamaha C-80 (preamplifier) and M-80

(power), Nov. 29
Audio/Video Equipment
Jensen AVS-6200 (VCR), Jul. 40
RCA VKT-550 (VCR). Jul. 40
Car Stereo (Greenleaf and Hirsch)
19 Amplifiers, May 48
Audia DTX-1000. Jul. I8
Audiomobile System 1600. Oct. 22
Autotek 5550E, Feb. 20
Kenwood KRC-9900, Sep. 24
Pioneer Centrate FEX-95, Dec. 18
Proton 204, May 16
Sansui CX-990, Jun. 18
Sony XR-100, Mar. 18; CDX-R7 (CD player

and tuner), Oct. 58
Yamaha YCT-800, Jan. 23
Cassette Decks
Akai GX-R99, Oct. 46
B&O Beocord 5000, Apr. 26
Denon DR -M44, Jul. 28
Kenwood KX-7IRB, Feb. 32
Nakamichi RX-505, Mar. 25; BX-300,

Dec. 27
Pioneer CT -A9, Jun. 26
Tandberg TCD 3014, May 26
Technics RS -8100. Nov. 32
Compact Disc Players
Kenwood DP -1100B. Jul. 24
Marantz CD -54, Sep. 50
Mitsubishi DP -I03, Jan. 44
Pioneer P -D70, Nov. 42
Sansui PC -V1000, Aug. 28
Sony CDP-610ES, Feb. 36; D-5 Discman,

Dec. 64
Yamaha CD -X I. Jun. 36
Headphones
AKG K4, Nov. 47
Koss Portapro, Sep. 41
Phono Cartridges
ADC TRX-3, Oct. 29
Audio-Technica AT16OML, Aug. 36
Shure MLI4OHE, Jan. 32; VI5 Type V -MR.

Dec. 32
Receivers and Tuners
Carver, Apr. 22
Hafler DH -330 (tuner), May 32
Harman Kardon hk 5901, Jan. 41
Kyocera R -85I, Feb. 26
McIntosh MR 500 (tuner), Feb. 41
NAD 7140, Sep. 35
Onkyo TX -35, Aug. 23
Proton 930, Jul. 21
Speaker Systems
ADS L1290, Apr. 21
B&W DM2000, May 24
Bose 901 Series V, Aug. 38
Bozak LS -200A, May 36
Celestion SL600, Sep. 44
Dahlquist DQM-3. Feb. 35
dbx Soundfield One, Jul. 56
EPI T/E 320, Oct. 32
Fourier 6, Mar. 38
Genesis 44, Dec. 40
Klipsch kg,, Jan. 37
Ohm Walsh 4, Jun. 32
Polk SDA Compact, Nov. 38
Wharfedale Diamond, Apr. 30
Turntables
Acoustic Research, Jan. 31
Denon DP -37F, Dec. 42

Dual CS 515. Jun. 23
Harman Kardon T60, Jul. 30
NAD 5120, Apr. 32
Technics SL-QX300, Mar. 36
Other Equipment
Acoustic Research stereo remote control.

Mar. 35
AudioSource RTA-One spectrum analyzer,

Oct. 40
Magnum 105FM antenna booster, Sep. 47

THE HIGH END (Hodges)
Origins of the Species, Jun. 106
Audio/Videophilia, Jul. 94
Digital Recording, Aug. 96
Serious Turntables, Sep. 114
The Sophisticated Loudspeaker, Oct. 122
Speakers: Distinguishing Marks, Nov. 122
Cable Comments. Dec. 118

TAPE TALK (Stark)
Reader Questions and Answers, Jan. 18.

Feb. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. 16. Jun. 16.
Aug. 18

TECHNICAL TALK (Hirsch)
How Audible Is Distortion?, Jan. 26
Crossover Networks, Feb. 23
"0 -dB" Tape Recording Level, Mar. 22
How to Choose a Component, Apr. 18
How We Test Car Stereo Systems, May 22
How to Read a Test Report, Sep. 31
How Audible Is Distortion?, Oct. 26
How Important Are Measurements?.

Nov. 24
Why Test Prototype Audio Products?,

Dec. 23

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Amplifiers -see Power
Car Stereo: New Products at Winter CES

(Vizard), Apr. 47; How to Buy (Sell), May
44; Get More Bass in Your Car
(Sweeney), May 55; Tests of 19 Power
Amplifiers (Hirsch), May 48; First Road
Test of AM Stereo (Greenleaf), Jun. 18;
What's New (Sweeney), Oct. 71

Compact Disc Players: Understanding CD
Errors (Ranada), Apr. 48; The CD
Takeover (Ranada), Jul. 54; CD Players on
the Move (Petras), Oct. 50; The Care and
Feeding of a CD Player (Ranada), Dec. 59

Compact Discs: Twenty-five Top CD's
(Ranada), Jan. 60

Component Compatibility (Hirsch), Jul. 51
CompuSonics: New HiFi Horizons -The

CompuSonics Recording System
(Ranada), Dec. 68

Connections, Making (Gordon), Jun. 57
Dealers, How to Deal with Audio (Booth),

Jan. 53
Digital Audio Developments (Ranada), Jan.

46; The Great Digital Debate (Burton),
May 57; Enhancing Digital Sound
(Berger), Sep. 79

Equalizers, How to Use (Stark), Jan. 48
FM Tuners in Town and Country (Hirsch),

Feb. 44
Graphs, How to Read Audio (Ranada),

Aug. 55

Guru, How to Be an Audio (Burton),
Feb. 59

The High End Horizon (Gillett), Aug. 58
Holiday Gifts for Audiophiles (staff),

Dec. 54
How to Buy Hi-Fi (Simels), Aug. 42
Installation of the Month (Stark). Feb. 18
Japan Audio Fair (Harrell), Feb. 62
Movie Sound at Home, How to Get That

(Hodges), Nov. 58
New Audio Products: Winter CES (Burton),

Apr. 40; Summer CES (staff), Sep. 59
Noise Reduction, The Basics of (Ranada),

Mar. 49
Off the Wall! -Speakers and Room

Boundaries (Holl), Sep. 77
One -Brand Options (Petras), Aug. 46
Phono Cartridges, Esoteric (Sweeney),

Nov. 68
Power -How Much Do You Need? (Meyer),

Jun. 42; Power Amplifiers from A to AB
(Hodges), Jun. 49

Rack Systems -see One -Brand Options
Receivers, Buyers' Guide to (Masters),

Dec. 46
Speakers, Digital -Ready (Hirsch), Jun. 60;

Speaker City -Buying Guide (Masters),
Sep. 68; also see Where's the Bass? and
Off the Wall!

Systems (Sell), Jun. 62, Jul. 44, Sep. 66, Oct.
56, Dec. 62

Tape: Choosing Tape (Mitchell), Mar. 41;
Tape Wins Again (Masters), Nov. 64

Tape Equipment: The State of the Art
(Stark), Mar. 44

Turntable Gremlins (Ferstler and Ranada),
Oct. 62

Upgrading Your System (Meyer), Aug. 52
Video: Stereo TV, Here at Last (Feldman),

Jul. 36; VHS Hi-Fi-First Tests (Hirsch),
Jul. 40; Getting Started with Video
(Mitchell). Aug. 48; State of the Art Hi-Fi
VCR's (Petras), Nov. 51

Where's the Bass? -Three-piece Speaker
Systems (Hirsch), Sep. 73

BEST OF THE MONTH
Classical
J. S. Bach: Goldberg Variations, Jan. 65
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas Nos. 12 and 13,

Mar. 61; Piano Variations, Dec. 80
Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique, Oct. 84
Bono: Mefistofele, Jul. 66
Britten: War Requiem, May 68
Chausson: Concert in D for Violin, Piano,

and String Quartet, Op. 21, Feb. 72
Debussy: La Mer, Nocturnes, Jan. 63
Handel: Concerti Grossi, Op. 6, Jun. 69
Mahler: Symphony No. 1, Nov. 81
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto, Sept. 83
Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 9 and I I,

Aug. 73; Don Giovanni, Oct. 82
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet excerpts,

Classical Symphony, Apr. 77; Alexander
Nevsky, Sep. 84

Puccini: La Rondine, May 67
Rachmaninoff! Piano Concerto No. 2,

Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini,
Jul. 64

Saint -Sans: Violin Concerto No. 3, Jun. 70,
Sep. 83

Schubert: Lieder, Nov. 82
R. Strauss: Death and Transfiguration, Till

Eulenspiegers Merry Pranks, Don Juan,
Feb. 75; Songs, Mar. 59; Songs, Aug. 71

Stravinsky: Petrouchka, Scenes de ballet,
Dec. 80

Wienawski: Violin Concerto No. 2, Jun. 70
Hendricks, Barbara: French Opera Arias.

Apr. 82

Popular
Anderson, Laurie: Mister Heartbreak,

Jon. 70
Blanchard, Terence, and Donald Harrison:

New York Second Line, Aug. 72
Buckingham, Lindsey: Go Insane, Nov. 84
Campbell, Debbie: Two Hearts, Apr. 78
Charles, Ray: Friendship, Nov. 82
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Damaris, May 70
Harris, Emmylou: White Shoes, Mar. 61
Jackson, Joe: Mike's Murder, Jan. 65; Body

and Soul, Jul. 63
David Murray Octet: Murray's Steps,

Feb. 74
The Parachute Club, Apr. 80
Presley, Elvis: The First Live Recordings,

May 68
The Pretenders: Learning to Crawl, Apr. 76
Prince and the Revolution: Purple Rain,

Oct. 81
Reed, Lou: New Sensations, Jul. 64
Sampson, Don: Coyote, Dec. 82
Skaggs, Ricky: Don't Cheat in Our

Hometown, Feb. 72
Spacek, Sissy: Hangin' Up My Heart,

Jan. 64
Split Enz: Conflicting Emotions, Dec. 77
Springsteen, Bruce: Born in the U.S.A.,

Sep. 86
Twilley, Dwight: Jungle, Aug. 71
Vaughan, Stevie Ray, and Double Trouble:

Couldn't Stand the Weather, Sep. 84
Warwick, Dionne: flow Many Times Can

We Say Goodbye, Mar. 60
Was (Not Was): Born to Laugh at

Tornadoes, Feb. 72
Williams, Hank, Jr.: Major Moves, Oct. 82
This Is Spinal Tap, Jun. 69

SPEAKING MY PIECE (Livingstone)
Happy 1984, Jan. 6
Musical Debts, Feb. 4
The Met's Centennial, Mar. 4
Good News, Apr. 6
Change, May 6
Style, Jun. 8
I Love L.A., Jul. 4
Taste, Aug. 6
Audio as Art, Sep. 8
CD and LP, Oct. 6
The Video Message, Nov. 6
Black Christmas, Dec. 4

MUSICAL FEATURES
Albeniz: Rapsodia espahola, Piano Concerto

(Freed), Oct. 87
Anderson, Ian: Walk into Light (Peel),

Apr. 88
Anderson, John: All the People Are Talkin'

(Nash), Feb. 78
Ashkenazy, Vladimir: Mussorgsky's Pictures

and Borodin's Polovtsian Dances (Hall),
Jun. 85

Barenboim, Daniel: Wagner Orchestral
Excerpts (Freed) and Piano Transcriptions
(Salzman), Mar. 74

The Basic Repertoire (Freed), Jan. 102, Feb.
106, Mar. 102, Apr. 118, Jul. 90

Beethoven: Cello Sonatas Nos. 3 and 5
(Freed), Sep. 101; also see Brendel

Bernstein, Leonard: Brahms Symphonies,
Haydn Variations, and Overtures (Hall),
Mar. 66

Blue Oyster Cult: The Revolution by Night
(Peel), Mar. 80

Brahms-see Bernstein
Brendel, Alfred: Beethoven Piano Concertos

(Freed), Jul. 75
Cash, Johnny: Johnny 99 (Nash), Mar. 82
Cassettes for Cars (Nash), Aug. 62
Christmas Music (Barter), Dec. 91
Compact Discs: Twenty-five Top CD's

(Ranada), Jan. 60; CD's on WEA Labels
(Albertson), Feb. 82; The CD Bandwagon
(Barter), Apr. 36

Conley, Earl T. (Nash), May 61
Dolby, Thomas: The Flat Earth (Peel),

Jun. 73
Dylan, Bob: Infidels (Simels), Jan. 80
The Everly Brothers: EB 84 (Simels),

Dec. 95
Exile (Nash), Oct. 69
Fella: Nights in the Gardens of Spain

(Freed), Oct. 87
Guitar Classics (Livingstone), Nov. 74
Hall, Tom T.: Everything from Jesus to Jack

Daniels (Nash), Jan. 84

Handel: Messiah (Hall), Dec. 85; also see
Horne, Marilyn

Heukerott, Joe: Bittersweet (Nash), Aug. 75
Hines, Earl: At Club Hangover, Vol. 5 and

The Legendary Little Theater Concert of
1964, Vols. 1 and 2 (Albertson), Jun. 82

Holiday Gifts for Audiophiles (staff),
Dec. 54

Holliday, Jennifer: Feel My Soul (Garland),
Feb. 80

Horne, Marilyn: Handel Arias (Jellinek),
Feb. 96

Hunter, Alberta: Look for the Silver Lining
(Reilly), Mar. 94

Hyman, Dick: Kitten on the Keys-The
Music of Zez Confrey (Vance), Apr. 96

Idol, Billy: Rebel Yell (Peel), May 88
Ingram, James: It's Your Night, May 73
Jazz in America videos (Albertson).

Apr. 102
Jones, Howard: Human's Lib, Sep. 89
Kodaly: Orchestral Works (Salzman),

Apr. 104
Lennon, John, and Yoko Ono: Milk and

Honey and Heart Play (Peel), Apr. 86
Manfred Mann's Earth Band: Somewhere in

Afrika (Peel), Mar. 84
Maria, Tania: Love Explosion (Garland),

Jul. 83
McCorkle, Susannah (Albertson), Mar. 52
Mental As Anything: Creatures of Leisure

(Peel), Feb. 84
Mills, Stephanie: Merciless (Garland),

Jan. 88
Moore's Irish Melodies (Freed), May 100
Movie Videos-see Video
Mozart: Two Serenades, K. 320 and 525

(Hall), Feb. 100
My One and Only (Reilly), Mar. 98
Ousset, Cecile (Barter), Sep. 64
Parte, Carlos: Dvotak Symphony No. 7

and Bruckner Symphony No. 8 (Freed),
May 93

Pastorius, Jaco: Invitation (Peel), Jan. 96
The Pointer Sisters: Break Out (Garland),

Apr. 90
Presley, Elvis: A Legendary Performer,

Volume 4 (Vance), Mar. 92
Rameau: Les Bortades (Barter), Zats

(Lincoln), Apr. 112
Record of the Year Awards for 1983,

Feb. 65
Robbins, Marty: A Lifetime of Song (Nash),

Feb. 86
Rodrigo: Guitar Concertos (Freed), Aug. 83
The Rolling Stones: Under Cover (Simels),

Jan. 94
Rubinstein, Arthur: In Memoriam (Freed),

Jan. 68
Schubert: Symphonies Nos. 1 and 4 (Freed),

Mar. 70
Schumann: Fantasiestucke, Op. 12; Fantasia

in C, Op. 17 (Freed), Feb. 102
Simon, Paul: Hearts and Bones (Peel),

Mar. 88
Sinatra, Frank: The One and Only

(Giddins), Feb. 52; L.A. Is My Lady
(Reilly), Nov. 92

Slatkin, Leonard (Livingstone), Apr. 72
The Smiths (Simels), Jul. 81
R. Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier (Ackert),

Nov. 99
Streisand, Barbra: Vent! (Reilly), Feb. 92
Style Council: My Ever Changing Moods

(Simels), Oct. 97
Swing Jazz Reissues (Albertson), Oct. 102
Verve Jazz Reissues (Albertson), Apr. 98
Video Jazz-see Jazz in America
Video: Movie Musicals (Meredith), Apr. 38;

Rock -&-Roll Classics (Meredith), Jul. 46;
Movie Classics (Meredith), Jul. 48; Ballet
& Opera Classics (Albertson), Jul. 49; The
Sound of Movies (Meredith), Nov. 56

Violins, A Celebration of (Freed), Jan. 78
Wagner: The Ring on CD's (Livingstone),

Dec. 92; also see Barenboim
Willoughby, Larry: Building Bridges (Nash)

Apr. 92
Wolf, Peter: Lights Out (Simels), Nov. 87
Yuppies, Music for (Livingstone), Jun. 54



JBL Introduces
Titanium Series loudspeakers.

To tell the truth.

A team of specialists at JBL labored
nearly five years to develop a unique
manufacturing process, a patented
design, a significant advance in materials
application, and four stunning new
loudspeaker systems.

The new Titanium Series takes
its name from a truly revolutionary
high frequency driver. A blast of
nitrogen gas against a sheet of pure
titanium creates a dome thinner
than a human hair yet capable
of withstanding the
crushing force of more
than 1000 Gs.

The new titanium
high frequency driver
easily copes with the

musical transients and wide dynamic range
of the most demanding digital record-
ings, generates undistorted sound well
beyond the audible range, and handles
very high power without stress.

Coupled with a new midrange
driver, a new dividing network, and
other major and minor innovations, the
resulting new Titanium Series loud-
speakers are the most neutral, the

most detailed, the most
pleasing loudspeakers
you're likely to hear. And
the very best from JBL.

JBL
harmai in e-nat onal
6500 Batraallivi PO Bo. 22(0
Northr,O.r. Cshton.a91329

11 Pictured above JBLs new pure titanium high trequeacy driver witl- patented diamond surround.
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S -X1130 AudioNideo/Stereo Receiver

Introducing
one brilliant idea
on top of another.

Unmatched FM Stereo/AM Stereo reception and video control makes them fantastic. X -Balanced circuitry
makes them phenomenal. Sansui's 130 watt S -X1130 and 100 watt S -X1100 Quartz PLL Audio/Video receivers
are so far advanced, they even have a special decoder that lets you receive broadcasts of all AM stereo systems.
What's more, their unique X -Balanced circuitry cancels out external distortion and decisively eliminates IHM,
for the purest all-around listening pleasure.

But the advantages don't stop there. Both receivers are complete Audio/Video control centers that are
radically different-and significantly more versatile-than any others on the market. The S -X1130 delivers all
the highly advanced audio and video performance of the S -X1100, with the added bonus of sharpness and fader
controls for enhanced video art functions. And both units offer additional audio dexterity with multidimension"
for expanded stereo or simulated stereo, plus sound mixing capabilities.

For more brilliant, innovative ideas, check out our full line of superior receivers.
You'll know why we're first, the second you hear us.

There's more worth hearing and seeing from Sansui. Write: Consumer Service
Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746; Sansui
Electric Co., Ltd., Ibkyo, Japan.
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